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PREFACE 
Definition and Purpose 
This study is an attempt to expound and describe the 
theology of Phillips Brooks, not with the expectation that 
such an exposition and description shall add to the body of 
techni~al theological knowledge, but with a strong conviction 
that there is real value in bringing more clearly into view 
the background of thought upon which his ministry was based. 
It is my theory that a considerable part of the secret of 
Brooks's power over the souls of men lay in the fact that he 
had gotten hold of truth concerning God and man which was so 
elemental, so basic, so germane to human nature itself that 
when it was poured forth from his pure life and passionate 
soul, men felt themselves confronted by Eternal Reality. It 
is my hope, in this study, to bring this truth to light. 
Scope and Limitation 
In this study, I set myself the task of discovering 
the theological content and background of the writing and 
preaching of Phillips Brooks in order to state his doctrines 
and relate them to the recognized classifications of system-
atic theology. In doing this, I shall not attempt to recon-
struct a whole system of theology for him by presuming to 
speak where he himself is silent. Such a task, if it could 
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achieved, would contribute nothing of substantial value to the 
field of systematic theology, primarily because Brooks himself 
made no attempt to contribute to that field. Therefore, I 
propose to take only what is stated by Brooks or can be direct-
ly inferred from his statements, to treat only such doctrines 
as he chose to expound. These were apparently the doctrines 
that he regarded as vital in his mission to help each person 
realize within himself his divine potentialities. 
Problem and Plan 
The problem in describing the theology of Phillips 
Brooks is a problem of semantics as well as a problem of 
analysis. Rarely did he speak of doctrinal matters in the 
accepted terms of formal theology. His doctrines were clothed 
in the language of life, decorated with poetic imagery. They 
were conveyed more by illustration than by definition. To draw 
from such language the exact meanings that differentiate one 
school of thought from another is at times virtually imposs-
ible. And it is, in a sense, a disagreeable task since, by its 
very nature, the language of poetry is more sublime than the 
language of science. The deepest theology can be expressed 
only in poetry. Nonetheless, in order to arrive as closely 
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as possible to a definition of his doctrines, I plan to approach 
them fram as many points of reference as can be established, 
hoping by this means more accurately to locate the position of 
his thought and the direction of its movement. 
Again, because my aim is not the reconstruction of 
a theological system for Brooks but the description of such 
doctrines as he valued and used, I have begun my study, not 
with a framework of systematic theology, but with the content 
of Brooks's thought itself. Rather than search his writings 
for bits of thought to fit upon this or that part of a rigid 
skeleton, I have begun with the fleshly body of his living 
thought and have given it such structure as it seemed to re-
quire in order to stand erect. 
Other Studies in the Field 
The official listing of dissertation titles indicates 
that three doctoral dissertations have been written about 
Phillips Brooks, each of them confined to a study of his hom-
iletical method and practical ministry. Professor Alexander 
v. G. Allen, in his definitive biography of Phillips Brooks, 
has one chapter, consisting of sixty-five pages, dealing with 
a general survey of Brooks's theology. This is of significant 
value, both because of Allen's personal acquaintance with 
Brooks's thought, and because of his qualifications to make 
analyses in the field of speculative thought. The only other 
work done in the theological area was by the Rev. Leighton 
Parks in the publication of his address before the Southern 
Convocation of Massachusetts (Episcopal Church) on January 25, 
1894. This address, delivered two days after the first anni-
versary of the death of Phillips Brooks, was intended as a 
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sort of memorial observation, and is entitled The Theology 
of Phillips Brooks. In its pamphlet form, this revised ad-
dress consists of only thirty-seven pages. While it proved 
helpful in my study by conveying the results of some of 
Parks's personal conversations with arooks on theological 
matters, I found nothing in it that was not elsewhere clearly 
stated in Brooks's own writings. Moreover, Parks devotes 
a considerable portion of his short work in tracing the 
history of the doctrine of man in order to try to prove his 
contention that Brooks made an original contribution to the 
solution of a theological problem w~~ch both Calvinism and 
Unitarianism had failed to solve. Therefore, he treats only 
in the briefest way Brooks's position on specific doctrines. 
As a comprehensive treatment it is unsatisfactory. 
Sources 
The most authoritative source of the theology of 
Phillips Brooks is his published works, consisting of ten 
volumes of sermons (the last four volumes of which were edited 
by his brother, John Cotton Brooks, after Phillips's death), 
a volume of essays and addresses, a volume of his lectures 
on preaching at Yale University, and a volume of his lectures 
on the influence of Je sus, delivered as the Bohlen Lectures 
at Holy Trinity in Philadelphia. It was to his published 
works, and especially to his sermons that he pointed those 
who inquired of his theology. 
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Yet these published works are not of themselves ade-
quate for the fUll representation of his thought. They give 
us what he was prepared to defend, but they do not convey the 
whole of his thought. Actually, his unpublished sermons im-
pressed me as being more doctrinal than those published. 
Therefore, considerable use has been made of them. Because 
there was a definite development in his theological orien-
tation, greater weight has been given to the sermons that 
belong to his more mature years. I n each cas e, the footnote 
indicates the date on which each unpublished sermon cited was 
first preached. 
The chief source for locating the unpublished writ-
ings of Phillips ~ooks is the Diocesan Library, located at 
1 Joy Street, Boston, in the building which Bishop ~ooks 
himself acquired as the headquarters for the Diocese of Mass-
achusetts. There are a few unpublished sermons in the 
Athenaeum in Boston, in the library at the Episcopal Theo-
logical Seminary in Cambridge, and in the Widener Library 
at Harvard. 
Another essential source of ~ooks's thought is his 
official biography by Professor Allen, previously mentioned 
in referring to a chapter therein on Brooks's theology. The 
work as a whole is of great value inasmuch as Allen quotes 
extensively from notebooks, letters, and journals that are 
not at present to be found in the collection of Brooks's 
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papers at 1 Joy Street, Boston. I have found myself, on 
the whole, in agreement with Allen's evaluations of Brooks's 
thought, although I feel that he sometimes writes more as 
a hero-worshipper than as a critical observer. 
vi 
A CHRONOLOGY OF PHILLIPS ffiOOKS 
1835 :Jorn of William Gray Brooks and Mary Ann (Ph illips) 
Brooks, on December 13th. 
1846 Entered Boston Latin School . 
1851 Entered Harvard College. 
1855 Became a teacher at the Boston Latin School in Sep-
tember and resigned in February, having been lmabl e 
to discipline h is class. 
1856 Entered the Episcopal Seminary at Alexandria , Va. 
1859 Graduated from seminary and became rec t or of the 
Church of the Advent in Philadelphia. 
1861 ' Resigned from the Church of the Advent to become the 
rector of Holy Trinity Church, also in Philadelphia. 
1865 Spent a year in Europe, having leave from the Holy 
Tr inity Church. 
186 9 Resigned Holy Trinity Church on July 29, to accept 
a call to Trinity Church in Boston. 
1872 The gr eat fire in Bos ton destroyed Trinity Church, 
then located on Summer Street. 
1873 Cons true tion was begun on the new Trinity Church 
located in Copley Square . 
1874 I n a smumer visit to Engl and and t he continent, he 
preached in Westminster Abbey -• . 
1877 Delivered Lectures on Preac~i~~ at Yale. 
1879 Delivered the Bohlen Lectures, entitled The Influence 
of Jesus, at Holy Trinity Church in Philadelphia. 
vii 
1880 Preached in the Chapel Royal at Windsor Cas t le before 
the queen . The death of his mother in this year was 
felt as a great loss. The new r ec t ory of Tr:nity Church, 
built especially for Brooks, was comple ted . 
1881 
1882 
1891 
1893 
Refused call to be preacher and professor of 
Christian Ethics at Harvard. 
Took leave from Trinity Church to spend a year 
abroad, spending the major portion of his time in 
Germany and India. 
Elected Bishop of the Diocese of Massachusetts. 
Died on January 23rd, in Boston. 
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P A R T 
I 
H I S T H E 0 L 0 G Y 
AS A WHOLE 
CHAPTER I 
HIS THEOLOGICAL TEMPERAMENT AND CAPACITY 
His Theological Temperament 
Phillips Brooks was not a speculative or systematic 
theologian. He had no liking for abstract formulations. He 
found no permanent attraction in complex and completed sys-
tems of thought. Although his mind worked regularly and 
in areas of profound depth, it was always in the quest for 
some living, eternal truth applicable to human life and 
useful for its enrichment. Caring not at all for dialectic 
subleties, he loved with all his mind the great, the s~ple, 
the vibrant truths of the gospel. These he probed to all 
their wonderful depth and set forth thoughts as clearly dis-
tinguished, as properly ordered, as any technical theologian 
could have marshalled. Those who came to listen to him were 
like men stopping to quench their thirst at a wayside spring. 
They see the water sparkling in the sunlight and they know 
their thirst wonderfully satisfied, but they cannot know 
from what subterranean depths those waters have risen. So 
those who were uplifted by the preaching of Phillips Brooks 
heard the words of his eager message tumbling forth and 
their souls were refreshed, but how little could they know 
from what depth of theological consideration that message 
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had came. Virtually every sermon ~ooks preached was linked 
to same definite doctrine or was controlled by some theolog-
ical principle. He knew theology and he appreciated its 
value, but his method of communicating his message leaves 
this fact hidden from the casual observer. As a preacher, 
he reveals little interest in technical theology and makes 
little use of theological language. It would appear that he 
early formed his own system of thought, and thenceforth, 
apart from the normal processes of development, devoted him-
self to the relation of that thought to the daily experiences 
of life. 
His Theological Abilities 
This orientation of Brooks's thought was determined, 
not by any lack of capacity for speculative thought, but by 
his lively interest in persons and his love for humanity. 
Not the quest of truth for truth's sake, but the quest of 
truth for the good of human souls--this was the lure to his 
mind. Every sermon is an exhibit of this direction of inter-
est. In his Boston ministry, he came to grips with the skep-
ticism and religious indifference of his day and met it with 
such simple, straightforward descriptions of the eternal pro-
fundities as to capture men's souls in a new concern. Indeed, 
it was this ability to run swiftly the gauntlet of intricate 
considerations and seize forthwith the essentials of truth 
that was the most impressive evidence of his mental capacity. 
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Had this swne power or mind been engrossed in probing and 
systematizing the basic doctrines of the Christian faith, 
Brooks would have left an enduring body of theological lit-
erature of high rank and value. 
That Brooks had the mental capacity for strictly 
theological labors was readily acknowledged by several who 
were particularly ccmpetent to judge. They lmew his thought, 
not only from his published sermons and books and his preach-
ing, but also from personal discussions with him. The eval-
uation of three of these persons will be of special interest. 
Professor Alexander v. G. Allen, his official biog-
rapher, gives this statement intended to correct wh~t he con-
sidered to be a common misunderstanding about Brooks: 
It was often said that he was no controversialis.t, 
and lived above the atmosphere of controversy. This · 
indeed was the general impression he made in preaching. 
There was truth in it to a certain degree; he did seek 
to lift men out of the straitened ruts of theological 
controversy, but in order to do that he passed through 
it before he rose above it. One reason why he kept 
out of ecclesiastical controversy may have been his 
dread of a certain aptness for it. His first impulse 
was to rush into it. He had an instinctive tendency to 
oppose any formal utterance which assumed to be the 
whole truth or any dogmatic assertion of opinion. His 
own experience had taught him that all such assertions 
were one-sided, containing at best only one aspect of 
the truth. His mind at once began to look for other 
aspects--the neglected, obscure intimations of truth on 
the other side. He had a natural sympathy for the under-
dog in the fight. All this points to a controversial 
habit of mind. But the process did not stop there. The 
next step was to bring· these opposite or contrasted 
aspects of truth together and from them to deduce some 
higher truth. It was not until he had accomplished this 
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in his own mind that he was ready to speak.l 
The Rev. Leighton Parks was rector of the Emmanuel 
Church of Boston (Episcopal), a neighbor of 3rooks, and a 
member with him in the Clericus Club. He is the author of 
a forty-one page monograph entitled The Theol~~~_Philli2~ 
Brooks, in which he writes: 
Brooks was not a theologian; not because he was 
ignorant of what had been written, nor because he was 
lacking in positive convictions, but because he looked 
on all such works as herbariums. They have their value. 
They may serve in the "winter of our discontent" to 
revive the memory of the "glorious sunnner," but the 
true way to learn the meaning of nature is to see the 
manifestation of life in leaf and stem and flower. 
Consequently his method of expression was found in 
illustration, rather than in dried specimens of a once 
living form. 
To some men this method seems a source of weakness, 
and they suppose because the severe thought was not 
clothed in syllogisms that, therefore, it was vague. 
Some of us have seen these schoolmen trying to convict 
him of vagueness, only to find that they had to deal with 
a "Mas ter of Sentences ," for that genial mind could con-
centrate itself until it became as keen as Socrates's in 
t he presence of the Sophists. And the believer in mere 
appearanc es would be led irresistibly into the pit which 
he had d ug for others.2 
The Rev. George A. Gordon, the minister of the Old 
South Congregational Church which stood diagonall y acro ss 
Copley Square from Trinity Church, was a close fri end of 
~ooks for nine years. Himself an outstanding preacher and 
lA. v. G. Allen , Life and Letters of Phillips Brooks 
(New York: E. P. Dutton, 1901 ), · rr-;-p-~-784 . 
2Leighton Parks, The Theolog-y: of Phillips Br_goks 
(Bo ston : Damrell and Upham, 1894 ), p. 6. 
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the author of several influential theological books, he gives 
this estimate of the theological ability of Brooks: 
The intellect of Phillips Brooks was as striking as 
the man himself. There was in it a Platonic subtlety, 
sweep, and penetration, a native capacity that did not 
always become apparent, because he passed at once, like 
a flash of lightning, to the substance of things, and 
because he believed that the forms of the understanding 
into which the highest in man throws its findings are at 
best only inadequate symbols •••• There was in Phillips 
Brooks's mind a Hindoo swiftness, mobility, penetrative-
ness, and mysticism. He could track a thought as fine as 
a thread of silk through all the waste and wreck of 
bad character; he could gather these separate threads, 
the results of endowment, early training, and even evil 
experiences, and stretch them like the strings of a harp, 
and then evok~ from them, as he smote them with his strong 
appeals, the music of aspiration, the melody of the pur-
pose of God in the soul. Had he chosen, he could have 
been one of the subtlest metaphysicians, or one of the 
most successful analysts of the human heart, throwing 
upon the screen of his art the disentangled and accurately 
classified contents of the soul. But he chose, as indis-
pensable for his calling, to let the artist in him prevail, 
to do all his thinking through the forms of imagination, 
and to give truth a body, corressponding as far as possible 
to its own ineffable beauty. Thus it happens that the 
sermons with the noblest form, with the greatest complete-
ness,1and the fine s t artistic quality have come from his 
mind. 
When we come to Part II and Part III of this study, 
we shall be able to sample for ourselves the skill with which 
Phillips Brooks could handle theological questions when it 
became necessary to do so. 
In addi t ion to his mental acumen, Brooks also had the 
basic educational preparation for a theological career. Had 
he chosen to work in that field, he could readily have made 
lGeorge A. Gordon, in a memorial sermon at Old South 
Church entitled, "Phillips Brooks as a Messenger 
of God," 1893. 
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up whatever might have been lacking. It is evident that he 
had thoroughly examined the historic philosophies, appropri-
ating for himself such thoughts as they could contri bute to 
his own evolving world-view. Early impressed by the idealism 
of Plato, and a modification of it by Philo, he maintained 
a philosophy of idealism, finding great inspiration in Lord 
Bacon's idealization of the outward world of nature. Living 
in the wake of the so-called "New England Renaissance, " he 
caught the full impact of its philosophy of transcendentalism, 
finding much in it to match his own high views of hurnan life . 
Although Kant and Hegel had wrought well in many areas where 
Brooks himself faced questions, he was not attracted to adopt 
their more abstract and speculative treatments . He preferred 
to work out his own system of truth, mor e theolog icall y than 
philosophically oriented, more concrete than speculative. 
The judg ement of Professor Allen may stand: 11Life appealed 
to him in its concrete or historic manifestations, rather 
than in the condensed algebraic formulas of specul a t ive 
thought . 11 1 
Largely through independent r eading , Brooks became 
well acquainted with the really great minds of the past, and 
with those minds also which were shaping the world in which 
he lived. With this latter group we shall have more to do 
as we consider, in Chapter IV, their impact upon his own 
lAllen, II, p. 224. 
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developing thought. 
His Peculiar Genius 
Although Brooks had the intellectual capacity for 
fine distinctions and the sustained inquiry necessary for 
success in technical theological work, and although he had 
the educational background for it, he felt that it was his 
particular genius and mission in life to translate the exact 
language of formal theology into the terms of human life and 
experience. Never allowing formulations to be an end in them-
selves, he made them always the means to a greater end, the 
enrichment of human life. This he did primarily by shifting 
the focus from doctrine to personality, relating man, as a 
child of God, to his Eternal Father. Not an a bstrac t premise , 
but the historic Incarnation, was the beginning of Brooks's 
theology. 
The fulfilment by Brooks of his chosen mission demanded 
a greater scope of talent s than those required for being a 
systematic theologian. In addition to the power of mental 
penetration and analysis required to arrive at and systematize 
truth, he had to be able to translate that truth into t he 
language of his congregation. Moreover, he had to communicate 
his message through emotion as well as log ic. He had to have 
intuitive insight into human nature and its needs . His mes-
sage must be laden with spiritual force strong enough to move 
the souls of men. His charac t er must support his mess age. All 
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these additional talents, Phillips Brooks had in full measure. 
In a sermon dealing with the mission of the Church as 
the type of the ideal human society, Brooks gives us a clear 
statement of his own esteem of doctrine and his views of the 
use that should be made of it, which was the use that he did 
make of it in every sermon: 
The decrying of dogma in the interest of life, of 
creed in the interest of conduct, is very natural, but 
very superficial. It is superficial because, if it 
succeeded, it would make life and conduct blind and 
weak. But it is natural because it is the crude, 
healthy outburst of human protest against the value of 
dogma for its own sake, of which the Church has always 
been too full. Let us not join in it. Let us insist 
that it is good for man to know everything he can know, 
and believe everything he can believe of the truth of 
God. But while we will not pull down dogma, let us do 
all we can to build up life about dogma, and demand of 
dogma that service which it is the real joy of her 
heart to render to life. I will not hear men claim that 
the doctrine of the Trinity has no help or inspiration 
to give to the merchant or the statesman. It has great 
help, great inspiration. I will not hear men claim that 
it means nothing to the scholar or the bricklayer whether 
he believes or disbelieves in the Atonement. It means 
very n1uch to either. Out of the heart of those doctrines 
I must demand the help and inspiration which they have 
to give. Then I must do all that I can to make the life 
which needs that help and inspiration hungry for them. 
I must do all that I can to make the world's ordinary 
operations know their sacredness and crave the sacred 
impulse which the dogmas have to give. I must sununons 
all life to look up to the hills. I must teac h the world 
that it is the Church, and needs and has a right to all 
the Church's privileges, and so make it cry out to the 
truths of the Trinity and Atonement to open the depths 
of their helpfulness, as they never heard the call to 
open them when only theologians were calling on them to 
complete their theological systems, or only a few special 
souls were asking them for special comforts or assistance. 
Here, in the assertion of the great human Church, is the 
true adjustment of the relations of Doctrine and Life! 
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Doctrine kept active by life. Life kept deep by doctrine.l 
As to how successfUl Brooks was in fUlfil l ing his idea 
of the use of doctrine, we may note the appraisal of George A. 
Gordon: 
Brooks was supre.mely great in one thing , in finding 
a.nd uttering the human value of the ideas of Chris tian 
faith. Wide reading in history, a knowledge of all the 
really great books in the literature of the world, a 
sympathetic attitude toward all the arts except music, 
a man of subtle insight and of imaginative sweep, and 
one of the purest and loftiest souls that ever lived, 
made the preaching of Phillips Brooks what it was, a wit-
ness for God, the invisible world, and the true humanity 
of man as beheld in the Divine humanity of Jesus, of 
surpassing loveliness and power.2 
Characteristics of His Thought 
In order to achieve his purpose in communicating the 
eternal truths of the gospel to the souls of men, Brooks in-
stinctively followed a method of thought marked by three 
general characteristics: simplicity, poetic imagination, and 
prac tic ali ty. 
"Simplicity" was a key word early in his life; he 
habitually brooded over the complexities of an idea until 
he had reduced it to its simplest statement. The older he 
became the more actively did he seek to deal only with the 
basic essentials of doctrine in their simplest relationships 
to life. 
lsermons, Vol IV, No. 3, p. 50. 
2George A. Gordon, Mt Education and Reli~ion 
( Boston, Houghton M fflin Company, 1925 , p. 301. 
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Poetic imagination and feeling was a standard tool 
in Brooks's approach to an understanding of God and His ways 
with man. It was impossible for him to function solely on the 
basis of purely rational processes because his spirit responded 
so wholeheartedly to truth. New insights called forth spon-
taneously the involvements of that truth in the whole ramifi-
cation of human life. It stirred him emot ionally as well 
as mentally, and he could hardly have put these insights 
into the cold formulas of pseudo-intellectualism. Truth 
came to him wrapped in vi brant 1 ife and he could convey 
its wonder and beauty only through poetry. 
Again, Brooks habitually probed every idea for its 
relation to the practical issues of life. A common method 
of development in his sermons was to deduce a general prin-
ciple from a text and then show how this principle operated 
in the various areas of life. So he made theology the servant 
of life. 
11 
C HAP'l'ER I I 
HIS GENERAL THEOLOGICAL POSITION 
If Brooks himself should put a label on his g eneral 
theological position, it would perhaps be in terms he used 
in urg ing his brother Frederick to enter the ministry to 
help make the church "something of the large, liberal, pro-
gressive (or if you please, truly conservative) power that 
it ought to be."l Again, he spoke of himself as one of the 
"Broad churchmen'' concerned to make the church "liberal and 
free. 11 2 lJVhile these things were said in the context of 
struggles in the Episcopal Church between High and Low 
churchmen, they are applicable as a general characterization 
of Brooks's theology. 
When Brooks came to Trinity Church in Boston, The 
Christian Intelligen~er, an orthodox Congregational publi-
cation referred to him as one who had achieved in Phil a -
delphia a reputation as "a liberal in doctrine and religious 
rites ."3 
In the terminology of his day, Brooks was a Broad 
churchman. As he opposed exclusiveness in the claims of the 
lLe tter to Frederick, 1863. 
2Letter, May 12, 1874 . 
3The Christian Intelligencer, as quoted by Allen, II , 
p. 14. 
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Episcopal Church, so he opposed bigotry, dogmatism, and 
pseudo-intellectualism in theology. He was a staunch cham-
pion of the right or free inquiry and private judgment. In 
his own thought processes, he endeavored to move from the 
arbitrary into the essential, from the formal into the spir-
itual, from the narrow into the broad. To him, rigidity of 
creed was evidence of a weakness of faith. 
When a man tells me that religion cannot stand 
unless the church be just so organized or that God 
will be lost out of men's thoughts unless you teach 
certain traditional things about Him and worship Him 
with a certain ritual, that man seems to me to be an 
unbeliever of the most dangerous kind.l 
The believer who has confidence in God can be cer-
tain that the truth of God will stand through all changing 
understandings of it. He can 
watch the everlasting growth of revelation, see the old 
truth open into the new and yet know that the truth of 
Christ is the truth of eternity, and that when the soul 
of God claimed the soul of man in the Incarnation, it 
took possession of it forever and so Christian faith 
can never die.2 
With such a positive faith in the larger truths or 
Christianity and the reality of God, Brooks could move with 
conridence into any enlarging grasp or truth. Indeed, he 
felt that no view of truth could stand unless it were 
live enough and large enough to open constantly and 
bring every new condition through which we pass same 
new experience of itself. The truth that is narrow 
and partial we outgrow; only the truth that is broad 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 9, p. 161. 
2sermons, Vol. III, No. 4, p. 81. 
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and complete grows up with us and can be kept. The one 
is like the clothes of childhood that are cast aside; 
the other is like the live body that grows up with the 
growing soul and at each stage offers it a fit instru-
ment for its work and a fit medium through which to re-
ceive its education.l 
Brooks felt that the simpler and broader the creed, 
the more freedom the soul would have to grow within it, and 
be fed by it, so that the creed is not a ttburden on his back 
but as wings on his shoulders."2 He held that narrow creed-
alism forces upon its adherents either obstinacy or constant-
ly changing points of view as they shift from one point to 
another. 
If their minds are sluggish, they are obstinate, 
doggedly clinging to the splinter of truth on which 
they have been wrecked.3 
He would not let creedalism divide Christianity. 11Let 
us not exclude Christians from Christianity; whoever is His 
disciple and calls Him Master is a Christian. n4 
In a sermon at Trinity Church, he fol.Uld fault w1 th 
same parents because, while themselves holding views of the 
Bible, the Sabbath, the Atonement, and the Resurrection 
which are "free, rational, scriptural, and vital," they yet 
"teach their children as they were taught, in hard, mechan-
ical, untrue statements of those great Christian verities. 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 3, p. 62. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No. 21, p. 334. 
3Sermons, Vol. I, No. 9, P• 160. 
4Quoted by Allen, II, P• 747. 
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It keeps the religious education of our nurseries and 
Sunday-schools too often behind the best religious 
conviction of the time. It is not right."l 
Out of this breadth of outlook came Brooks's great 
tolerance for eachman's earnest effort to know and declare 
truth. Time and again he spoke of the truth of God as 
"greater and richer than any of our statements of i t can 
express."2 He believed that one should hold his creed with 
the recognition that it expresses only a part of truth, and 
should therefore be ready to honor the truth embodied in 
other creeds. 
I am able to believe that other men who seek Him 
and who see Him differently may still be right, may 
have been brought to see some other part of His exhaust-
lessness. So all t h is truth brings me to charity and 
gives me the blessed right and privilege of toleration.3 
This "right and privilege of toleration" he enjoyed 
to the full, finding himself in happy fellowship withmen of 
many creeds, and often in conflict with narrow minds in his 
own communion. Witness the difficulty he experienced in being 
confirmed as bishop. 
The basic method by which Brooks found tolerance an 
easy virtue is revealed to us in words taken from a manuscript 
sermon first preached in 1877: 
lsermons, Vol. IV, No. 8, p. 144. 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 512, 1875. 
3Ibid. 
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Toleration is the cordial companionship with men 
who disagree with us because out of the thing s which 
we agree in we enter into the spirit with which these 
men hold the ideas in which we differ from them, and 
in that spirit we can s-ympathize although we think 
their doctrine wrong .l 
Thus we find Brooks coming to this view of tolerance 
as consisting of "the love of truth and the love of man 
harmonized and included in the love of God."2 Such toler-
ance was a normal part of his broad view of doctrine and 
life. 
lManuscript sermon, No. 583, 1877. 
2Tolerance, p. 58 . 
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CHAPTER III 
HIS RELATION TO VARIOUS THEOLOGIES 
This 11 broad, liberal" theology of Phillips Brooks 
may be further identified by describing its relationship 
to the various schools of thought that were prominent on 
the theological scene of his times. 
His Relation to the Evangelicalism 
of the Episcopal Church 
Although baptized in the Unitarian Church, Phillips 
Brooks came under the tutelage of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church at the age of four when his mother, Mary Ann (Phillips) 
Brooks influenced her frumily to transfer their church con-
nections from the First Church in Boston to St. Paul's Church 
on Tremont Street. Mrs. Brooks had never been pleased with 
the liberal preaching she heard at First Church, being from 
g irlhood "pronounced and aggressive in her adherence to 
Orthodox Congregationalism. "1 Phillips's father, William 
Gray Brooks, reared as a Unitarian, was willing to acquiesce 
in his wife's desires, believing that "women make religion 
more a matter of conscience and heart than men do.u2 He 
regretted making the change, but after a year he felt no 
lAllen, I, p. 600. 
2Entry in the journal of w. G. Brooks , Oct. 18, 1839. 
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desire to go back to "the dull and dry services of the Uni-
tarian Church."1 His interest in the Episcopal Church in-
creased with the years and he received great satisfaction 
from. his confirmation on May 30, 1847, at St. Paul's, after 
being an attendant there for almost eight years. Thus, 
' while continuing to exemplify the humanitarian aspects of 
h~s Unitarian heritage, he seems to have accepted, to a 
degree satisfactory to the rector, Dr. Alexander Vinton, 
the Evangelical doctrines then being expounded at St. Paul's. 
As for Phillips's mother, she was a regular and 
attentive member of Dr. Vinton's Bible class, eager in turn 
to teach what she had learned to her children as she assumed 
the major responsibility for their religious education, a 
a responsibility she was never content to relinquish. She 
was constantly u on her guard against any religious teaching 
which should run counter to the principles she cherished as 
vital."2 She feared the impact of the Transcendentalist 
Movement, and especially the preaching of Theodore Parker. 
She wrote to Phillips, after he had been two years at Holy 
Trinity in Philadelphia, to warn him against reading sermons 
of Horace Bushnell which questioned the vicarious atonement. 
She admonished him, when he was thirty-four years of age, 
to r~ain faithful to the Prayer Book and fight any proposal 
lEntry in the journal of W. G. Brooks, Nov. 1, 1840. 
2Allen, I, p. 61. 
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to change it. Not until Phillips came to Trinity Church 
and she heard him constantly exalting Christ did she cease 
to fear for his orthodoxy. 
On his own part, Phillips was ever eager to please 
and satisf'y his mother in these matters. 
At. St. Paul's, Phillips Brooks was directly under 
the influence and care of Dr. Vinton from the age of six 
until he entered the theological seminary in Alexandria at· 
the age of twenty. Vinton, like Dr. John s. Stone, his 
predecessor at St. Paul's, was a leader in the Evangelical 
school of thought. Through his conscientious ministry, Phillips 
was thoroughly trained in the doctrines of that school and 
to the end of his life considered himself as belonging to 
it, although he had considerably modified his understanding 
of the doctrines it held. Brooks himself, in a tribute at 
the death of Bishop Eastburn, described the peculiarities 
of the Evangelicals as consisting of "an earnest insistence 
upon doctrine, and upon personal, spiritual experience, of 
.neither of which had the previous generation made very much. "1 
As being among the doctrines which they stressed, Brooks 
listed "man's fallen state, his utter hopelessness, the 
vicarious atonement, the supernatural conversion, the work 
of the Holy Spirit."2 As a member of this school of thought, 
lQuoted from Allen, II, p. 76. 
2Ibid. 
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Dr. Vinton was known for his strong emphasis upon the 
atonement and man's need of inward conversion. As we 
follow his career, touching again and again upon that of 
Brooks, we find in him a progressive attitude which marks 
him as a bridge between the old evangelicalism and the 
new, of which Brooks considered himself a part. 
Not only through Dr. Vinton, but also through the 
Theological Seminary of Alexandria, Brooks became fully 
acquainted with the Evangelical school. Chiefly through 
the influence of Dr. Sparrow, as the dean and professor 
of theology, the seminary was another bridge from the old 
to the new evangelicalism. Thus Phillips Brooks was early 
taught the historic doctrines of the Church and early began 
to have a liberalized understanding of tham. 
As one who treasured the fruits of history, Brooks 
loved the ancient formulations of Christian doctrine. He 
revered their hallowed words and repeated tham with pleasure, 
yet all his experience and thought led him further and fur-
ther from their original meaning to a broader, deeper, more 
liberal interpretation. His freedom from the letter of 
dogma came through his passion for the life and reality of 
which these creeds were only an expression. His loyalty 
was to the person and spirit of Christ as He could be experi-
enced in the lives of the children of God. In descri bing 
the development which had been taking place in religious 
thinking, Brooks indirectly wrote the description of his own 
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intellectual metamorphosis: 
Orthodoxy used to mean the intelligent and con-
vinced reception of a large number of clearly defined 
propositions about God and Christ and man. Orthodoxy 
now, for many man, has come to mean a sympathetic 
entrance into the spirit and genius of Christianity 
and especially a cordial personal loyalty to Jesus. 
I know that here is a true and great advance. I know 
that the man who seeks to understand his Saviour is 
nearer to the New Testament than the man who merely 
learns his creed. In all those sacred pages, the 
idea of doctrinal orthodoxy is very vague. In the 
gospels it hardly shows at all. The idea of personal 
sympathy and personal loyalty is everything •••• I 
know that a man has come nearer to the mind of Christ 
when he thinks that his work in life is to enter into 
the genius of Christian truth and to be the friend 
and disciple of Jesus rather than to satisfy himself 
of the truth of many inferential propositions drawn 
from what Christ and his apostles said.l 
Again Brooks describes changes in the theological 
world which are at the same time changes which he himself 
had undergone: 
I do not know how much your friend has read of 
certain recent writings which discuss the relation 
between the formal and the essential, the historical 
and the spiritual in the Christian faith, but evidently 
the necessity for some adjustment and proportion be-
tween them has pressed upon his mind as it has pressed 
upon so many others. The unquestioning acceptance of 
all that is written concerning the historic Christ and 
the almost exclusive value set upon the facts of this 
earthly life have given way to a larger estimate of what 
He eternally is and of the spiritual meaning which the 
recorded facts enshrine.2 
With such a focus upon the life and the spirit, even 
disagreeable doctrines found a measure of respect from Brooks. 
He believed that, rather than deny the doctrine, one should 
lser.mons, Vol. VIII, No. 20, P• 347. 
2Letter, Nov. 10, 1892, quoted by Allen, II, p. 924. 
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go deeper into the spirituality of its meaning . Allen 
states that Brooks went out of his way on "every represent-
ative occasion" when he was called to speak in order to 
affirm and reaffirm that 
the advance of the church, or the progress of theology 
did not mean the abandonment of the venerated f ormulas 
of Christendom, but rather their retention in some 
deeper, more intelligent way, by setting forth t heir 
relation to the spiritual or religious life.l 
In his notebook for the year 1887, Brooks suggested 
that, in regard to the doctrine of everlasting punishment, 
what was needed was not to cut off the hard corners but to 
make them soft with life. Unfortunately, he did not explain 
what he meant by this ambiguous statement. 
Along with this effort to enter more deeply into the 
spiritual meaning of doctrine, Brooks felt t hat its spirit-
ual usefulness to man must be preserved. He felt, for ex-
ample, that man's escape from the fear of everlasting punish-
ment must be judged by the effect which that escape has upon 
the soul of man: 
The great question about that escape must be 
whether men's souls have gone out of that fear up-
ward or downward. If they have gone out of it up-
ward, they have passed into a new and loftier fear, 
a fear of God, a dread of doing what He hat es, a 
fear not of his judgments but of Him which i s a hun-
dredf old more restraining and enobling. If they have 
gone out of the fear of Hell downward, t hey have 
passed into the fear of nothing--into a base demoral-
ized condition in which they can see nothing awful 
lAllen, II, p. 843. 
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in the universe, nothing dreadful in sin, nothing 
mysterious about themselves, nothing glorious in 
God. Do you not see that you must get farther back 
than the mere question whether or not men believe 
in everlasting fire before you can tell whether or 
not religion has lost or gained~l 
Under the guidance of such principles as these, 
Brooks was free to follow the dictates of his own reason 
and experience. The attitude which he came to hold toward 
the historic formulations of truth is clearly revealed in 
a letter concerning a young man who desired to enter the 
ministry but who feared that he did not believe sufficiently 
in the strict interpretation of the creeds: 
As to his right to be a Christian minister, I can-
not hesitate. Our church puts into the hands of her 
ministers the Apostles and Nicene Creed and asks them 
to repeat these symbols with the people. Of course 
there are various interpretations of many of these ar-
ticles. But he who says them in good faith as an ex-
pression of his own religious thinking and believing 
has an unquestioned right within our ministry.2 
Rather than suggest that the church might overlook 
its ancient requirement of creedal affirmation, Bishop Brooks 
preferred to allow great latitudes in the interpretation of 
the creeds. Rather than construct new fo~1ulations and sym-
bols of eternal truth, Brooks chose to universalize the tra-
ditional expressions with larger outlooks and deeper spirit-
uality, relating them to the present experiences of life. 
Allen, discussing the tenor of Brooks's preaching during 
!Manuscript sermon, No. 685, 1882. 
2Letter, Nov. 10, 1892, quoted by Allen, II, p. 925. 
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the later period of his life, said: 
He retained his allegiance to the old formulas 
of belief, and yet with a difference, for at least 
he had learned that they had not the quality of final-
ity. The :f'U.ll truth was something larger always than 
the intellect could adequately formulate.l 
Leighton Parks said of Brooks that he "was able to 
use the old words of dogmatism and give them a human and not 
a sectarian significance.n2 
As further evidence of Brooks's policy of holding 
to the old doctrinal symbols while infusing them with lib-
eral interpretation, we may note the position which he took 
in regard to the recurring proposals to revise the Prayer 
fuok. Many in the Low Church or Evangelical school were 
disturbed by what was sometimes referred to as "Romanizing 
germstt in the Prayer Book and they agitated for its revision 
in order to remove the objectionable passages. Brooks him-
self indicated in 1871 a desire for a revision, motivated 
in part by a feeling that the retention of the wording of 
the Prayer Book had became a matter of bigotry with many.3 
Yet Brooks never became an agitator for revision and in 
his later years was a staunch opponent to revision. He 
bel"ieved in holding to the venerable words while giving 
them a larg er interpretation than they seemed to con'ley. 
lAllen, I, p. 452. 
2Parks, The Theology of Phillips Brooks, p. 39. 
3see letter quoted by Allen, II, p. 76. 
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He loved the old formulations because they were the fruit 
of humanity's spiritual struggle. They had come out of t he 
souls as well as the minds of men and could be understood 
only as one went beneath their words to rediscover the spir-
itual experience which those words were meant to describe. 
The concern of Brooks was to be faithful to the experience, 
rather than the description of it. It is sign i ficant t hat 
in his study of doctrine at the seminary, he approached it 
primarily through the history of doctrine. 
Thus we find Brooks a ble to keep within the Evan-
g elical tradition of his church by continuing the us e of 
its accepted doctrines while giving them a more liberal 
interpretation. Nonetheless, he actually broke further 
fram the old Evangelical theology than he was usually pre-
pared emotionally to recognize. As early as 1870 he found 
himself in disagreement with the policies of the Evangelical 
Educational Society in requiring applicants f or its assist-
ance to answer satisfactory several doctrinal ques tion which 
were put to them. In a letter resigning his pos iti on i n t he 
Society, Brooks intimates that he himself could not g ive 
fUll assent to every question. 1 
In a letter to Dr. Dyer, dated November 19, 1887, 
Brooks made an unusually forthright utteranc e of his changed 
doctrinal position: 
lLetter to Mr. Matlack, Nov. 14, 1870, quoted by 
Allen, II, p. 72. 
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I know of no better place to work and so I work 
on still in the old church, growing more and more 
out of conceit with organizations, more and more sure 
that the dogmatic theology in which I was brought up 
was wrong, but more and more anxious for souls and 
eager to love God every year.l 
We are indebted to Professor Allen, who had reason 
to know from personal discussions, for an enumeration of 
the points on which Brooks had come to disagree with "the 
dogmatic theology in which I was brought up." Allen lists 
the following : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
{4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Its view of baptism as a covenant. 
Its literal theory of inspiration and i t s conception 
of the Scripture as a whole. 
Its separation between things secular and sacred; 
its failure to recognize truth in other religions 
and in non-Christian men; its indifferenc e to 
intellectual culture. 
Its tendency to limit the church to the elec t . 
Its view of salvation as escape from endless pun-
ishment. 
Its insistence upon the necess ity of acknowledging 
a theory of the Atonement in order to salva tion. 
I ts insufficient conception of the I ncarnation and 
the person of Christ. · 
Its tendency to regard religion too much as a 
matter of emotions rather than of character and 
w111.2 
Of these divergencies, Allen observes that Brooks 
regarded them as the accidents, not the essence, of the 
Evangelic al theology. Allen felt that in regard to the 
person of Christ, Brooks was in harmony to t he end wi t h 
the Evangelical school. 
lLetter to Dyer, Nov. 19, 1887, quoted by Allen, 
II, p. 668. 
2Allen, II, p. 668. 
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His Relation to the New England Theology 
Turning from an analysis of Brooks's theology in 
comparison with that which he had been taught in the Epis -
copal Church, we may further relate it to the so-cal led 
"New England Theology" which a century earlier had swept 
through New England and still held many under its power. 
Begun under the logical rigor of Jonathan Edwards as a pro-
test against the Arminian encroachments upon Calvinistic 
theology, and modified in succeeding generations by such 
men as Hopkins, Emmons, Dwight, Taylor, and Parks, it had 
become an assortment of modifications upon Calvinism. 
Brooks himself gives us a statement of his views 
of it: 
. • • A confusion of intricat e , complicated, and 
practically incomprehensible dogma •••• The endless 
di scussion of fantastic questions occupied a large part 
of people's thought. 'l'he minute and morbid study of 
their spiritual conditions distorted and tormented 
anxious souls. Strange theories of the atonement g rew 
like weeds. A willingness to be lost was made the 
dreadful condition of salvation.l 
I n view of the sensitivity of Phillips orooks to 
his ancestral Puritan heritage, and of h is habit of finding 
value in all theologies, it would be inconceivable that he 
should not find something in the "Hew England Theoloc;y " 
akin to his own mental and spiritual outlook. Lacking any 
record of his direct expressions on the subject, we may de-
duc e certain apparent affinities, not only with the 11 New 
lser.mons, Vol. VI, No. 20, p. 352 . 
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England Theologytt but also with the older Calvinism of the 
Puritans which it replaced. Certainly he was in accord with 
the strain of thought so thoroughly conveyed to him through 
his mother, the thought that God must occupy the central 
place in men's consciousness. Although not holding the doc-
trine of God's sovereignty in the sense that Edwards held it1 
Brooks had his own strong conception of it as consisting of 
the sovereignty of God's love rather than of his power or 
will. Whatever Brooks lacked in Calvinistic austerity, he 
amply made up for by the Calvinistic seriousness of his spir-
itual purpose. 
Yet these affinities, however strong they might be, 
could never bring Brooks anywhere near even a meager identi-
fication with the "New England Theology" as a whole system 
of thought. Ee was firmly set against its doctrine of man, 
its refusal to see God in the natural life of man, its tac-
tic of trying to exalt God by debas ing man. He believed in 
the absolute goodness of the Infinite Will and looked for 
this eternal goodness to be expressed in the stern processes 
of history. 
His Relation to Unitarianism 
To set another point of reference by which the theol-
ogy of Brooks may be located in the wide orbit of human form-
ulations, we now move into an area widely removed from the 
"New England Theology" and check his theology in relation to 
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Unitarianism. Such a comparison is inevitable, for to ask 
the question is simply to restate a question often asked in 
Boston during the days of his reign there as the prince of 
the pulpit. It was expedient that men should try to classi-
fy the theology of this young Episcopalean who captured the 
heart of Boston at a time when "Boston" and "Uni tariar..ism" 
were so nearly synonymous terms. 
To begin with, it seemed to the Unitarians that a 
son of Boston with such rich endowments belonged by right in 
the Unitarian circle where the cream of Boston society gath-
ered and where the most brilliant of her ministers held 
sway. In large numbers, Unitarian laymen deserted their own 
churches to listen to Phillips Brooks, and the Unitarian 
press set itself to find out why. The I .. i beral Christian la-
beled him an orthodox liberal while The Christian Register 
concluded that he was "only mildly evangelical111 on the 
other side of the great gulf, the orthodox Congregational 
press approved him but felt that he went out of his way to 
"throw the sop to the Unitarians."2 No one could seem to 
pin-point his theology because they approached him in terms 
of stereotyped formulations while he was declaring himselr in 
the less precise, more flexible language of life. 
Thus the Unitarians who came to listen and to ponder 
were both pleased and perplexed. Much of what he said could 
1see Allen, II, P• 12. 2Ibid., P• 14. 
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be readily fitted into their systems of tho ~ ht, and even 
in the defense of orthodox doctrines he employed Scripture 
and terminology which lent itself to Unitarian interpreta-
tion. More than this, he seemed one with them in the mani-
fest freedom with which he held doctrine, in the emphasis 
which he placed upon the realities back of the s~nbols, the 
essence beneath the forms , and the spirituality with which 
he unfolded doctrine. He seemed one with them in h is views 
of the sanctity of the common life, the naturalness of reli-
gion, the essential divinity of mankind, and in holding love 
to be the essence of the Divine Nature. They judged his tol-
erance and liberality of spirit as a Unitarian virtue. 
Yet they were puzzled and somewhat d i sappointed . It 
seemed to them that he had learned much from t heir own great 
men, Channing and Parker,l and that he ought openly to align 
himself with the church which carried on their tradition. 
They felt that he had progressed beyond the staid theology of 
the Episcopal Church with its Thirty-nine Articles of belief. 
Why, then, did he tarry in that communion where he must sub-
scribe to articles which he did not seem to believe? Why did 
he not break clean and affiliate with the great Ch.1rch of 
Bos ton? Why did he hold certain basic theologi cal premises of 
lrt is remarkable that the present rector of Trinity 
Church, Theodore Parker Ferris, is a namesake of 
the great Unitarian preacher of Boston. 
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a Unitarian nature without carrying them to their logical 
conclusion in forthright Unitarian doctrine? 
Such ques _tions arose, because, as Allen points out,l 
the Unitarians understood neither the wide diversities of 
the Anglican tradition and her own liberal teachers nor 
Brooks's manner of humanizing and spiritualizing the tradi-
tional theology. They could account for h is behavior only 
by ascribing to him a certain degree of theological incapac-
ity. 
Just to what extent was Brooks influenced by Unitar-
ianism and where did he differ from it doctrinallyi 
It is certainly to be expected that, in an ~ge when 
the great humanitarian advance had been led by men who were 
almost without exception Unitarians, Brooks should have been 
influenced by them. Through his father, who had grown up in 
the Unitarian Church, he early became acquainted with the 
spirit and some of the thought of Unitarianism. At Har vard, 
he was under strong Unitarian influences. In his own inde-
pendent reading , he searched deep into the classical writings 
where he became thoroughly f amiliar with humanism, being 
greatly impressed by it. Thus Brooks had become imbued with 
the spirit of Unitarianism and was in general sympathy with 
their aims. Yet he did not believe that the future of 
Christianity lay in their sys tem or in their theology. 
1Allen, II, P• 11. 
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Leighton Parks wrote: 
I once asked him how much he thought there was in 
t he claim of Unitarianism that it was leading religious 
thought, and that liberal theology was on its way to 
Unitarianism. He answered, "The spray that is cast 
on the shore may claim that it is dragging the ocean 
after it, but we know it is only the effect of a mighty 
movement which it does not understand. ttl 
'I'his statement, however oversimplified and vague it may be 
in its theological meaning, at least serves to reveal 
Brooks's attitude. He felt that Unitarianism, in its re-
action against Calvinism, had made unnecessary sacrifice 
of the historic doctrines, thereby losing the spiritual 
values enibodied in those doc trines. He believed that he had 
found a better technique than they for gaini ng intellec tual 
fre~dom from the authority of old dogmas. While they were 
seeking freedom in the rejection of dogma, he was finding 
his own freedom through dogma. By probing deeper into the 
spiritual realities involved in a doctrine, he opened for 
his thought vast new areas of truth, giving himself t hat 
freedom of which he once feared the ministry would deprive 
him. This attainment of freedom came t o Brooks early at 
Alexandria. In one of theological essays there, h e pointed 
out the futility of seeking freedom in the rejection of 
dogma: 
The most liberal Christianity among us,---practically 
what have we seen its rejection of formal confess ions 
of faith amount to? Its masses, its men that corre-
spond to those who in the style of much-abused servility 
lparks, The Theology of Phillips Brooks, p. 13. 
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give in their matter-of-course assent to old systems 
of doctrine, have simply rejected that assent, to 
say as servilely and with quite as little candid 
judgment, "I believe in this or that preacher or 
divine." Servility has been tran;:~ferred from sys-
tems to individuals, and liberality has but bound 
the new freeman in a closer and more unquestioning 
adherence to his sect or some traditional leader 
of that sec t.l 
For himself, Brooks was content to go deeper into 
those doctrines which had been formulated out of the social 
experiences of the church, finding in their depths freedom 
for his own reflections. To this approach toward doctrine 
he held to the end of his life. In a sermon preached dur-
ing the year before his death, he sai'd: 
That real truth in the troublesome theology of 
these days is that God is leading the people, not 
away from the old truths, but down deeper into them.2 
Expressing his belief that men were no longer turn-
ing in reaction from what their fathers believed, he des-
cribed the time as a time of definition, 
in which God is letting us see more deeply into the 
real meaning of .those things which our fathers be-
lieved, which have held the world in ages past, and 
which the world will come to hold more and more strong-
ly in the future, until it comes to see how in the 
heart of them--contradictory as many of the state-
ments and applications of them have been--lie the 
eternal verities, the rich and blessed certainties, 
of how man is forever Godts, and how God has striven 
for the possession of the children to whom He longs 
to give Himself.3 
l Manuscript essay , quoted by Allen, I, P~ 317 . 
2ser.mon to graduating class, Institute of Technology, 
1892, quoted by Allen, II, p. 496. 
3Ibid. 
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Thus Brooks put himself solidly in opposition to what he 
regarded as a weakness in Unitarianism in its continuing 
quest for spiritual and intellectual freedom. 
Theologically, he differed from them at several 
vital points. They had departed entirely from the doctrine 
of the Trinity; he gathered from that historic formulation 
profound concepts of God's nature relating to humanity. 
The.y had cast aside the doc trine of the Incarnation; he 
made it the very keystone of his theological arch. They 
had attempted to narrow the gap between man and Christ by 
down-grading Christ to the level of man; he had shown that 
the way was to lift man to the level of Christ. They had 
only superficial concepts of sin and salvation; his doc-
trine was profound in its depth and significance. They had 
to offer, for man's plight, only a God who sends a teacher; 
he had a gospel of a God whose love led Him to enter into 
man 1 s suffering • 
' Conclusion 
One of the chief sources of difficulty in trying to 
relate Brooks to any particular school of thought was his 
eagerness to find elements of truth in all of them. He wanted 
to unite all men in loyalty to Christ and claim every man's 
thought for God. On the road of doctrine he kept to the mid-
dle, looking for aspects of truth on either side~ Scornful 
of those guilty of bigotry and dogmatism, he was equ~lly 
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critical of those who rejected all dogma. Glorying in the 
sacredness of the common life, he nonetheless called men 
to special acts of piety and devotion related to the sacra-
ments. Wbile rejoicing in the decrees of councils which 
were called in ancient times to save the church from heresies, 
he never failed to recognize elements of truth in the thought 
of those who had been condemned. Having little patience 
with the man who decried sentiment, he cared as little for 
the one who praised sentimentality. A lover of things an-
cient and venerable, he had also a special weakness for the 
new and the novel. Exulting in the essential divinity of 
man, he did not fail to recognize the awful fact of human 
iniquity. Staunchly upholding the right of individual free-
dom and private judgment, he could also urge upon men the 
authority of collective humanity. 
When his mind was set upon a certain view, it ran with 
incredible swiftness through all the involvements of that 
idea in the whole of man's life and thought, so that for the 
moment it seemed to be the truth of truths. Seeking, at an-
other time, to recognize elements of truth in an opposite 
position, his mind would rush into such wide areas of claim 
that he would be caught in contradictions, which he seldom 
bothered to reconcile. It was this universality of outlook 
and this striving to be inclusive that caused all s chools 
of thought to claim Brooks for their own. Perhaps the best 
description of Brooks's relation to the opposing groups is 
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to be found in the words of his successor to the bishopric: 
He found more satisfaction in an historic church 
and its ancient creed, but he could not be bound by 
traditional interpretations; and whether he were called 
Unitarian or Orthodox was of little moment to him. He 
was well aware that neither label belong ed to him.l 
lLawrence, The Life of Phillips Brooks, p. 94. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FORCES IMPELLING HIS THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Having noted Brooks's declaration in 1887 of his 
certainty that 11 the dognatic theology in which I was brought 
up was wrong,"l we know that his final theology was quite 
different from that of Dr. Vinton and Mary Ann Brooks. What 
we cannot now know is to what extent Phillips, a s a boy and 
youth, ever accepted that teaching. His religious life, 
prior to his entrance into seminary, was marked by great re-
serve, indicating perhaps something of an inner struggle to 
resolve the claims of the divergent traditions that confronted 
him in his heritage and his environment, at home and abroad 
in Boston. Though he continued, during his years in Harvard, 
to listen to Dr. Vinton each S~day, it i s evident that the 
humanistic values praised by the colleg e were winning the 
mind of Phillips Brooks. Whatever he may have thought at that 
time of the specific doctrines preached by Dr. Vinton, he cer-
tainly differed with him in his view of the common life, him-
self rejoicing in the sacredness, beauty, and joy of i t . It 
is significant that wh en Phillips was seeking guidanc e for 
his future, following his failure as a teacher at Boston Latin 
lAbove, p. 26. 
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School, it was to President Walker of Harvard t hat he turned 
rather than to Dr. Vinton. Yet, being advised by Walker to 
enter the ministry, he sought and followed Vinton ' s counsel 
in the choice of a seminary. There is no evidence that he 
ever 'debated the choice of the denomination in which he would 
serve. 
Although the available data are insufficient to make 
possible a specific classification of Brooks's theology at 
the time of his entrance into the active ministry in 1859, 
it is obvious that from that time on there was a steady de-
velopment of his thought toward li berality and universality. 
This development appears to have been so gradual as to be 
almost imperceptible. His thought grew as a g iant tree grows , 
steadily, yet appearing no taller today than yesterday. Even 
as he held some of the old traditional doctrines, he held 
them with a largeness and liber ality that must lead to their 
eventual change. Enlargement after enlargement came as he 
carried his faith into the field of all human interests. And 
when his thought had found its fullest freedom in new under-
standing , it was yet clothed in a phraseology which made it 
appear still to be the old idea. 
Without pretending , in the scope of this study, to 
delineate step by step the evolution of his thought , we may 
take note of various forces within his mind an:i experience 
which were leading Brooks into a wider horizon of rational 
and li beral thought. Some of thes e forces came out of his 
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background, and others arose concurrently with his devel-
opment, giving impetus to it. 
Regard ror the Intellect 
That Phillips Brooks had, in his early years, a con-
sidered regard for the power of the human mind to grasp and 
formulate truth in areas or philosophy and religion is evident 
rrom some of his essays at Boston Latin School. One of the 
chief obstacles to his decision to accept the doctrines of the 
church and membership in it was his feeling that to do so was 
to enter an area where the human intellect was depreciated and 
reason made subservient to a blind "faith acceptance" of the 
traditional doctrines. This srume feeling also led him to enter 
the theological school on an experimental basis. How thrilled 
he was to discover that religion, rather than confining his 
intellect, opened to it the most unlimited areas of activity 
and freedoml 
As Brooks himself advanced in his own thinking, he 
rejoiced to find in great sections of the church a new regard 
for intellectual judgments upon religious doctrine. 
The time is gone by when men talked as if ignorance 
and want of culture were necessary prerequisites to 
piety. As Christianity advances, all that false idea 
must and will be more and more utterly abandoned and 
the larger doctrine will take its place that all truth 
is God's truth.l 
In the notebook which he kept for the year 1886, he 
jotted down these ideas to be utilized in some future sermon 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 10, p. 159. 
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or address: 
We are going ever more and more to need human in-
telligence free from pedantry. This means that all 
learning and reading should be done supremely as the 
children of God. 
Protest against the false opposition of learning 
and religion. Why, they of all things belong togetherll 
Thus oriented, Brooks was free to follow wherever 
the processes of reason and the realities of religious ex-
perience should lead, and moved himself steadily toward 
larger definitions of doctrine than those he had received 
from the church. 
Impact of Scientific Movements 
Brooks's concern for intellectual ~omprehensiveness 
led him into a full encounter with the scientific movements 
of his time. Without involving himself in detailed s tudies 
of the growing sciences, he made himself thoroughly familiar 
with their theories, findings, and tendencies. These he 
received in the fullest confidence that they but expanded 
man's knowledge of God. 
As a Christian man, I believe fully that all the 
modern discussion of the being and work of God , more or 
less connected with natural science , which often sounds 
like atheism, is really tending, under God to a better 
knowledge on our part of what He is and how he relates 
himself to us.2 
This he said in a context which suggested that one of 
lNotebook, 1886. 
2sermons, Vol. IX, No. 19, p. 335. 
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the ways God reveals himself to man is by stimulating man 
to learn of the orderly work of God in nat~re. Every ad-
vancement in man's knowledge along these lines was welcomed 
and used by Phillips Brooks. 
The ultimate result of every deeper insight into 
the orderliness of nature~ however for a time it may 
seem to stop the inquirer's inquiry short at the fact of 
order~ as if that were a final thing~ must be to make 
more certain an Orderer~ to make mankind more sure of 
God. And if I can only keep sure of Him~ then~ since 
his very essence is ommiscience, no revelation with 
regard to His great world can startle or bewilder me., 
or give me for one moment any thought of danger.l 
We may witness~ for example~ how he received and 
utilized the theory of evolution. 
It is something like the theory of the new scientists 
about the way in which the species of animals have 
developed. Something new, they tell us~ presented itself 
to the rudimentary beast which he had to do. It was not 
a thing of option with him whether he should build the 
nest or dig the cave. His very life depended on it. And 
so not merely the new intelligence sprang forth at the 
demand but even the body shaped itself to the necessity 
and a new claw or a sharper beak was the gift of this 
new compulsion.2 
While traveling in Germany in 1882~ he recorded in 
his notebook his response to a magazine article about Darwin. 
As the summation of his remarks, he said: 
Christ's truth of the Father Life of God has the 
most intimate connection with Darwin's doctrine of devel-
opment~ which is simple, the continual indwelling and 
~ianusc_ript sermon~ No. 413. 
2Ibid. 
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action of Creative Power.l 
This statement reflects a point of view which 
Brooks had already exp_ressed in the publication of his sec-
ond volume of sermons the previous year. 
The development out of the old still needs the 
mightier force. E~olution is not atheism. God must do 
what must be done. 
Thus we find Brooks expounding concepts which are 
consistent with current doctrines of Creative Evolution. 
Des ire to Deal Effectively with Skepticism 
This point leads to a corollary, a third f orce with-
in Brooks's life impelling him to a more progressive point 
of view, namely, his compulsive desire to convi nce all men 
of the continuing glory of Christ and the wisdom and joy of 
the Christian life. · Periods of intellectual enlightenment 
and scientific progress have always brought a bou t a skepti-
c ism concerning established religions, and always religion 
has had to accommodate itself to the new idea or lose its 
vitality. At a point roughly approximating the beg inning of 
his Boston ministry, Phillips Brooks encountered the skepti-
cism that sprang, not from atheism, but from man's tendency 
to regard God as the distant law-bound Ruler of the Universe, 
unapproachable, too far away to be loved.3 He found men 
lNotebook, 1882. 
2sermons, Vol. II, No. 8, p. 141. 
3see manuscript sermon, No. 451, 1873. 
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11under the influence of an enfeebling fatalism, which had 
come in consequence of the decline of individualism, of 
the rise of socialism, of theories about heredity, and of 
the reign of universal law."l He turned the power of his 
mind toward meeting this with an effective presentation of 
the gospel. 
Basically, his solution was to leave a s ide the more 
materialistic ideas of traditional Christianity--3uch as the 
physical aspects of Christ's life, and to lift up before the 
minds of his hearers the eternal and spiritual values which 
were in Christ. 
My one great comprehensive answer then to the 
question, "What is the . best method of dealing in the 
pulpit with popular skepticism?" is really this: make 
known and real to men by every means you can comnand 
the personal Christ, not doctrine about Him, but Him; 
s trike at the tyranny of the physical life by the power 
of His spiritual, mystic presence. Let faith mean, 
make f aith mean, trusting him and trying to obey him. 
Call any man a Christian who i s following Him. · Denounce 
no error as fatal which does not separa te a soul from 
Him. Offer Him to the world a s He offered and is for-
ever offering Hiffiself.2 
So Phillips Brooks found himself reg arding as inci-
dental and non-essential many of the very doctrines which 
had been an ins eparable part of his theolog ical heritage. 
Here we may recall again. Professor Allen' s listing of Brooks's 
divergences from the traditional evangelical doc trines of his 
inherited religion. Broader and broader grew his outlook 
lAllen, Vol. II, P• 744. 
2Essays and Addresses, p. 771 
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until it would seem that, like st. Paul, he was prepared 
to "be all things to all men, that by some means he might 
win some." It was this central loyalty to the person of 
Christ and His love for the souls of men which cau sed 
Brooks nonetheless · to consider hims elf always as truly c·on-
servative, orthodox, traditional. 
Impact of Several Great Minds 
Great minds are quick to perceive a kindred spirit. 
Being from early days an incessant user of libraries, Brooks 
soon developed an independent search for his own teachers. 
He turned first to the older writers , particularly to the 
eighteenth century poets, as if to acquaint himself with the 
spirit and thought of the past before losing himself in the 
uncertain seas of modern turmoil. 
Then he turned to the poetry of Tennyson and was · 
completely captivated by it. He f ound i n Tennyson a stim-
ulation for his own poetic instincts, and, like many others, 
he found theological guidance from him, particularly in the 
poem In Memoriam. Brooks visited first with Tennys on in 
1883, spending the night as a guest, sharing views with him 
until midnight, and walking with him the next morning. He 
again visited in 1892 in company with F. w. Farrar. 
During the later portion of his Harvard studies, 
Brooks was much influenced by the writing of C arlyle 1 partic-
ularly his Life of Cromwell. He ever afterward s hared in 
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Carlyle's distaste ror mere ecclesiasticalism, religious 
cant, and dogmatism of any sort. He shared also Carlyle's 
serious quest to know God inwardly in his own soul, yet 
never followed him into his pantheistic tendencies. 
The one thinker-writer who probably did more than 
any other to set Brooks's mind free to explore the great 
truths of God was Francis Bacon (1561-1626). From Bacon, 
Brooks learned the scientific principle of inductive rea-
soning, the value of natural philosophy as a cure of super-
stition and an aid to faith, and the conviction that mate-
rial pursuits may serve spiritual ends. 
At Harvard, also, he was much under the influence 
of Emerson and Longfellow, who were on the faculty there. 
In his independent reading at the seminary in 
Alexandria, Brooks began a course of study which would 
ultimately reorient much of his thinking in regard to some 
of the theology being taught to him in the classrooms there. 
In particular, he began his study of Coleridge (1772-1834), 
whose writings had emancipated the thought of such men as 
Maurice in England, Tulloch in Scotland, and Bushnell in 
America. Coleridge was a key instrument in bringing German 
thought into the English world. Much influenced by Kant, 
Hegel, and Schleiermacher, as well as by Neoplatonism, he 
developed his own theology which was essentially an apothe-
osis of man. He expoUnded three central postulates: (1) the 
existe~ce of a universal law of conscience; (2) the freedom 
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of the will, the spirit being above nature , self- deter-
mining ; (3) and the naturalness of rel igion in the soul of 
man.l Thi s l atter doctrine, the naturaln ess of religion in 
the soul of man, became more and more a part of Srooks ' s 
preaching , and apparentl y he first l ear ned it from Coler idge . 
Fr om Coleridge , also , may have come the first l essons that 
later enabled .arooks to see back of all doc trinal formula-
tions the orig inal aspirations and experiences of those who 
for mulated them, and to prize these a bove the doctrines 
themselves. Set forth upon such a path, 3rooks was free to 
give to the t r aditi onal doctr ines a breadth and vi tality of 
interpretation that bur st their rigid bounds . 
Afte r studying Coleridg e, Br ooks turned to another 
Anp,lican who had himself been primarily stimulated by the 
thought of Coleridge--Frederick Denison Mauric e (1805- 1872). 
Maurice was thir ty years older than Brooks and his writing s 
were appearing at the time that Brooks was strugg li!"..g to 
find his own faith and thought. At first a Uni tarian, · 
Maurice became convinced of the doctl"•ine of the Incarnation 
and shifted to the Chur ch of England. There may be a possibl e 
connection between his acceptance and emphasis o f the Incar-
nation and the fact that it was t he centr al doctrine in the 
thought of Phil lips 3.rooks . We also find 3rooks in harmony 
lHere I ma dependent on the analysis of o. W. Eeick, 
in J. L. Neve , A History of Christian Thou:;ht (Phila-
delphia; Muhl enberg Pre-ss-,-lw6·r;-v-or.-:tr,-p-; 204 . 
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with Maurice in holding two fundamental principles: (l) 
Every man is a child of God at birth, having by nature a 
divine capacity; {2) Christ is the divine idea of humanity 
and Christian unity resides in man's loyalty to Him. As 
evidence of Brooks's high regard for Maurice, we may note 
the fact that on one of his visits to England, he called 
on Maurice's widow and received from her a manuscript copy 
of one of his sermons, which he prized highly and had bound 
with The Life and Letters of Maurice in the richest of red 
morocco. 
It is difficult to assess the exact influence of 
Horace Bushnell (1802-1876) upon Brooks. Bushnell, as the 
pioneer in New England of modern liberal orthodoxy, was at 
the peak of his influence at the time that Brooks was broad-
ening his own thought. Mary Anne Brooks considered Bushnell 
a dangerous thinker and warned her son against him. Bushnell, 
like Brooks himself, had been greatly influenced by Coler-
idge. Like Brooks also·, he was pre-eminently a preacher 
rather than a technical scholar. He held high views of hu-
man nature, stressing the Christian nurture of children as 
superior to the conversion of adults. He held to Trinitar-
ian views, but described the Trinity on modalistic principles. 
H~ emphasized the thought that God is revealed in Christ and 
that Christ is central in theological structures. The death 
of Christ was meant to reconcile man to God by exhibiting 
God's mercy. Probably Brooks learned little from Bushnell 
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that he had not previously learned rrom Coleridge, but 
being acquainted with hi s thought, he could not but be 
fortified in the reshaping of his own thought . His copy 
of Bushnell's Sermons on the New Life, like his copy or 
Maurice's Theological Essays,. shows hard usage. 
At the age of twenty-three, Brooks graduated from 
the seminary and took up his work at the Church of t he Ad-
vent in Philadelphia. Faced with the necessi t y of preparing 
two sermons each week, through which he must communic ate 
his technical knowledge to his congreg at ion in terms of 
their comprehension1 he seems to have turned t o a study of 
the sermons of F. w. Robertson {1816-1853), while c ontinuing 
also to read Bushnell. In Robertson he found a kindred 
spirit. His sermons in that period reflect Robertson's 
elevation of the ethical life above the emotional. Undoubt -
edly he was influenced by Robertson's preaching on the 
theme of man's nat ural affinity with God, an idea he had 
encountered before in Coler~dge and Maurice. Robertson 
must have helped this idea to become more firmly established 
in Brooks's thought. The longer Brooks lived and preached, 
the more central this idea became in his mes sage. 
In considering the influence of Dean Arthur P. 
Stanley {1815-1888) upon the thought of Brooks, we are 
dealing, not so much with one who contributed anything 
essentially new, but with one who confirmed and encouraged 
Brooks in his own Broad Church liberalit y. A letter f rom 
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Brooks to Stanley in 1867, when Brooks was thirty-two, 
acknowledges that "we owe too much to you for all that 
you have sent us in your books, which we know as well 
here as any Englishman can. nl Later Brooks developed an 
intimate friendship with Stanlet and they visited with 
each other in both countries. George P. Fisher, in his 
History of Christian Doctrine, gives us a description of 
Stanley which we could apply with equal fitness to Phillips 
Brooks: 
Although keen in perceptions, he was constitu-
tionally averse to metaphysics, and as a rule we 
seek in vain in his writings for positive or sharp 
definitions of doctrine.2 
· It is easy to visualize the growing liberality of Brooks 
being nourished by his discussions and correspondence with 
such a great spirit as Stanley. 
Concern for Ethical Values 
Another force within Phillips Brooks's life which 
led him inevitably on to a more liberal view of Christian-
ity was his ethical concern. Even at the beginning of his 
ministry, his sermons at the Church of the Advent were marked 
more by the elevation of the ethical requirement in Chris-
tianity than by their emotional appeal. His emphasis was 
lLetter to Stanley, Nov. 29, 1867, quoted by 
Allen, I, p. 596. 
2George P. Fisher, Historz of Christian Doctrine 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902), p. 474. 
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upon character rather than religious experience or doctrinal 
loyalty. This characteristic continued to the end, when his 
"one sermon" was an appeal for men to live as the children 
of God and treat others as having the same dignity. The Rt. 
Rev. A. w. Thorold, Bishop of Winchester, in dedicating a 
volume of sermons to Brooks referred to him as "blazing with 
indignation at all kinds of wrong." This would have been a 
particularly apt description of his Philadelphian ministry, 
where he came to be known in the public mind as an intrepid 
reformer. As the rector of one of the prominent churches of 
the city, and as a preacher attracting a large hearing, he 
found himself in a position of public influence and was quick 
to use his power for good. A great admirer of President 
Lincoln, he gave his support to the Union cause, seeking to 
overcome the indifference of the general public and the hos-
tility of many toward the effort of the government . With 
Lincoln's issuance of the Proclamation of Emancipation, ~ooks 
cast off all reserve and brought a new pass ion to his support 
of the war as an . inevitable conflict having a moral is sue. 
Like Lincoln, Brooks was convinced that "the Almighty has his 
own purpose" 1 in the war. Believing in the progress of civ-
ilization under the continuing power of the gospel of Christ, 
he exulted in the prospect of witnessing in his own time a 
great advance in human freedom. With the outcome of the war 
lLincoln's address at his second inaugural. 
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certain, Brooks was eager to challenge the American people 
to their new destiny. On Thanksgiving Day, 1863, in a 
sermon later published and widely circulated under the title, 
Our Mercies of Reoccupation, he poured forth, in unusual 
eloquence, !::is vision of "the nation just coming to its in-
heritance" in a nobler way of life as men reoccupy 11 the dis-
used duties and privileges of justice, liberty, and human 
brotherhood. ttl 
Concerned, during the progress of the war, with the 
welfare of the slaves who had been freed, Brooks became a 
champion, at the end of the war, of their right of suffrage. 
So strongly did he declare himself on this subject in his 
Thanksgiving sermon for 1864 that his father wrote him a 
letter of strong warning, lest he become so engrossed in 
this one "radical" cause that he should endanger his status 
as a minister of the gospel.2 Brooks's immediate r eply to 
his father reveals his general attitude toward dealing with 
social issues in the pulpit. He wrote in part: 
My Dear Father,--Thanks for your note. You seem 
quite troubled about my radicalism. Don't let it 
disturb you. There is no danger. I certainly think 
the Negro ought to be free, and I am sure that he is 
going to be. And ! -think he ought to vote, and am 
sure that he will in time; but neither of these things 
is the subject of my preaching, except on rare oc casions. 
I trust I know my work too well for that. I preach 
what I was ordained to preach,--the gospel, nothing 
else; but as a part of the gospel I accept the rebuking 
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lA large part of the sermon is found in Allen, I, p. 466. 
2complete letter included by Allen, I, p . 522 . 
of sins, and public sins as well as private. One 
of these days Utah will try to come in with all her 
shameful customs and institutions, and then I will 
preach a.gains t polygamy. I know not how to work on 
any other system.l 
Such an ethical concern on the part of Brooks was 
certain to broaden the gates of his faith and lead him out 
of the narrow exclusiveness of orthodoxy. Through both his 
reading and his travel, particularly in India, he came to 
a growing appreciation of ethical values in non-Christian 
religions. He objected when small-minded persons sought 
to set the Christian religion apart from and above other 
ethical systems. He felt that there was 
a higher and truer impulse whereby we may rejoice 
to see the gospel sweep into itself all of man's 
moral efforts and prove itself the highest utter-
ance of Htm who in the million cravings of man for 
righteousness has always been, is always making Him-
self lmown.2 
Confronted by accumulating evidence of God's activ-
ity among all his children everywhere, Brooks could no long-
er countenance the exclusiveness of the older Christian dog-
matism. Without blatant repudiation of it, he proclaimed 
with increasing enthusiasm his larger faith, confident that 
"Christ, before He attains His perfect victory, must throw 
His truth into new and completer forms than any _it has yet 
assumed."3 
lcomplete letter quoted by Allen, I, p. 523 
2JournaJ., 1882. 
3sermons, Vol. I, No. 2, p. 43. 
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Conclusion 
These1 then, were some of the more obvious forces 
at work in the mind of Phillips Brooks, impelling him for-
ward to an increasing liberality . They cannot tell the whole 
of the story. There were other forces too subtle to be 
elucidated. And mingled in all of these, supporting and 
giving them direction, was the force of life itself as Brooks 
put his thought into the crucible of daily experience. This 
leaves unmentioned a phenomenon which was precious to Brooks 
himself--the force of the divine mind enlarging the grasp 
of the human mind. But it is not possible to give historical 
documentation to such phenomena . 
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CHAPTER V 
BA.SIC PRINCIPLES AND CENTRAL IDEAS 
Before turning to the views of Phillips Bt'ooks 
regarding specific doctrines, we may now briefly survey 
the basic conceptual principles that undergird his thought 
and those central ideas that permeate and control all his 
doctrines. 
Basic Principles 
Running through all of Brooks's preaching and teach-
ing were certain broad conceptual principles which stand 
somewhat as presuppositions and ruling factors in his thought. 
1). The immediateness of the divine influence. For 
Brooks, the basic consideration in all thought was the fact 
of the dynamic presence of the divine Spirit in every phase 
and activity of life. From this came his doctrine of God's 
immanence, tending slightly toward Pantheism.l From this 
came his concept of Christianity, "not as a system of doc-
trine, but as a personal force. tt2 From this came his con-
cept of the Trinity, of the Incarnation, and of man's essen-
tial divinity. 
lDiscussed more fully in Chapter XI. 
2The Influence of Jesus, p. 11. 
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2). The sanctity of the common life and the natural-
ness of the ideal. Out of the idea of the immediateness of 
the divine influence came an allied thought, the resulting 
sanctity of all life and the naturalness of the ideal. These 
were seen by Brooks as the two sides of the same coin. He 
had so lost himself in the study of the humanities at Harvard 
that he had became a humanist of the highest type, rejoicing 
to find sacredness, beauty, and joy in the most comnon as-
pects of life. He was happy to learn that religion could 
sanction his humanism and baptize it with a larger glory, 
for he was eager to claim all the world's good for God. 
Everything in the Bible, everything in the obser-
vation of mankind points us to the conviction that in 
the elaboration and enrichment of human life there is 
being prepared the field for an ever enlarging and 
deepening power of the spirit of God.l 
It is not loving the world, but misloving it that 
is the folly against which the Apostles preached.2 
Because he believed that life is an end in itself, never 
a means to some other end, he could earnestly exhort men 
not to "think of eternity in any way which would make time 
any less full of eagerness and delight. tt3 
On the other side of this sanctity of the common 
life, because all of life is permeated by the presence of 
!Manuscript sermon, No. 685. 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 416. 
3Ser.mons, Vol. X, No. 5, p. 84. 
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God, the ideal is the natural. The religious life is not 
st~ange; it is simply the perfection of the natural life. 
The natural is sacred and the sacred is natural. There is 
an eternal human element in God; there is a true divinity 
in each person. 
If in the Incarnation I behold the elevation of 
the lowest faculties of man, I cannot help seeing, 
too, the naturalization, the familiarization of the 
highest.l 
3). The dignity and worth of the human soul. Closely 
related again to the idea of God's immanence is ~ooks's 
concept of the greatness and worth of the human soul as a 
child of God, filled with the unceasing presence of God. 
This evaluation served as a determining principle that 
caused him to put life ahead of doctrine, to look, not for 
the perfect argument, but for the building of the perfect 
man. Out of this evaluation came his enthusiasm for life 
and his optimism for the fUture. 
4). The supremacy of the spiritual over the formal, 
of the absolute over the relative, of reality over its symbol. 
Many of his published sermons treat of these principles. 
Their very titles are suggestive: 
Bulk and Essence 
The Principle of the Crust 
Natural and Spiritual Forces 
Word and Deed 
The Relative and the Absolute 
The Material and the Spiritual 
1sermons, Vol. I, No. 8, p. 153. 
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Identity and Variety 
Destruction and Ful~ilment 
The Natural and the Spiritual 
The Symbol and the Reality 
Brooks believed that all doctrine should be shaped 
by life and made to serve human values. He there~ore held 
that the important thing in the use o~ creeds was not the 
holding to a literal interpretation but the getting behind 
the wording of the creed to the recovery o~ the spiritual 
experience it was intended to preserve. Those who thus come 
to the reality can do without the symbol, so that "no symbol 
is doing its true work unless it is educating people to do 
without it. 11 l Ritual must never be an end in itsel~, but 
a means always to the soul 1 s enrichment. 11Not as a burden 
on his back, 11 he said, "but as wings on his shoulders man 
ought to carry his belief. tt2 
Merely to name these basic conceptual principles 
is to show how inter-related they are, how much a part they 
are o~ one whole., .pervasive philosophy of life, underlying 
all that Brooks taught and did. 
Basic Concepts 
On the basis o~ the ~oundational principles just 
surveyed, it was inevitable that Brooks should reduce his 
concept of Christianity into these ~our ~drumental concepts 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 16, p. 292. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No. 21, p. 334. 
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which he set forth in a sermon on Hospital Sunday (1874) in 
order to show how they foster charity.l 
1). 11The Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood or 
Man." While this had become withmany a cant phrase, it re-
mained with ~ooks such a basic and impressive idea that he 
delighted to emphasize it. With him, it was saved from any 
shallowness by his strong insistence that it was the redemp-
tion of Christ that made this relationship active. This 
"Fatherhood of God" was seen as evident in His love, "abso-
lutely infinite, reaching everywhere, saving to the utter-
most, restrained by no distance fr om helping any soul in the 
universe who is capable of be ing helped, restrained by no 
vengeance from forgiving any soul in the universe that in 
repentance is capable of being forgiven. 112 This "Br>other-
hood of Man" was each soul bowing before the divini ty it 
sees in every other soul. This brotherhood he s aw a s exist-
ing by virtue of every man's natural sonship of God; it did 
not depend, as did Luther's priesthood of the laity, upon 
the renewed life that comes to those who believe in Christ. 
It rests upon the natural divi~ity of the true man, which 
the redemption of Christ makes active. 
2). "The redemption of man by Christ." Brooks's 
high regard for the dignity and worth of man was not arrived 
lManuscript sermon, No. 473, 1874. 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 482. 1874. 
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at empirically by a realistic appraisal of man's present 
condition, but by a consideration of Christ as the type of 
the true man. Man can come to this saving knowledge of 
himself by looking to Christ who came to lead the Prodigal 
back home. Brooks grew in his conviction that more and 
more emphasis should be given to simple loyalty to Jesus 
Christ. 
3). "The perfectibility of man's soul." Brooks 
held that the true worth of no soul is to be measured by 
its present attainment of righteousness. It must be eval-
uated in the light of its eternal possibilities of growth 
and perfection, for 11 there is no limit to the degree of near-
ness to his Father into which every man" may come.1 "vVhoever 
really knows Christ, knows God's open secret--that men may 
be perfect even as He is.n2 
4). "The resurrection of the dead." By this Brooks 
meant essentially the immortality of the soul, for he did 
not speak much of the resurrection per se, while in every 
discussion of man there is the underlying assumption of 
immortality, "man's eternal life being unbroken by death."3 
This method of treating the subject was typical of ~ooks. 
He habitually bypassed the intermediate and the formal to 
lser.mons, Vol. IX, No. 14, p. 225. 
2ser.mons, Vol. VIII, No. 16, p. 279. 
3Manuscript sermon, No. 482, 1876. 
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deal with the more elemental aspects of a doctrine. 
These, then, were the basic principles and ideas 
which ran through all of Brooks's theplogy, uniting it 
into one quite logical whole, consistent at least to the 
point of adhering unfailingly to these governing principles 
and ideas. 
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P A R T 
I I 
HIS DOCTRINE 
0 F 
CHRIST 
CHAPTER VI 
THE INCARNATION 
The Beginning Point 
It is fitting that Phillips Brooks should be known 
to many through his Christmas carol~ "O Little Town of Beth-
lehem~ 11 for the doctrine of the Incarnation, so dear to him1 
formed the core of his theology~ and the proper starting for 
the s tudy of it. Allen rightly concluded that arooks's con-
viction of the Incarnation of God in Christ became "his lead-
ing motive and the ground principle of his theol ogy and his 
life. nl Parks concurred also, saying: "The possibility of 
the Incarnation because the soul of man is consubstantial 
with God~ the naturalness of it~ because God is love~ were in 
Brooks's mind the foci about which the great curve of the 
Divine life swept. 112 
In view of Brooks's thorough acquaintance with~ and 
interest in, classical humanism~ a case might possibly be 
made for a claim that his doctrine of man should be the begin-
ning point for the analysis of his thought. The Rev. Samuel 
Longfellow, brother of the famed poet, and a contemporary 
lAllen~ II, p. 517. 
2Parks, p. 21. 
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of Brooks, held that 
the root of any system of theology is in its doctrine 
of man. It might seem as if its doctrine of God would 
be the basis. But it is not really so, I believe, in 
our systems. Rather, a man's view of God will be found, 
if we look closely, to g row out of his view of man. 
The conception of God is the ideal of human qualities 
conceived of as superhuman, infinite, perfect.l 
Brooks himself once said that 11 at the bottom of all 
truth lies the truth of truths--that man is a child of God, tt2 
but this was cited as a truth which comes from Jesus. How-
ever much he may have been guided unconsciously by his regard 
of man, his avowed basis of approach to divine truth was 
through the Incarnation. Out of the Incarnation came his 
distinctive thought of God and man and Christ. His God was 
the Eternal Father who would reveal Himself to his children 
by a special manifestation of Himself in a human life. 
His man was a being capable of receiving such a manifestation 
because he was by nature a child of God. His Christ was true 
God and true Man because He was the entering of God into man. 
If Brooks did come to his concept of Christ by way of his 
admiration of man, his view of man was in turn elevated in 
the light of Christ. In a sense, it matters little whether 
one starts with Christ or with man, for with Brooks Jesus 
was the true man. 
1samuel Longfellow, Essays and Sermons (Boston and 
New York: Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1894), P• 87. 
2The Influence of Jesus, p. 265. 
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Its Nature 
While Brooks held the Incarnation to be the most 
n~tural of phenomena because of the nature of God and the 
nature of man, the doctrine never ceased to hold great as-
pects of mystery for him, and he never comes to any sharp def-
inition of it. Indeed, toward the godward aspects he main-
tained an open agnosticism. 
What the internal preparation for the Incarnation 
was, by the very nature of the case we cannot know. 
"A body hast Thou prepared for me. n How that body was 
prepared and the God-man made possible; how the new 
nature was made ready and the word made flesh, how 
God approached that marvelous period in his eternity 
when He put on the guise of a creature and came in 
Christ--all this who even dares to conjecture? To 
know that one must uncover all the mysteries of the 
divine and human natures, one must know all the most 
secret and sacred processes of heaven and earth; nay 
one must be God--no less than that.l 
Consequently, when Brooks spoke of the Incarnation, 
it was "only of its manward aspects. 112 
It is what it does for man and how it seems to 
man that we are able to consider. All the other side 
of it--of how it seems to. God, of what it is in the 
nature of the Godhead--of all that who can say any-
thing?3 
The divine aspects of the Incarnation remained the 
"personal mystery of the faith. n Yet while the metaphysical 
"how" of the Incarnation remained a mys tery, Brooks clearly 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 4, p. 62. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No. 2, p. 25. 
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holds that through the Incarnation we have specific knowledge 
of something definite in the character and purpose of God. 
In par t icular, he is careful to recognize the divine initia-
ti ve. Indeed the Incarnation itself re '/eal s this. 'l'lJ.rough 
it we can see how "the whole universe must quiver and palpi-
tate with God coming for the soul of man, ••• God r eaching 
out to him everywhere)11 for the Incarnation is "God's free 
gift of Himself to man."2 
So He came. By every sacrifice, by every identi fi -
cation of Himself with the life they were living, Fe 
gave them Himself •••• Mysteriously, perfec tly, He put 
Himself into their nature.3 
While steering away from the theological definitions, 
Brooks does declare in his own broad, sometimes poetic, manner 
what the Incarnation was : 
A pouring forth of the personal life of God upon the 
pers onal life of man.4 
A bringin~ of the very Godhead to earth. • • • God here 
in the flesh ... 
The immediate pre s ence of God.6 
A close meeting of the life of God and man.7 
lSermons, Vol. VIII, No. 5, p. 81. 
2Sermons , Vol. VIII, No. 8 1 p. 136. 
3Ibid. 
4sermons, Vol. VIII, No. 5, p. 81. 
5Manuscript sermon, No. 693, 1883. 
6Ibid. 
7Sermons, Vol. VII, No. 4, p. 57. 
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"The fullness of the Godhead bodily is here"--not 
a putting off of the divinity but a folding of it into 
the conditions and constraints of humanity ••• not a 
sacrificing of powers but a sacrifice in the use of 
powers.l 
He came, and gathering his glory out of its vast-
ness, put it into the person of a human body.2 
It was a true Incarnation. It wa~ a real bringing 
of God in the flesh. It was a real assertion of the 
possible union of humanity and divinity.3 
A real Incarnation. Christ did not play at being 
made man. Into everything tha4 really belongs to 
humanity he perfectly entered. 
Such words give us a varied picture suggestive of 
the rich field of thought embodied in the doctrine of the 
Incarnation, but they are not theology--at l ea s t not the 
theology of the technical theologians. They are more de-
scriptive than definitive. They bypas s the problems which 
historically have complicated the doctrine. This was not 
due to Brooks's i gnorance of the problems, for at Alexandria 
he had taken great interest in the history of doctrine and 
knew well the Christological controversies that plagued 
the church during the early centuries of its history. He 
knew of the struggle to define the relation ship of the 
divine and the human in Jesus as the Incarnate One. He 
lManuscript sermon, No. 216, 1864. 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 212, 1864. 
3Ibid. 
-
4sermons, Vol. VII, No. 9, P• 138. 
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knew how some of the attempts to explain this relationship 
had necessitated the c alling of ecumenical councils, the 
condemnation of heresies, and the formulation of creeds, 
notably at Nicaea in 325 and at Chalcedon in 451. Brooks 
knew of these problems, but it was not his purpose to deal 
with them in his preaching. For this purpose, he was con-
tent to fall back upon the decrees of the councils , which 
decrees of themselves were not so much a theological solu-
tion as an ecclesiastical compromise, affirming the majority 
opinion but leaving unexplained the problems which gave rise 
to the controversies. For the purposes of his ministry, 
Brooks chose t o focus upon those essential elements of the 
Incarnation that comprise a gospel to humanity. It was a 
real Incarnation of a personal God in a personal human life, 
a phenomenon which was possible only because of the immanence 
of God and the divinity of true man, and therefore a witness 
to both. 
Time of Incarnation 
When did the Incarnation take place? Br ooks preached 
on the subject of the Incarnation chiefly during the Advent 
season, and seemed to assume that the Incarnation came in the 
birth of Jesus, but in a sermon on the temptation of Jesus 
he indicated his belief that Jesus became conscious of his 
divinity at the time of his baptism: 
His Father had claimed Him from t h e opened sky, 
saying, "T:b-is is my be loved Son,'' and we cannot tell 
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what memories and sympathies, what a flood of self 
witness that voice stirred in the soul of the divi~e 
Lord, just becoming conscious of his own divinity. 
So far as can be ascertained, ~ooks nowhere at-
tempted to reconcile this view with his oft-stated or 
implied belief in the pre-existent Son who became the 
Incarnate Christ at the birth of Jesus. 
The Son was in the bosom of the Father. The 
perfect life was his. Each infinite power in all 
its infinite delight knew no deficiency. All know-
ledge, all happiness, all love was there. What can 
we say but that He was God and then he came to be 
a servant.2 
Possibly his Advent sermons reflect an unexamined position 
accepted from tradition while his other statements indica-
ting a growing self-consciousness in Jesus of his divinity 
reflect a more critical approach to the question.3 
Brooks went beyond the traditional concept of a 
localized Incarnation to make it a type of the spiritual 
Incarnation of Christ in man "everywhere and alwaysu: 
It was necessary that Christ the Son of God, 
manifesting His Father to mankind, should live at 
one point in human history and at one special spot 
in the world's geography. There had to be some one 
age whose peculiar circumstances should give shape 
to the events of his life. There had to be some one 
land which should become forever memorable and sa-
cred as that on which his feet had walked. But yet 
while this is true, everybody who understands Christ 
1sennons, Vol. VII, No. 9, p. 145. 
2serrnons, Vol. VIII, No. 8, p. 138. 
3Further discussion of this matt er will be found 
in Chapter VIII. 
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knows that what took place visibly in Palestine is 
taking place spiritually everywhere and always. 
Christ is always coming. And that coming of the 
gracious presence which men saw and touched and 
whose words fell with warning or exalting power on 
their ears, while it had its own separate and un-
shared value, was also representative of what is 
always going on. What Christ did then, he is al-
ways doing. And so if we want to know how Christ 
works roday, we have the gospel for a perpetual 
guide. 
Indeed, Brooks relates this universalized Incar-
nation to the Second Coming of Jesus, saying: 
We talk about Christ's Second Coming. Whatever 
else it may include, must it not certainly include 
that--the Incarnation realized throughout the world--
man everywhere with his life opened by faith and 
filled with God, able to take to himself the words 
of the Incarnate Christ: "I and my Father are one." 
••• The Incarnation of God in Jesus is repeated 
and fulfilled in the occupation of a faithfUl and 
obedient humanity by God, that is the promised sal-
vation of the world.2 
In connection with such a spiritualized concept of the 
Second Coming, it is interesting to note that Brooks once 
refUsed the use of his pulpit to a clergyman who was 
much given to preaching the opposite concept. He found 
the man's earnestness hard to resist, but he didn't want 
his congregation stirred up with a set of doctrines "in 
whose reliability and practicalness" he had no faith.3 
Thus ~ooks held to his customary practice of emphasizing 
lsermons, Vol. IV, No. 11, p. 210. 
2sermons, Vol. III, No. 9, p. 193. 
3see letter quoted by Allen, I, p. 430. 
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the spiritual and universal aspects of doctrine. 
Incarnation Summarized 
In a published sermon entitled The Leadership of 
Christ, Brooks gives a typical statement of his overall 
concept of the process of the Incarnation. I t may serve 
here as a general summary of his view: 
This is Christ's way. Wherever He would have his 
disciples go, He goes first Himself, and through the 
door which He has opened He draws them by his love . 
That is the whole philosophy of Christian culture. And 
that is the meaning of the Incarnation. God entered 
into human life; made Himself one with it as He only 
could have done with a nature that was orig inally one 
with His own. He became man as He could not have be-
come brute or stone. Then in the human nature He out-
went humanity. He opened yet unopened g ates of human 
poss ibility. He showed what man might be, how great, 
how godlike! And by the love and oneness He had always 
been claiming man for the greatness whose possibi l ity 
He showed. As we think of the Incarnation deeply, 
thes e three s t ages come in one thought. First, the 
God in Christ seems very near to us as we t h i nk of His 
love. Then He seems very far a bove us as we think of 
His holiness, and then again He seems t o bring u s very 
near to Himself as we feel His power. He is one with 
us. He goes beyond u s , and He comes again and receives 
us unto Himself.l 
This i s more than a typical statement of his views 
on the Incarnation, loc alized and universal. I t comes close 
to being a s tatement that opens the very heart o f his whole 
theology to our view. It c onfirms the wisdom of approaching 
Brooks's theology through his doctrine of Christ. 
lsermons, Vol. VI, No. 10 , p. 180 • 
• 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE HUMANITY OF JESUS 
A Witness to Man's Divinity 
Brooks's treatment of the Incarnation was usually 
slanted toward its implications for humanity. He was wont 
always to stress that the Incarnation was a witness to the 
essential divinity of man. He held that to believe in the 
Incarnation is to believe in "the innnediate presence of God 
and the vast capacity of man. ttl These aspects are but the 
two sides of the same coin. God is able to manifest himself 
in man because of man's likeness to Him--"because the manhood 
into which He entered was his own, had original and fundament-
al unity with his Godhood, was made in the image of God. tt2 
Brooks declared that he could not help but think that 
the man to who it seems incredible that God should have been 
made man is "not . so likely to have been misled by a peculiar 
reverence for God as by an unworthy estimat e of man."3 
The Human Aspects of Jesus 
Brooks was well aware of the danger of holding "so much 
lManuscript sermon, No. 693, 1883. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No. 2, P• 26. 
3Ibid, PP• 26-27. 
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to the divinity of Christ that his humanity will mean too 
little.nl He stressed the humanity of Jesus as a means of 
encouraging his fellowmen to find in Jesus an answer to 
their own struggles and hopes. The Jesus that he pictured 
was so thoroughly identified with humanity that 
He takes his temptation as a man. He gives his answer 
as a man. It is not the speech of one bringing a 
superior nature, clothed in superior strength and so 
capable of an exceptional resistance where ordinary 
manhood must give away. It is not, "I as God, must have 
divine sustenance, and so can do without your human 
food." It is "man shall not live by bread alone."2 
Br'ooks saw the real humanity of Jesus 1.mveiled in a 
special way in the wilderness temptation and the Gethsemane 
experience. In these instances Jesus shows that in him, 
1tjust as in you and me, were all these lusts of the f lesh, 
all these passions and appetites that make our sins. In 
suffering and joy alike the identifying proof marks of our 
humanity are all there."3 The sensibility of Jesus to pain 
and pleasure is a witness to the completeness of his human 
life. Brooks emphasized this for homiletical purposes: 
It is human flesh on which the crown of thorns is 
set, that it is human blood that streams from the wounds, 
that there are human affections whi ch, craving and crying 
for sympathy, are wounded and beaten back by ingratitude 
and insult. That is the great central fact of the 
Incarnation to which we want to cling forever. Whatever 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 10, p. 152. 
2sermons, Vol. I, No. 15, p. 266. 
3se~nons, Vol. VI, No. 8, P• 144. 
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else may be dark in the mystery of God made man, 
that must forever be bright to ust He was so truly a 
man that he could suffer humanly. 
While not forgetting "the peculiar and separate 
relation in which He stood to His Father," Brooks empha-
sized that it was "simply as a man" that Jesus felt the 
knowledge of God reaching out and laying hold of him.2 
Having stated his belief that the life of Jesus 
underwent "the natural and human progress and change from 
an instinctive impulse to a deliberate and reasoned con-
duct," Brooks rejoiced in the fact that 
the development of his consciousness, the gradual 
g rowth into knowledge and the use of his own nature, 
is no longer an ideal that bewilders and shocks 
the believer in the Lord's divinity , since it is 
felt to be a neces sary part of the belief in his 
humanity.3 
Not only did Brooks see the life of Jesus as under-
going a natural human development, but he held that the 
awareness by Jesus of his divine sonship was also a gradual 
process. 
All that He had to show man, He had fir8t in 
Himself; and it was by the developemnt i n men 's 
sight of his own gradual consciou~ life tha4 He 
revealed to men all that they might become. 
Brooks paid particularly high honor to the es sential 
divinity of humanity when he suggested that the "physical 
~~anuscript sermon, No. 592, 1881 . 
2sermons, Vol. IV, No. 16, p. 285. 
3The Influence of Jesus, p. 78. 
4r bid. P• 77. 
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sensitivity of' Jesus" helped, as no other medium could 
have helped, ttthe deep, mysterious process" involved in 
the development of' Jesus. 
Why should I not believe that out of' the physical 
difficulties which tore His hands, He plucked the 
full f'lower of' His knowledge of his own soul, and 
wrapped up at the heart of' that, his knowledge of' 
the soul of His Father? Why should I not believe 
that his gratitude f'or the pure joy of physical living 
was one of the doors through which his soul's life 
issued from and belonged to God.l 
The great truth about Jesus which Phillips Brooks 
made the most of was that as the Son of God, Jesus was 
"the perfect man," "the divine man." In Him "every human 
power was at its best and used for the best.tt2 He was 
man "in the supreme, in the larg est sense."3 He was "the 
only absolutely true man that has ever lived." Therefore, 
insofar as men "f'all short of Christ, they fall short of 
humanity. n4 
He most perfectly represented the type of human 
life; not a humanity exceptional in its qualities , 
but the true human, drawn in lines of exceptional 
light and fire, but recognizable by every man who 
deeply studied his own nature.5 
The only point at which ~ooks recognized a differ-
ence between the humanity of Jesus and the total humanity 
lThe Influence of Jesus, p. 170. 
2sermons, Vol. X, No. 10, p. 175. 
3Manuscript sermon, No. 642, 1880. 
4sermons, Vol. VII, No. 22, p. 350. 
5sermons, Vol. I, No. 8, P• 153. 
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was at the point of sin and holiness. Yet he held this 
to be no real violation of true humanity, for holiness 
belongs to the true man. The sinful man is unnatural.. Jesus 
was a true man, "all the truer man because He was God in man. 11 1 
lsermons, Vol. IV, No. 10, p. 178. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE DIVINITY OF JESUS 
Its Uniqueness 
Since ~ooks believed in the essential divinity of 
all men, in what way did he conceive of the divinity of 
Jesus as being unique? He makes distinctions in three dif-
ferent areas, so that the uniqueness of Jesus would appear 
to consist of (1) a difference in the degree in which divin-
ity was realized and fulfilled; (2) a special, exclusive 
purpose on the part of God for the life of Jesus; and (3) 
some sort of conscious pre-existence on the part of Jesus 
as the Christ. 
A Difference in Degree 
Brooks believed that Jesus had experienced in His 
own consciousness a degree of sonship which was unknown to 
those among whom He lived. He saw Jesus as having a perfect 
consciousness of his Sonship while other men are only dimly 
aware of their sonship, if aware at all. It was this per-
feet awareness which served to elevate Je sus above others. 
Indeed, the entire life of Jesus was founded upon His know-
ing Himself to be the Son of God. 
In that idea, that fundamental conception of His 
mind, that fundamental affection of His soul, you find 
at last what you have been seeking, His real life. You 
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can go back no fUrther. You have laid your hands upon 
the man of the Gospels where His being becomes one 
with the uncaused existence of eternity. At las t you 
have found the true life of Je sus .J 
It would seem that Brooks understood that the s elf-
consciousness of Jesus concerning his sonship involved, not 
only his sonship a s a type of humanity, but also as a 
unique Son of God. 
Here at the bottom of His intellectual life and 
influence, as at the bottom of all His other life 
and influence, lies the idea of Jesus.. Still before 
all things , at the root and source of everything 
else that He is, He is the Son of God. Once when 
they would not unders tand Him, He turned sadl y and 
looked forward past the crucifixion into the prospect 
of a fuller comprehension of it, which, it may be 
we are only now beginning to attain, and He pictured 
it to His hope, this truth of His Sonship lay at 
the bottom of it. "When ye have lifted up the Son 
of Man, tt He said, "then shall ye know that I am He, 
and t hat I do nothing of myself, but as my Father 
hath taught me, I speak these things ." At the 
bottom of his whole conception of intellectual life 
lies the never-failing, never-fading consciousness 
that He is a child of God.2 
Presumably because of the stronger self-consciousness 
of Jesus about His divine sonship, He wa s or became the more 
perfec t man, as though His awareness had opened deeper wells 
in His being. Consequently, in Him the primary emotions of 
humanity are "deeper and richer than in ordinary men. 11 3 His 
was a "true humanity, drawn in lines of exceptional light and 
l i nfluence of Jesus, p. 150. 
2rbid., p. 261. 
3sermons , Vol. I, No. 17, p. 301. 
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fire. ttl He was "an absolutely perfect being, a being posi-
tively perfect, a being who not merely never does wrong , but 
who is vividly, eagerly, thoroughly alive in every good ac-
tivity. 112 
This claim that Jesus never did what was wrong in-
dicates that Brooks was probably never bothered with the 
question that has caused much thought among others, the ques-
tion of the propriety of Jesus' conduct toward some of the 
Scribes and Pharisees as he castigated them in the strongest 
of language. Some have judged that such conduct was contrary 
to perfect love, and that, if Jesus intended to win his crit-
ics to the truth of the kingdom, he used the wrong approach 
psychologically. Perhaps Brooks's admiration for Jesus closed 
his mind to any possibility of moral criticism. For him, 
Jesus was always "an absolutely perfect being." 
Brooks declared that God had always spoken to man 
in two voices that were never silent--the voice of God in 
His works and the voice of God in the soul of man. Yet in 
this universal communication there have been limitat ions, 
and only in Christ do we find 11 the perfect and complete voice 
of God to man.u3 God came into humanity, and then "in that 
humanity He outwent humanity. 114 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. a, P• 153. 
2sermons, Vol. I, No. 18, p. 299 . 
3sermons, Vol. VIII, No. 2, p. 20. 
4sermons, Vol. VII, No. 10, p. 156. 
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This "greater degree" in Jesus received some direct 
comment from BPooks as he dealt with the distinction Jesus 
drew between Himself and the prophets who had come before 
Him: 
They brought God's message; He brought God's 
self. They revealed God's plans; He opened God's 
heart. They told men what God wanted; He showed 
men what God was. That inner incommunicable soul 
of selfhood which none can manifest but he whose 
it is--nay, none save he who it is--that was what 
Jesus came to show men concerning God, and it was 
His power and prerogative to show that which He 
declared when He said that He was different from 
all that had come before Him, that while they were 
servants, He was the Son of God. He came, not as an-
other Moses with a purer law, not as a new Isaiah 
with a loftier inspiration, but as one who in a dif-
ferent way brings us the very life and heart and nature 
of God Himself •••• This is the real truth of the 
divinity of Jesus Christ. Its value to us, its whole 
relationship to us, indeed resides in this--that it 
involves in Him a power to bring the very being of God 
to our being in a way purely his own.l 
This concept of the supreme power of Jesus to reveal 
God was strong in Brooks's thought as in various sermons 
he called upon his hearers to yield their hearts to the 
lordship of Christ. Only thus could they come to the fuller 
knowledge of God, for Jesus was unique in his being a more 
immediate and perfect expression of the Divine: 
All that made that birth to differ from the births 
of other men as being more immediately the utterance 
of a thought of God is in those words, 11 I came from 
the Father," and "I am come into the world." ••• A 
thought of God's intrusted for its embodiment and exe-
cution to the earth; "The word was made flesh and 
lsermons, Vol. VI I, No. 21, pp. 321 and 329. 
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dwelt among us,"--that is the Incarnation.l 
Thus Brooks indicates one way in which Jesus mani-
rested the greater degree of his divinity--in his power to 
reveal to man the very being of God. To this element may 
be added the deeper awareness in Jesus of his divinity, al-
ready considered, and the greater obedience of Jesus to the 
will of the Father, presently to be considered~ In these 
ways the divinity of Jesus "involved relations with the 
outer world more perfect and complete than those which be-
long to ordinary human lives. n2 In these ways Brooks saw 
the "peculiar and supreme nature of Christ as outgoing while 
it fulfils the nature of humanity."3 He regarded the mirac-
ulous elements attending the birth of Jesus as being appro-
priate because Christ "bore a higher life than ours, and the 
higher life manifested itself in the circumstances of his 
experience."4 
Confronted in his Lenten lectures at Trinity Church 
on the Apostles' Creed (1887) with the questi on of whether 
the difference between Christ's Sonship and that of other 
lsermons, Vol. V, No. 16, p. 284. 
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2Letter to a Mr. Ross, April 13, 1892, as quoted by 
Allen, II, p. 900. Brooks's use of t he word "ordinary" 
in reference to humanity is unusual of him and must 
be understood in view of his regarding as sacred what 
others may call common. 
3Ibid. 
4Ibld. 
men was one of kind or degree, ~ooks is reported to have 
answered: 
Surely one of degree, and that when great enough 
becomes virtually one in kind. He is the only perfect 
Son of the Father.l 
A Special Divine Purpose 
Brooks's idea of the divinity of Jesus consisted 
in part of his believing that God had a unique and special 
mission for Jesus to fulfil. He was sent for a divine pur-
pose such as no other person could serve. A part of this 
purpose was to reveal God Himself to man: 
When Christ came, it was distinctly for this pur-
pose, to make men know God--God Himself, God in, be-
hind His actions.2 
It was a revelation of the nature of God as love, and the 
revelation itself was motivated by love as God entered "into 
the shame and sorrow of man's sin because of His great love 
for man. tr3 
The corollary purpose of this revelation was the 
redemption of mankind: 
For God to know Jesus was for God to have in His 
soul some purpose and will about the life of Jesus. 
The God whom Jesus knew was not a mere name or even 
a mere nature. It was Jesus the Saviour of m~Dkind, 
Jesus the Teacher, the Revealer of Divinity, the Pattern 
lNotes on lecture by unknown attendant. May be found 
in collection of Brooksiana at the Diocesan Library, 
1 Joy Street, Boston. 
2sermons, Vol. V, No. 18, p. 319. 
3sermons, Vol. X, No. 12, p. 193. 
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of Righteousness, the Victim of the Cross.l 
Brooks showed how these two purposes were united in 
Jesus: 
The idea of Jesus is the Fatherhood of God to man, 
to be made known by Jesus to mankind through the clear 
manifestation of His own sonship to God.2 
The ambition of which His soul was full was the de-
sire to let men know that they, too, were sons of God, 
and to rescue them into the full enjoyment of their 
sonship.3 
To this special purpose of God for Him Jesus brought 
a unique obedience that distinguished Him from his fellowmen. 
In this fact Brooks saw an identifying mark of the divinity 
of Jesus. In so doing, he took a position opposite to that 
held by some who have denied the equality of the Son with 
the Father because obedience seems to imply the inferiority 
of the obedient to the one obeyed. Brooks held that, on the 
contrary, perfect obedience means perfect equality, since 
only in equal being s can· there be the mutual capaci ty for 
complete harmony and understanding. 
God's will and Christ's obedi ence, Here there is 
the perfect mutualness, the absolute understanding and 
harmony, of the Father and the Son. • . • In the words 
of completed obedience the mutual knowledge of Father 
and Son is perfect, and being blends with being .••• 
Father and Son have come close to one another. I n 
mutual knowledge , in harmony of will and o bedience, 
they are a bs olutely one. Of no act that the strong, 
lsermons, Vol. IV, No. 16, p. 289. 
2The Influence of Jesus, p. 150. 
3Ibid., p. 124. 
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gentle hands can do can we say anything but this, that 
Father and Son together do it, making one power, working 
one result •••• It is the Father and the Son. It is 
God in Christ. It is Christ ~illed with God.l 
Observing that ideas make laws for themselves by 
their own inherent and divine creativeness, Brooks declared 
that the law which is derived ·~rom the Sonship of Jesus is 
obedience: 
The way in which Christ's obedience to God enters 
into Him and becomes more than a rule of action, becomes 
the very element in which He lives, is by its being 
perpetually fastened to, perpetually fed out of, His 
idea that He was the Son o~ God.2 
Speaking of His pre-existent relationship with the Father, 
Brooks said that Christ had "obeyed God in the complete unity 
of natUI'e which He had with God. tt3 
Thus, through perfect obedience in fulfilling the 
special purpose o~ the Father for His life, Jesus experienced 
a realization of His unique Sonship to God. 
Pre-existence 
It is amply evident that Phillips Brooks believed 
in some form o~ pre-existence for the Christ in Jesus, al-
though he never seemed to set forth specifically the exact 
nature of that pre-existence. Only certain aspects of it 
stand out clearly: he believed that it was an eternal rela-
tionship o~ Christ to God; and he believed that it involved 
lsermons, Vol. IV, No. 16, p. 291. 
2The Influence of Jesus, p. 150. 
3serrnons, Vol. I, No. 15, p. 265. 
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a human element in God . Whatever may have been his idea of 
Christ as related to God# it is clear that he held it to be 
an eternal relationship. "The special nature in which He re-
lates Himself to us as Saviour never had a beginning, and it 
shall never have an end. 111 
While it was necessary that Christ, in order to 
manifest His Father to mankind, should have appeared at one 
specific point in human history and at one special geograph-
ical location, yet this localized appearance was only a man-
ifestation of what God in Christ is doing "everywhere and 
always" because His relationship to the Godhead# His fUnction 
in it, is eternal. 
Having noted previously, on pages 67-68, that Brooks 
held in an unresolved conflict the idea of a dawning self-
consciousness in Jesus of His divinity and the idea of a 
conscious pre-existence, we may note further evidence that 
Brooks received as factual the gospel indications that the 
historical Jesus was conscious of His prior relationship with 
God: 
The Word, the will of God, He had known forever. He 
had obeyea:-ITod in the complete unity of nature which He 
had with God . We can remember how touchingly His mind 
ran back a few years later, when He was upon the brink 
of His great agony, to this eternal intercourse with 
God •••• "Now, 0 Father, glorify Thou me with Thine 
own self, with the glory which I had with Thee before 
the world was."2 
lsermons# Vol . VI, No. 18# p. 311. 
2sermons, Vol. I, No. 15, p. 265. 
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This pre-existence of Christ 3rookn co;.:c clvod of as 
consisting# in part at least, of an eternal human element 
in God--"the Divine Human in the Godhead."l Brooks made 
much of this thought. It is a key to his doctrine of the 
pre-existent Christ as a part of the Trinity. He devotes 
an entire sermon, The Eternal Humanity. to the exposition 
of this idea. 
From the beginning there had been a second person in 
the Trinity--a Christ whose nature included the man-type. 
In due time this man-type was copied and incorporated 
in the special exhibition of a race . There it degener-
ated and went off into sin, and then the Christ, who had 
been what He was forever, came and brought the pattern 
and set it down beside the degenerate copy and wrought 
men's hearts to shame and penitence when they saw the 
everlasting type of what they had meant to be , walking 
among the miserable shows of what they were .2 
This revelation to man of his true nature as shown 
in Christ was made when 
the great Creator came Himself and took the nature of 
this last creature living in His last creation. God was 
made man, and Christ the God-man, was made manifest 
before the worlds.3 
This Christ# 11 who is God with the element of human 
sympathy" could be eternal, even though the Incarnation was 
"a late thing in the history of the universe, n becau.$e 
God made man like Himself. Ages before the Incarnation 
made God so wonder~ully in the image of man# the Creator 
lse~mons, Vol. VI, No . 18 , P• 311. 
2Ibid. 
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had made man in the image of God.l 
The position of Brooks remains still somewhat rhe-
torical as he descri bes the Divine Human in the Godhead. 
It i s Deity endowed with a peculiar human s ympathy, 
showing by a genuine brotherhood the experience of man. 
That is to say, there are two words: God and man. One 
describes pure deity, the other pure humanity. CHRIST 
is a word not identical with either but including both. 
It is the Deity in which Humanit2 has a part; it is the 
Humanity in which Deity resides. 
lsermons, Vol. VI, No. 18, p. 312. 
2Ibid., P• 311. 
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CHAPTER IX 
TOWAP~ A DEFINITION 
Brooks derinitely believed in both the real divinity 
and the real humanity of Jesus. But how were these two ele-
ments related to each other~ It was at the point of such 
questions as this that Brooks would steer clear of dogmatic 
derinition and turn to poetry and rhetoric: 
The presence of God in humanity, the perfection of 
humanity in God; the Divine made human, the human shown 
capable of the Divine.l 
Christ is the meeting place of divinity and humanity. 
He is at once the condescension of divinity and the 
exaltation of humanity.2 
He is the meeting ground of man and God, not because 
He is something different from either, a third party who 
can arbitrate between them, but because He is both, be-
cause He is God and man, because God and man meeting in 
Him know each other and love each other in Him.3 
Take away a few complicating words, such as hypostasis 
and prosopon, and behold, the essence of the Creed of Chal-
cedon is here in the words of Brooks! How careful he was at 
all times to affirm both the divinity and the humanity of 
Jesus. On the one hand, he rejected all ideas that would deny 
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lAddress at 250th Anniversary Commemoration at Harvard. 
2sermons, Vol. III, No. 1, p. 16. 
3Manuscript sermon, No. 598, 1878. 
that it was truly God Himself who was in Jesus. There is 
no hint of Adoptionism in his thought--noth ing of the mere 
human being so united in will with God as to be g iven divin e 
status. There is no hint of Arianism, this despite the 
charge made by some who opposed his consecration as a bishop. 
Never did he speak of Christ as in any way subordinate deity 
or as a created deity. Ee held that Christ was the Eternal 
Son, coequal with the Father, and of the same essence. 
On the other hand, Brooks rejected all ideas that 
would deny to Jesus a true human body or nat ure. There is 
no hint of Docetism in his thought--nothing of a God appearing 
incognito as a man, nothing of an illusory body only seeming 
to suffer, nothing of a. replacement o f the na t u r a l human soul 
by the divine Soul. 
The true divinity and the true humani t y of Je sus 
were affirmed by Brooks in his doctrj_ne o f t he I ncarna t i on, 
for it was a true Incarnation--true God in true man. 
While Brooks thus positively affirmed the Cr eed of 
Chalcedon in its insistence that Chris t was both t rue God 
and true man, he was not so positive or clear in his posi t i on 
regarding another declaration of Chalcedon, namely, that 
the divine hypostasis and t he human hypostasis, whil e being 
perfectl y united, remained distinct and unchanged. He d id 
emphasize t he true unity of the divine and the human in J esus , 
but he never d ealt, ei t her in his sermons o r books, wi th the 
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aspect o~ a continuing separateness, or with the problem 
involved in the paradox o~ a true separateness existing in 
a true union. Evidently the question appeared to him as 
barren o~ value for the theology o~ life, so he did not dis-
cuss it in his preaching. His emphasis was upon the unity 
o~ God and man in Christ, ~or here his doctrine o~ God and 
his doctrine o~ man merged into one great spiritual concept 
full of inspiration for the life of man. The per~ect union 
of the divine and the human in Jesus was a witness to the 
fact that God and man, by the true nature of each, belong 
together4 Since true man is divine, and since there is an 
eternal element of humanity in God, it is natural that the 
two should be per~ectly united. Brooks made much of this 
point. He insisted that the union was not "a mere mechan-
ical union of two incongruous natures which fitted ill to-
gether and were tied and untied from each other as the spe-
cial need demanded."l Observing that the wonderfUl thing 
about the "sense of Divinity as it appears in Jesus is its 
naturalness," so that when it comes it "glides into its 
place like sunlight," Brooks said: 
It seems to make it evident that God and man are 
essentially so near together, that the meeting of 
their natures in the life of a God-man is not strange. 
So always does Christ deal with His own nature, ac-
cepting His Divinity as you and I accept our humanity, 
and letting it shine out through the envelope with 
which it has most subtly and mysteriously mingled, as 
lManuscript sermon, No. 207, 1864. 
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the soul is mingled with and shines out through the 
body.l 
Since the Incarnation was a union of two homogeneous 
natures, drawn together because from eternity they belonged 
together, it issued into a perfect unity: 
There is one whole, homogeneous Being which is our 
Chri~t. The human never acts without the divine, the 
divine never without the human. There is not divine 
and human, as we sometimes say, that splits and mars 
His perfect nature. Not a God and a man, that is two--
but a God-man, one supreme and perfec t and constant 
nature, ••• a divine humanity, a humanized Divinity.2 
In such unity there was no conflict bec ause the true human 
was divine and the divine contained an eternal element of 
humanity. 
By such words Brooks kept himself in a position suf -
ficiently amoiguous to defy exact theolog ical classi f ication. 
Such words could be expected to satisfY the average conserv-
ative layman of Brooks's orthodoxy, while at the same time 
lending themselves to a broad and liberal interpretation such 
as characterized his thought. Within the range of the terms 
"a divine humanity " and "a humanized Divinity" may be placed 
many schools of Christological thought. That is why it is 
impossible to make a distinct classification o f the Christol-
ogy of Phillips Brooks beyond that of his affirmati on of the 
doctrine contained in the Chalcedonian and pseudo-At hanas ian 
creeds, which he held, not as final formulations, but as 
lManuscript sermon, 1882, quoted by Allen, I I, p. 521. 
2Manuscript ser.mon, No. 207, 1864. 
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historical bo1.mdaries marking orthodoxy from heresy . Within 
this g eneral area Brooks moved with apparent freedom, express-
ing himself in terms often suggestive of l ess orthodox Chris-
tologies. One may find, for example, the es sential ingredients 
of a moral union theory, but not the exposition of such a the-
or y . Taking Brooks's sometimes expressed vi ew of a developing 
self-consciousness in Jesus of His divinity, previously noted ,l 
and adding to it Brooks's thought of Jesus' keeping His life 
"open that the Father's life might flow through, 11 2 we have 
the basis for the moral union idea, which, in fact , Brooks 
seems to point toward in these words: 
God 's will and Christ's obedience! Here is the 
perfect mutualness, the absolute unders t andine and 
harmony of the Father and the Son. • • • I n mut ual 
knowledge, in harmony of will and obedieP~e they are 
absolutely one.3 
Thus we come to conclude that in his doctrine of Christ 
Brooks held to the form of creedal orthodoxy while giving 
it liberal interpretation in terms sufficiently ambiguous as 
to defy exact categorization. 
lsee pp. 67-68. 
2sermons, Vol. III, No. 6, p . 131. 
3sermons, Vol. IV, No. 16, p. 291. 
CHAPTER X 
CHRIST AND THE ATON~i!El-TT 
Limitations of our Knowledge 
In dealing with the Atonement, Phillips Brooks on 
more than one occasion expressed his conviction that our 
understanding of the doctrine , like our understanding of 
the Incarnation, must be confined to its human applications. 
since we cannot hope to penetrate into the mysteries of 
the divine functions. 
Now what relation this death of Je sus may have borne 
to the nature and plans of God, I hold it the most 
futile and irreverent of all investigations to 
inquire. I do not know. and I do not believe t hat any 
theology is so much wiser than my ignorance as t o know, 
the sacred mysteries that passed in the courts of the 
Divine Existence when the miracle of Calvary was 
per fect •••• What feelings it might waken , what 
changes it might work in the mind of God, I do not 
know; I do not think that we can know.l 
Yet having said this, Brooks does mean to go beyond 
any bald agnosticism or indifference in t he matter; he 
does touch upon certain aspects of the divine side of the 
Atonement. He bel ieves that, however imperf ectly we may 
comprehend it. the death of Jesus does have an eff ect upon 
God• since the "death of every man affects in some way the 
lsermons. Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 279-58. 
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sensitive nature of the Great Father, who is Love. nl While 
he holds it to be "dreadfully untrue" that the death of 
Jesus appeased the wrath of God, he yet supposes that there 
may be some meaning in those words which does include the 
truth they try to express.2 
Brooks ventured to suggest one change in God which 
was wrought by the death of Jesus. Pointing out how man's 
disobedience had necessitated a change in God by setting 
His loving nature into hostility to the soul that would not 
do His will, he suggests that when the death of Jesus breaks 
down the self-will of man and makes him once more obedient, 
that, too, brings a change in God--
not the restoral of a love that was withheld, but the 
free utterance for help and culture of a love that has 
never been held bac k, but which has, by man's false 
position, been compelled to work against him.3 
He illustrates this by comparing it to a man walking 
against the wind which has been blowing steadily. The wind , 
man's enemy so long as he walks against it, becomes his friend 
when he wal ks with it. 11The wind has not changed, and yet 
with man's change, how completely the wind has changed for 
him. tt4 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 258. 
2see Sermons, Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 258. 
3ser.mons, Vol. IV, No. 17, p. 312. 
4rbid. 
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Even here it is obvious that the real change is in 
man rather than God. And that is the idea always foremost 
in Brooks's expositions. 
Effect on Man 
Turning to the effect of the death of Jesus upon 
man's life, Brooks clings to certain elements of mystery and 
takes a median posit ion, which is characteristic of him. 
I count alike foolish and short-sighted the two men, 
both of whom try to eliminate and scatter the mysterious-
ness of the cross of .-Christ, one of them by saying that 
there is no peculiar and special character in that 
strange and singular death, the other by dissecting its 
power into elements and trying to account for all its 
force.l 
"Yet it is not the essential mys tery" of Christ's 
death that concerns him, but its 11 innnediate moral power. tt2 
This moral power over the soul of man is active in various 
ways. The death of Christ, the manner of His death, his 
behaviour in death, confronts sinful man with the over-
powering fact of God's love. He draws "men's souls up, 
away from the earth and from themselves, up to God, by that 
amazing sign of how God loved them. n3 
The power of this revelation of God's love upon men 
comes essentially through its being grasped as 11 a new truth 
lThe Influence of Jesus, p. 51. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
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which they had not known and believed before. 11 1 It was a 
great new truth which became the focal point around which 
an entirely new life could be organized. 
He did not propose to regenerate the world by 
sentiment--to set up a spectacle of suffering and so 
stimulate the human heart to action by mere pity. He 
was no spiritual demagogue attempting vast results by 
the excitement of mere transitory feeling. He did not 
merely set forth old truths in a striking and pictur-
esque way. • • • He set forth a new truth, which men 
might have guessed at and longed for, but which they 
never could have known, and so which never could have 
genuinely ruled their lives before.2 
What was this new truth? ~ooks says it was the 
truth of the forgiveness of sins. 
It may seem as if that truth was not so very new. 
But as revealed truth it was new entirely. The one 
truth that had been clearly revealed about God before 
was that He made laws .3 
At this point, in his eagerness to exalt the great 
message of Jesus, Brooks overlooked the teaching of the 
Eighth Century prophets, particularly Hosea and Isaiah, 
who emphasized the love and mercy of God. If confronted 
with this fact, it would have been characteristic of 
Brooks to answer that Jesus was the only perf ect revelation 
of God's loving forgiveness, being Himself the perf ect 
embodiment of it. 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 258. 
2Ibid., p. 259 . 
3I bid. 
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Brooks believed that, when Christ revealed God's 
forg iving mercy, he revealed something which had been with 
and in God from the beg inning. 
As soon as the necessity of punishment came forth 
at the first sin, this gracious power of forg iveness 
showed itself, and Mercy met Jus tice in the conflict, 
where it was sure to overcome.l 
Before a world of sinners, who know nothing of 
their God save that He has made laws whose dignity He 
has no power to infringe, there comes fo rth this 
other fact--that there is also a mysterious power 
which can meet those laws, absolve the penalty, and 
with one condition of repentance, let the condemned 
go free.2 
The power of the Cross over the spirit of men 
stands in part in its revelation of the fact that 
only in self-sacrifice and s uffering c ould even God 
conquer sin. • • • Out of that love born of His 
suffering comes the new impulse after a holy l i fe . • • • 
The agony which human sin has brought gives him a power 
t o utter the love a s it could never have been ut t ered 
i n a painless life.3 
Vic arious Atonement 
Having discussed, in a manuscript se~mon preached 
first in 1868, and last in 1886, the t hought that the death 
of Jesus sums up His character and enforces His truth, 
3rooks examines the question of whether t here i s 11 some real 
power in the act itself to work a change somehow in the 
l s ermons, Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 262. 
2rbid. 
3sermons, Vol. I, No. 2, P• 53. 
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relationship of God and man," whether it had 11 o bj ec ti ve 
efficacy" or was a "true force in the moral universe." 
He regarded this as the most difficult of questions con-
earning the cross, one where dogmatism is least in order 
but most often existent. He regrets and rejects any con-
caption that sets the Son over against the Father or has 
one more drop of blood calling for another measure of 
reluctant mercy wrung from a wrathful God. Yet, ready 
always to find a measure of truth at the depth of even 
objectionable doctr:Lnes, Brooks believed that we should 
recognize that some great rorce was working in the 
crucifixion of the Saviour "which made it possible for man's 
sins to be forgiven by God through that as they never could 
have been without that.nl Unfortunately, he does not 
attempt to explain what this ''some great force" was . 
In a sermon approved for publication,2 Brooks gave 
more attention than usual to the Godward aspects of the 
Atonement. He began by recognizing the necessity of some 
adjustment in t he Godhead in order to satisfy the requirement 
of the divine law which man had broken. In words suggestive 
of the Governmental Theory taught by Grotius and others, he 
said: 
A divine law we feel must have something necessary 
and essential in it. It is the result and expression 
lManuscript sermon, No. 328, 1868. 
2sermons, Vol. 7, No. 17. 
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of a nature that is divine. The absolute character of the 
Lawgiver incorporates itself in an absolute character of 
the law. So that when God says, "you must not lie, 11 and 
you or I do lie, it is not possible for Deity to sweep 
His law aside and say, "No matter." He enacted tl~uth be-
cause He was truth and could not help it. And when His 
enactment is despised, the nature that is in Him compels 
Him to make the despiser suffer for his wro1~-doing . 
There is a moral limit even to Omnipotence, and the con-
science of man decrees that He who can do all besides 
cannot do wrong, and so cannot treat wrong-doing in others 
just as if it were right. There is no strain in such a 
thought. It is merely an applicati on in the moral world 
of that divine necessity which we are always owning and 
bowing to in the world of nature. You touch the fire 
and you must be burned. You cut an artery and you must 
bleed to death. The laws that issue from the very nature 
of the great first Source of law cannot be trifled with 
in their requirements without a change in that nature it-
self which would make it less divine and perfect.l 
When man had broken the law and stood under the con-
damnation of God's justice, there came f orth God's mercy, 
meeting justice in a conflict in which it was sure to conquer. 
Now these two faculties or p ower s of Deity are mani-
fested to the world under two personal characters. The 
Deity of law demanding punishment is God t he Fa ther , the 
Deity of forgiveness in Jesus Christ •••• Befor e a 
world of sinners, who know nothing of their God save that 
He has made laws whose dignity He has no power to infringe, 
there must come forth this other fact: that there is also 
a mysterious power which can meet those lav,rs, absolve the 
penalty , and with the one condition of repentance let the 
condemned go free.2 
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While describing this tension within the Godhead, nrooks 
was careful to avoid leaving an impression of any disunity or 
divis ion between Father and Son: 
It must not be the conflict of two contend i ng Deities, 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. XVII, p. 260. 
2~., p. 262. 
for the two are harmonious parts of one and the srune 
nature; therefore the condemning Father and the atoning 
Son must be not two Gods, but one God, at unity in every 
will and action •••• The perfect harmony of the two 
powers, their coexistence in the one complete Divinity, 
must be made apparent; not explained, not reconciled, 
only made clearly known.l 
Thus the truth of condemnation and the truth of for-
giveness comes to man from "the same nature of the same God, 
who is both Condemner and Forgiver. "2 Yet within this unity 
Brooks saw some sort of conflict and victory, wrought in sac-
rifice and pain, as the eternal element of forgiveness in God 
contended with the eternal element of justice in God: 
The fact of self-restraint, of self-control, of the 
yielding of one requirement to another, of a conflict 
resulting in the victory of one over the other, cannot 
be set before the eyes and minds of men save by the out-
ward picture of a trial and a triumph, of suffering and 
effort, of harmony and reconciliation coming out of pain.3 
As Brooks saw in the Incarnation a localized manifesta-
tion of a process which had been taking place "everywhere and 
always," so the crucifixion was but a localized exhibition of 
a quality of mercy which was forever in God: 
Christ, who had been forgiveness an eternity before 
man was made, who had bestowed forg iveness ever since 
man had sinned, came now to preach forgiveness, and by 
His willing sacrifice to show how the divine nature may 
sacrifice itself to reach the great end it desires of 
the replacement of a race into its lost holiness and 
hope.4 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 262. 
2Ibid., p. 266. 
3Ibid., p. 263. 
4rbid., p. 264. 
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If in the Godhead there was suffering involved in 
the reconciliation of justice and forgiveness, as Brooks 
indicated, and if it was the eternal Christ as "the forgiving 
God, the element of pardon" who suffered, then it may be said 
that it was a vicarious atonement, particularly in view of 
Brooks' a concept of Christ as the true man, "the Divine Human 
in the Godhead."l 
How Christ Saves Us 
In order to arrive at the fullest understanding of 
the work of Christ for man's salvation, it is important to 
keep in mind the purpose of Christ 1 s redemption: "to restore 
a pure hu.mani ty that could receive and utter God. n2 Brooks 
believed that by holding this purpose in mind we are pre-
served from theories of His method which are too brutal or 
too mercantile. Since the purpose was to bring men into re-
newed fellowship with God, whatever sufficed to do that was 
truly sufficient. That result is far more easily understood 
than the method by which it was achieved. The all-important 
truth is that the cross makes us men of God: 
If we put ourselves into the power of every in-
fluence that issues from the cross, if we let its power 
tell upon our hearts and wills as strongly as it will, 
if in one great word we believe in Christ, give our-
selves, that is, to the Crucified with loving gratitude, 
we are brought home by Him, we are set down in God.3 
lsermons, Vol. VI, No. 18, p. 311. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No. 3, p. 52. 
3Manuscript sermon, No. 425, 1872. 
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The general impression left by Brooks is that we are 
saved as much by the life of Jesus as by His death. Indeed, 
regarding the power of the atonement, he says: "I do not see 
how I can possibly unravel and say what part of it is in the 
life and what part is in the death of Him who saves me."l He 
sees the redemption of man coming both through the joy and 
through the suffering of Christ: 
Everything He was and did, He was and did for us. 
He took sorrow for us. He took joy and comfort for us 
also. Let me not say that Christ saves only by what 
He suffered for us. He saves us by what He enjoyed for 
us, too.2 · 
The great idea in Brooks's mind was that Christ saves 
us by being, in every aspect of His life, an utterance of 
God: 
The completeness and unity of His salvation lies 
in the completeness and unity with which His whole life, 
in its joy and pain together, lies between us and God, 
so that through it God comes to us and we go to God.3 
Thus Christ saves us by being the Mediator between God and 
man, by being in the closest communion with the Father, and 
in most compassionate sympathy with His brethren in need. 
When He hung upon the eros s, it was the way in which 
His nature was filled with love for God and love for man 7 
at once, that made Him an atonement. One hand was on the 
mercy seat and throne and the other was on the head of 
the humblest believer.4 
lManuscript sermon, No. 425, 1872. 
2sermons, Vol. I, No. 1, p. 15. 
3Ibid., p. 15. 
4Manuscript sermon, No. 512, 1875. 
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Brooks saw man's salvation as coming when he puts 
himself into the power of Christ, gives himself to Christ, 
and receives the life of God into his own soul through Christ. 
By this a man is restored to his true nature and life, of 
which Christ Himself was the perfect pattern.l 
lsermons, Vol. VI, No. 18, p. 311. 
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P A R T 
I I I 
0 THE R 
DOCTRINES 
CHAPTER XI 
HIS DOCTRINE OF GOD 
The Existence of God 
With one in whom the sense of God's immediate pres-
ence was as strong as it was in Phillips Brooks, it is hardly 
to be expected that there would be much argument to prove the 
existence of God. Indeed, he says: 
Man does not reach the idea of God by any conscious 
process. All conscious processes appear to be either 
the subsequent analysis of what has gone already uncon-
sciously, or else the support which study and thought 
brings to a conviction which already exists on other 
grounds •••• God is first to the world, and to some 
extent to every man a Working Hypothesis. It is the way 
in which this working hypothesis seems to meet and abun-
dantly cover all the events of life and conditions of 
the world, that man finds himself justified in accepting 
it as true.l 
Thus we find in ETooks an instinctive approach to the 
existence of God. His sermons proceed on the strongest assump-
tions of God's existence, showing little concern to prove it. 
Only rarely did he choose to treat the subject in the pulpit. 
It was probably different in his Bible class and in his Wed-
nesday evening or special Lenten lectures, for Allen says that 
11here he attempted, what he seemed to avoid in the pulpit, the 
impartation of religious knowledge, the discussion of religious 
lJournal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 346. 
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theories and theological opinions. 11 1 In his Saturday evening 
Lenten lectures at Trinity Church in 1887,2 in discussing the 
first affirmation of the Apostles' Creed, Brooks did discuss 
the existence of God in a more theological way than he usually 
did in his sermons. He observed that man's belief in the exist-
ence of God is instinctive, being a part of his human nature. 
Argument, he said, never creates this belief, but it may serve 
to restore it if it is lost. He then presented two arguments 
for God's existence. (1) The first of these, based on will, 
was his favorite and stock argument. In our own experience, 
he said, we find that back of our actions is our will which 
decrees the action. Outside our human activities, we observe 
many other activities in the world about us. How are we to 
explain these activities except by supposing them to spring 
from a divine Will? This great World-will and Universal-will 
is in Him whom we have instinctively known as God. (2) Within 
ourselves, again, Brooks said, we trace the relation of part 
to part as composing a design in our willed actions. Can design 
be wanting in the greater things we see done outside of any hu-
man purpose or action? Where there is design, there must be 
also a Designer. 
In a published sermon, Brooks again presented the ar-
gument for the existence of God from Causative Will. He said 
lAllen, II, p. 508. 
2Notes were made by an unknown attendant. They are to 
be found in the Diocesan Library, 1 Joy Street, Boston. 
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that we cannot be atheists because 
the human mind cannot conceive of any original force 
except will. We learn it from observation of our human 
wills. Every other force is secondary. It is moved by 
something else behind it. But will is absolute and orig-
inal. It admits no explanation. It is final in itself. 
And so when this marvellous problem of the universe con-
fronts us, there is one and only one word which can sug-
gest for it an adequate beginning or a competent govern-
ment and that is will. Somewhere, sometime will must have 
touched these wheels, because in will alone-m-all the 
universe is there any creative po~l 
In another sermon, ~ooks argued that man's belief in 
God is a strong argument for the existence of God. Recognizing 
that "the wish is father to the thought," and that man's be-
lieving does not make it so, he nonetheless held that 
when all men in every ag e, in every land, in every faith, 
turn with one common wish one way, not for immediat e and 
palpable advantages, but with an instinc tive movement of 
their natures, the conviction is irresistible that there 
must be something there which draws them. There must be 
an external fact to which this internal movement corre-
sponds. 2 
With such simple arguments, Brooks was content to leave 
each person, as a child of God, to know hi s Father ins tinct-
ively. 
The Nature of God 
Phillips Brooks could never have thought of God in 
any terms that would have made Him an impersonal force or being , 
"a method, a law, a habit, a machine. 11 3 He always saw God as 
!Manuscript sermon, No. 425, 1872. 
2sermons, Vol III, No. 5, p. 74. 
3sermons, Vol. v, No. 2, p. 38. 
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the Divine Person, 11 a dear, live, loving nature, all afire 
with affection, all radiant with light. 11 1 This concept of 
God was drawn directly from the teachings of Jesus and the 
ideas involved in the Incarnation. "Jesus would not let God 
seem a method or a law."2 
Yet Brooks conceived of a close identity between God 
and His law or method, recognizing that God does work by these 
means. Indeed, he held that 
it is God's highest glory that He is a God of law. Con-
tinuousness is the crown of His government. That Fe brings 
every future out of some past is the charm of all His gov-
ernment. That He lets nothing go to waste is the highest 
perfection of His boundless resource.3 
There is no conflict between God and law because "God is the 
Law, and the Law is God. 11 4 This is true of moral as well as 
physical law. 
Recognizing everywhere in the universe the signs of 
law prevailing, Brooks insisted that the important thing is 
to keep looking back of the law to "a Father and Friend" who 
created and operates the law, so that 
there is nothing cold and abstract any longer. Every 
triumph of righteousness is an assertion of my Father's 
nature. Every sign of the law's working is a sign of 
His presence.5 
lsermons, Vol. v, No. 2, p. 38. 
2 Ibid • 1 p • 38 • 
3sermons, Vol. II, No. 8, p. 131. 
4sermons, Vol. IX, No. 18, p. 318. 
5Ibid., p. 316. 
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Thus Brooks always pushed through all law and principle to 
the personality of the creator Himself, for he was concerned 
most with the highest thoughts of God and held that 11 it is a 
passage fr~~ the low and crude into the loftier and finer 
thought of God when we conceive of Him as caring for His 
children's thought of Him."l 
The fixed purposes of God, operating through law, 
need never dim one's faith in the love of God. "Let us be 
sure," said 3rooks, "that the more we realize His vaGter pur-
poses, the more dearly we can feel His personal care, tt2 for 
there is "not one life which the Life-giver ever loses out of 
His sight. "3 God lmows all and He "cannot know anything in 
pure passivity. He always wants something to be done about the 
thing He knows. Every knowledge of God involves and is s ues in 
a will."4 
The far-away God of deism or the Wholly Other of 
Barthian thought could find no place in the mind of Phillips 
Brooks. Over and over again he pictured the nearness of God to 
humanity, building on his central conviction that man is a 
child of God, expounding the hypothesis that God is 
present with and always working upon our souls to make them 
good, pure, strong, true, brave--unseen by us, but always 
close to us; and because He is God, always working, 
1sermons, Vol. V, No . 19, p. 332. 
2sermons, Vol. I, No. 1, p. 7. 
3Ibid. 
4sermons, Vol. IV, No. 17, P• 291. 
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always hindered by our ignorance, our obs tinacy, our 
wickedness, but never discouraged, never turning away 
doing all that omnipotent love can do upon our unwilling 
human souls to make them live to Him.l 
God is ever near to man, pressing upon his life, and 
crowding into it all the knowledge of Himself that it will take. 
He has hovered about man's mind with an unbroken 
presence. Wherever there was any chink, He has thrust 
in some knowledge of Himself, • • • shedding that degree 
of knowledge of Himself which the condition of that 
soul will allow.2 
This bri ngs us to Brooks's conception of God's reve-
lation of Himself to man. He believed that it is inherent in 
the nature of God to reveal Himself to His children. 
God is and God speaks. Never a time in all the past 
eternity when that which supremely Is has not spoken and 
sent Himself abroad.3 
This revelation of God to man comes within the nat ure of man 
himself. "Impulse after impulse" enters into the life of man 
:from the life of God and "find some impulse akin to 1 tself 
there. tt4 The extent of this revelation is governed solely by 
man's capacity to receive, therefore there must always be cer-
tain mysteries in man's comprehension of God. The more spir-
itual and holy a man is, the more knowledge he can receive of 
God. 
lsermons, Vol. X, No. 3, p. 54. 
2Ibid., p. 47. 
3sermons, Vol. X, No. 7, p. 111. 
4Notebook, 1859. 
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In a statement of his religious convictions which 
Brooks drew up in Germany in 1882, he pictured man as ar-
riving at the idea of God through the examination of himself 
and his own will. Then he asked how this i dea affects the 
doctrine of revelation, and supplied the answer: 
In the first place, it is a Doc t rine of Revelation. 
When ~an has thus reached the Idea of God he adds almost 
of necessity the notion that God meant that he should 
reach it. God's first revelation of Himself must be in 
human nature itself. All other kinds of revelation would 
be useless unles s this lay behind them all.l 
To those who objected that this was not revelation but 
natural relig ion, Brooks replied that this was making 11 an un-
real distinction. 11 2 It is the first step by which God leads 
man to expect and seek further revelations. 
In conceiving the nature of God, Brooks had a special 
fondness for the ideas presented in the Gospel of John. 11 God 
is Spirit." "God i s Light.'' 11 God is Love. 11 Stressing the 
truth that God as spirit can be discerned only by the spirit 
in man, he warned against the tendency of making mental "g raven 
images" of God. 
The Nature of God as Triune 
The interest of Phillips Brooks in the Trinity seldom 
reached into the area of the metaphysical problems involved. 
It is characteristic of him that his chief concern in dealing 
lJournal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, P• 347. 
2Ibid., p. 348. 
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with the doctrine was in expounding its spiritual significance 
for mankind. In this area he delighted to set forth ideas of 
a profound and sometimes complex nature. His attitude is typ-
ically expressed in thes e words from a manuscript sermon on 
the Trinity: 
Our object is by no means to enter on an argument for 
the reasonableness of the Script ural sanction of this fun-
damental of our belief, by no means to meet its opponents 
on their own ground of logical and scientific discussion. 
I doubt exceedingly whether that is ever the proper ground 
for the ques t ion to be brought upon. We are rather to en-
deavour to unf old to one another the spiritual capacities 
of the truth that we believe, that it is no barren dogma 
set up for men to test their theological acuteness on, 
that it is alive with spiritual light.l 
Twenty-seven years later, in his Lenten lectures of 
1887 on the Apostles' Creed, Brooks reaffirmed this viewpoint, 
being reported by an unknown attendant to have said: 
As a test of theology, this doctrine of the Trinity 
is of no spiritual worth, but as an element in our faith, 
our heart-hold on God, it is of great importance.2 
Thus Brooks habitually looked upon the Trinity, 11not as a 
puzzle or a satisfaction of the intellect, but as an expres-
sion of the manifold helpfulness with which the divine Nature 
offers itself to the human."3 For him, the doctrine was 
not a mere scholastic subtlety, not a mere arithmetical 
puzzle about three being one or one being three, not a 
lManuscript sermon, No. 48, 1860. 
2Lecture on Apostles' Creed, as quite fully reported 
by an unidentified attendant. Diocesan Library , Boston. 
3sermons, Vol IV, No. 1, p. 17. 
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barren, dry, useless material for theological debate, but 
a great, warm, vital truth, inspired and inspiring, a 
truth full of sympathy, a truth athrob with love, a truth 
to make a benediction out of.l 
As directly related to the life of man, Brool{s saw in 
the doctrine of the Trinity "a great conception of the universe 
and of the Power which rules in it, and the place of man within 
it, into which a man can only enter by the experience of life. 11 2 
He saw in it "the story of the life of God and the lif'e of man 
in the fullest and openest relation to each other. "3 
As a specif'ic example of' how Brooks related the doctrine 
of' the Trinity to the life of' man, one may note a sermon in 
which he depicted a trinity of needs in the soul of' man, for 
which the Trinity of God is the answer: 
The trinity of the soul's needs: firs t , Causal Deity, 
then Revealed Deity, then Resident, Regulative Deity •••• 
I n each the soul will be satisfied with nothing short of 
divinity, but in each the distinction of offices, of those 
who shall fulfil its demands, is clearly marked. But yet, 
notice that the offices, though separate, are not independ-
ent; the Causal Will, the Revealing Word, the Regulative 
Presence--they interfuse each other. The Will is sues the 
Word, the Word reveals the Will. The Permanent Presence 
develops and perfects the work that the Will originated 
and the Word declared.4 
Having thus presented the need of' man f'or such an understanding 
of' God 's manifold nature , Brooks then attempted to show that 
t here was such a triune God: 
!Manuscript sermon, No. 48, 1860. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No. 21, p. 334. 
3Ibid. 
4Manuscript sermon, No. 48, 1860. 
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Now what have we to answer this threefold ye t one 
need? I confess I do not know unless the answer lies in 
that mysterious co-partnership (I do not like the word, 
that mysterious unity) in which the three equal divinities, 
Father, Son, and Spirit, are met together in one Deity 
which we call God. Side by side I see t hree great works 
going on. I follow them up and their spring is one di-
vine purpose. I follow them down and their outlet is one 
divine result. All along their course, their waters, as 
if by some subterranean communication, are mysteriously 
mingled and yet no less mysteriously each keeps his dis-
tinct personality and office uninfringed. Can I doubt 
the threeness of the agency? There it is answering the 
triple need by the threefold supply. Can I doubt the unity 
of the whole work? What is it that makes unity but this 
identity of will and purpose and nature and life, of three 
distinct personalities, three equal and divine existences~! 
It must be noted that this comes from a sermon preached 
during the first year of his ministry, and one may suspect that 
in the minds of his congregation in the Church of the Advent it 
raised more questions than it answered. Certainly it turns us 
from the thought of the Trinity as a doctrine rich in signifi-
cance for human life to a consideration of the theological 
problems involved--the problems of the manifoldness and unity 
of God which Brooks raised in the sermon. 
As Brooks conceived it, what was the nature of the 
elements that comprised the manifoldness of God's being? One 
cannot bind Brooks to any single, definitive answer. He called 
them "divine existences"2 and, as might be expected of one so 
deeply convinced of the kinship of God and man, he usually 
spoke of these "divine existences" as "persons." In lecturing 
lManuscript sermon, No. 48, 1860. 
2Ibid. Also in Lenten lectures on Apostles' Creed, 
1887, as recorded by an attendant, and found in 
Diocesan Library, rloston. 
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on the Apostles' Creed, 1887, he dealt specifically with this 
matter. Speaking of the manifestation of the Holy Spirit at 
the baptism of Jesus, he admitted that the word 11 person11 was 
neither biblical nor satisfactory "since it but imperfectly 
expresses the truth of revelation, and yet most perfectly ex-
presses our own imperfect conception of that revelation as a 
distinct utterance of Deity.nl At the conclusion of the lec-
ture, he again referred to the use of the word 11 person" as 
"inaccurate, imperfect, and inadequate" but said it was the 
best we have 11 to express the revelation of the Divine Being 
as manifested. 112 In referring to the revelation as suggestive 
of "person," Brooks had in mind primarily the New Testament 
picture of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, the latter 
being referred to as 11He." 
In using the term "person, 11 Brooks does not appear to 
have been taking into consideration the earlier use of the 
Latin Eersonae as designating a mask such as was worn by actors 
or its later use to designate a dramatic role. When first in-
troduced into the creeds, the word had not yet attained its 
explicit reference to an individual personality or ego. Had 
Brooks used the word "person" in this earlier sense, it would 
seem that it would have been useful to him in unifying his 
concepts of the manifold nature of God , since at times he did 
lNotes on his lecture on the Apostles' Creed, 1887. 
2Ibid. 
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speak of the Trinity in terms suggestive of various manifes-
tations or roles of the one God. In discussing the atonement, 
for example, he said that 11 the Deity of Law demanding punish-
ment is God the Father" and 11 the Deity of Forgiveness is .Jesus 
Christ," after which he said: "The truth of condenmat ion and 
forgiveness comes from the same nature of the same God, who is 
both Condenmer and Forgiver. ttl In the same connec t ion, he also 
spoke of the 11 two harmonious parts of one and the same nature, 
two powers coexisting in one complete Divinity.n2 In refer-
ence to the Holy Spirit, he spoke of a "God of perennial and 
daily inspiration, a present God, ever pleading, ever helping."3 
Again, he spoke of the Trinity as "the Will, the Word, and the 
Presence."4 
Thus we are left in a somewhat ambiguous position as to 
Brooks's concept of the elements comprising the manifoldness 
of God's being, but,ifwe have no exact definitions, it is at 
least clear that he did believe in some sort of 11divine exist-
ences" within the one God, and that he believed this manifold-
ness to be essential to the fullness and richness of t he life 
of God. In this connection he again noted a relationship be-
tween the Trinity and the life of mankind, projecting upon God 
-----··----
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 17, p. 262. 
2Ibid. 
3sermons, Vol. VII, No. 20, p. 307. 
4Manuscript sermon, No. 48, 1860. 
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the values of human society. 
If it be so, as we bel ieve it is, that in the con-
stitution of humanity we have the faires t written ana-
logue and picture of the divine existence, then shall 
we not say that the human Christ g ave us , in his social 
thought of God what we call the doc trine of the 'I'rin-
ity? May it be that only in multiplicity and interior 
self-relationship can divinity have completed self-
consciousness and energy? Surely the reverent and 
thoughtful eye must see some such meaning when Jesus 
Himself makes the eternal companionshi p of the life of 
Deity the pattern and picture of the bes t society of 
the souls on earth, and breathes out to His Father 
these deep and wonderful words, "As Thou, Father, art 
in me, and I in Thee, that they may all be one in us."l 
So Brooks joined with the many other thinkers who have seen 
essential value in the s ocial concept of the Trinity. 
While Brooks found great significance in the concept 
of the manifold nature of God, :be W9.f' equally concerned to 
declare the unity of God. He recognized that the difficulty 
of the doc trine of the Trinity lay in rec onciling "manifold-
ness with unity. 11 2 on at least three occasions he made an 
effort to show how the difficulty could be resolved. In his 
notebook for 1874 , he made some notations for a possi ble 
sermon: 
I have been led to think of the Trinity now finally 
with reference to man's sin. Not his s ins but his sin-
fulness. Suggest the other thoughts of sorrow and joy, 
but now let us s uppose one who knows he i s not good . 
That very consc iousness takes him into the reg ion of 
lThe Influence of Jesus, p. 85 . 
2No t e book, 1874. 
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God. What does he find there? Ans. (1) conviction, (2 ) 
the possibility of escape, (3). the g r adual l eading out . 
Show how separate thes e are, and yet how one they are . 
Three consciousnesses which yet are one consciousness . 
Three r esults which are yet one resul t.l 
In the embryo form in which we have it here, i t is difficult 
to see how this illustration could throw much light on the 
method by which three distinct persons can be united in one. 
Again, having described It three equal divinities met 
together in one Deity,u Brooks declared that t he unity con-. 
sis ted in the 11 1denti ty of will and purpose and nature and 
life. n2 In an identity of will and purpose there might 
possibly be a moral union of even a tritheisem, but , in an 
identity of nature and life, what room is there for separate 
existences? 
In his Lenten lec tures on the Apos tles' Creed, Brooks 
was reported to have said that there is but one of the many 
analogies used in illustrating the unity of t he diversity in 
God that does not at some point or another break down, and 
that is the statement that "man is made in the image of God." 
Not individual man, very far from it, in his imper 
fection and deformity through sin , but the totality of 
perfect humanity is an image of God . Studying total hu-
manity , we learn of God. We find man one great unity. 
The one thousar.d million of earth are one , though each 
individual has his own identity. So it may be with God 
in whose image, after whose pattern man is made; not 
one great compact being, but many in one . 3 
lNotebook, 1874. 
ZManuscript sermon, No. 48 1 1860. 
3Notes on Lenten lecture on Apostles' Creed, 1887. 
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Anticipating the objection that humanity is not a unity, but 
is made up of broken individuality, Brooks said that if man 
were made perfect his unity would be complete, since it is 
ungodliness which destroys the composite unity . 
Assuming the moral perfection of the total huraanity, 
this would not require an "identity of will and purpose and 
nature and life." If Brooks's analogy were t'ully applied, 
it would seem to open the door to a polytheism united only 
by the universal concept of Deity. 
Being aware of the inadequacies of his own explana-
tion of the manifoldnes s in unity, as well as the explanations 
of others, Brooks took r efuge in a frank agnosticism, affirm-
ing both the manifoldness and the unity, but being unable 
satisfactorily to reconcile the two: 
We cannot, as theology would do, map out God in a 
g eographical fashion •.•• Theology does evil in its 
attempt to map out the boundaries and limitations of 
the persons of the Godhead. This is not for man to do, 
and God has not done it for him. That t here i s the 
unity of diversity seems clear. What constitutes di-
· Versity is not revealed.l 
In this passage, as well as in many others, Brooks 
speaks of t he idea of the Trinity as being a revealed t ruth . 
In a manuscript sermon he tells us how man's natural thought 
may lead him to a Divine Unity, unapproachable, unknowable, 
perhaps loving ,. but whose love is unexpressed. I n such a 
case, he says, man would need and long for an expression of 
lNotes on the Lenten lectures on the Apostles' 
Creed, 1887. 
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that love. It is through God's expression of this love that 
man has revealed to him the truth of the Trinity. "Love is 
God's nature, grace is God's expression, and Christ is the 
Word. 111 In several places Brooks indicates that our knowl-
edge of the Trinity comes most directly from the teachings 
of Jesus as He pictured Himself as the Son, spoke often of 
the Father, and promised the coming of the Holy Spirit. It 
was because of the nature of this revelation by Jesus that 
Brooks believed that the word 11 person11 was the best to use 
in referring to the diversity in God, as it has been manifest-
ed to us. Again, speaking of the Trinity as a revealed doc-
trine, Brooks says that we cannot account "for the whole of 
Deity in the Trinity, but for that part only which shows it-
self to our life."2 Thus we find Brooks thinking always of 
the Trinity in terms of what God has made known to us of Him-
self. In view of this fact, and of the tendency of Brooks, 
at times, to speak of the diversity in God in terms suggest-
ive of modalism, it is conceivable that he would have found 
much to satisfy him in some of the current theories which 
would explain the Trinity as the t~ee modes of God's reve-
lation, by which He shows Himself to man as the Father who 
is Creator, Ruler, and Judge, as the Son who is redeeming 
love, and as the Holy Spirit who is God's active presence in 
lManuscript sermon, No. 48, 1860. 
2Notes on Lenten lectures on Apostles' Creed, 1887. 
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human life. 
If Phillips Brooks 's concept of the Trir..i t~r were to 
be classified with reference to the history of doc t rine, it 
could be fairly classified as that of the so-called "Athan-
asian Creed," toward which the Cappadocian Fathers and Augus-
tine contributed much. Rrooks's concept of the diversity in 
God a s comprised of something not p erfec t l y descri bed by the 
word 11person 1 11 and tending toward a mode, seems to be in line 
with the teaching of the Cappadocian Fathers that the hypo-
stasis was a mode of being midway between a s u bstanc e and an 
attribute. With Augustine, Brooks was r eady to affirm the 
abs olute equality of the three hypostases, and to under s tand 
that the Holy Spirit proceed s from both the Fat her and the 
Son without being subordinate to either. l He accepted the 
so- called "Athanasian Creed" and used it in the services of 
the church. He was in harraony with the purpose of those who 
contributed to its writing in that he sought t o avoid the 
extremes of Sabellianism on the one hand and of tri theism on 
the other. 3etween these two boundaries , after his fashion 
of liberal interpretation , he sailed a course of t hought too 
ambiguous to be defini tely charted. 
I n the face of the powerful Unitarian influence in 
Boston, 3rooks was eager to emphasize the doctrir..e of the 
lsee note s on the Lenten lecture on the Apo stles' 
Creed, 1887 . See also Parks, P• 10. 
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Trinity as 11 a protest against the hard, tight personalness 
of the conception of God which thinks of Him as a big indi-
vidual, with definite limits to His nature, and almost to a 
visible frame in which He lives. ttl Brooks loved the concept 
of the Trinity because he saw in it 11 an attempt to give rich-
ness, variety, mystery, internal relation, abundance, and 
freedom to the ideas of God.n2 In his opinion, "Unitarianism 
has got the notion of God as tight and individual as it is 
possible to make it, and is dying of its meagre Deity. "3 
The Character of God 
As Brooks took his concept of the Trinity largely 
from the New Testament, so also from the New Testruaent came 
his concept of the character of God. He believed in a Christ-
like God whose essential nature was love and goodness. The 
largest element in his preaching was his declarations of 
God's unfailing love for His children. In accordance with 
his belief in the essential divinity of true man, he was 
frankly anthropomorphic in his concept of God, seeing Him 
most frequently as the Divine Father, a Person actively con-
cerned with the lives of His children. Observing that Christ 
came, not to reveal the existence of God, but His character, 
lEssays and Addresses, p. 157. 
2rbid. 
3rbid. 
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Brooks held that Christ's concept of God as 11 Father11 was 
essential, and from it he drew five implications: {1) God is 
our Father because He brought us forth into being ; (2) He is 
our Father because He made us in His likeness, with divine 
possibilities; (3) He is our Father in the limitless love that 
He bestows upon even the most unworthy; {4) bec ause He is our 
Father, we instinctively own our duty to obey Him, even when 
we are most rebellious; and (5) since He is our Father, we 
hav e infinite pos s ibilities for fellowship with Him.l 
Believing in both the goodness of God and His activ-
ity in the lives of His children, how did Brooks handle the 
problem of evil? He attempted to rationalize the evils which 
befall man, but with the deeper theoretical problems involved 
in a complete theodicy he did not deal, leaving this as a part 
of the "mystery of iniquity." 2 
Brooks attempted to explain the evils of man's suffer-
ing by saying that beneath the surface the action springs from 
a God who is perfect love. He would have us say to ourselves: 
The source of this sorrow must be somewhere in the 
very nature of God and God is love. So this action or 
this refusal to act must be loving, however it may look. 
I flee from what He does to what He is, that I may right-
fully understand wha t He does. I flee to Him, not to 
my understanding of His acts.3 
lLecture at Trinity Church, Feb. 26, 1887. Notes in 
Diocesan Library , 1 Joy Street , Boston. 
2sermons, Vol. VI, No. 1, entire sermon . 
3Manuscript sermon, No. 349, 1869. 
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This, of course, is not so much an explanation as a 
pointing to a refuge when no explanation seems available. 
Brooks did go further toward offeri ng explanations. They 
consisted essentia lly of declaring the purpose of God to make 
men perfect, as Jesus was made perfect, through suf fering. 
He did not find it inconsistent with his idea of the goodness 
of God to think that God sends pain and doubt to some men 
while sending joy and faith to others, since He has but one 
purpose for them all--"He is trying to make these men true 
and holy."l 
As to offering solutions to the larger problem of 
theodicy, so far as our records show, Br ooks remained silent. 
If he had been put in a theological position of choosing be-
tween the absolute goodness and the absolute power o'f God, he 
would have sacrificed power in order to retain goodness. 
We are sure that at its very center and h eart , the 
glory of God must i ssue from and consist in the goodness 
of God, not in His power •••• Power without goodness 
is not really glorious.2 
All belief in God must be belief in ultimat e good . 3 
But Brooks never felt it necessary to conceive a limitation 
upon the power of God as a means of resolving the unsolved 
problem of evil. He does, however, readily conc eive of God 
a s voluntarily limiting or restraining Himself. He defines 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 17, p. 312. 
2Ibid., p. 308. 
3sermons, Vol II , No. 9, p. 160. 
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omnipotence as "power without resistance from outside the 
person who possesses it.n l God restralns himself by virtue 
of his own character. He cannot do what i s cruel or unjust. 
God also limits Himself in granting freedom to man. 
The moment that God fashions this new order of being 
with intelligent self-will, it is evident that He has 
surrendered something of the completeness of His own 
omnipotenc e.2 
Nature, Supernature, and t.~iracle 
Although he clearly conceived of God as working through 
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His natural laws and saw "cause as the method of the universe, 113 
Brooks never g ave up his belief in miracles. 
Since he was at the height of his pulpit infl uence when 
the question of miracle was a stumbling-block to many, it was 
inevitable that hi s opinion on the que s tion should be sought 
often. Allen states that Brooks usually turned the s e inquiries 
aside without attempting to state his deeper convictions, fear-
ing th~t many would be unable to appreciate them. Finally, in 
a sermon pre ached in 1889 1 and quoted by All en, he said : 
There is the man who rejoiceth in the truth of the 
mir acle , and for whom the earth he treads is always less 
hard, more soft and buoyant, because it has once trembled 
under the feet of Christ. He is g l ad through all his soul 
that the hard-seeming order of things has once and ag ain 
felt the immediate compulsion of the Master soul. Cr itical 
lManuscript sermon, No. 349 . 
2Ibid. 
3sermons, Vol. VII , No. 4, p. 60 . 
as he may be in his judgement of evidence , he does not 
grudge assent because of any previous conviction of 
impossibility. He is glad to believe. 3elief to him is 
better than unbelief. Every sunr ise is more splendid, 
e very sunset is more tender, every landscape has new 
meanings; the great sea is mightier and more g r acious; 
life has more fascination, death has more mystery, because 
Jesus Chris t spoke to the W<l ters , and s hone in the 
transfiguration glory, and c a l led Lazarus out of t he 
tomb, and stood himself in the bright mor r.ing outside 
his own t om:.l door at Jerusalem. J 
This , of course, i s not an argument fo r mir acles nor is it an 
attempt to rationalize them. It is s imply a statement of how 
pleasant it is to believe in- miracles. 
While holding to the belief in miracles , Brooks was 
saved from any gross or sensati onal idea of them by his defi-
nition of the miracle. In his view, the miracle was , not a 
contravention of natural law, but the fulfilment of higher 
laws than we can know. The miracles a r e di fferent from other 
events "only in the power that they involve , never in the 
principles on which they work, 11 2 since there can b e "only 
one set of principles" in the character of God, and these 
"must regulate all His doir.gs , the most miraculous as well 
as the most commonplace . 11 3 Brooks illustrated t his con cep t 
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of the miracle by applying it to some of the mi r acles reported 
in the Bible: 
lQuoted by Allen, Vol. II, p. 735 . 
2Manuscript sermon, No . 207 , 1864. 
3Ibid. 
-
It was a miracle when the sky opened a bove the tents 
of the Israelites and the morning manna lay among the 
dew drops on the ground. There was a new and special 
proof of power but the manna contai ned no new pri nciple, 
no moral purpose which the dew drops had not always held 
~efore . Nothing but the old truths of God's love and 
care and provision f or his creat ures . The pl agues of 
::~gypt were miracles, the bloody river, and the darkened 
:L and, the swarms of locust, the dead first-born all proved 
how strong Jehovah was, but they proved nothing about his 
moral nature except that He was a jealous God and would 
puni sh wickedness. Nay, even when a dead man was raised, 
Lazarus or the boy of Nain , there was a surprise of power 
but it was no new a s serted principle. It was merely the 
most emphas ized and unmistakable u ttera;,ce of the mission 
of Him who was and will be the Lord of life and death.l 
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Thinking of the effect of the miraculous upon the minds of men-
Brooks said: 
~:Iiracles would puzzle us if thei r princ iple as well as 
their power were exceptional. If the plagues fell on the 
Israelites and there was light in the dwelling s of the 
Egyptians, then miracles would be outside all of our 
comprehension. We should look up and tremble at them and 
that would be all of their use. They would be just wild 
meteors shooting across the sky of Providence bewildering 
us and dazzling out of our sight all that we thought we 
knew. Now, they are not meteors but merely brighter stars, 
keeping all the laws that regulate the others and bearing 
with a brighter glory all the lessons of their divine 
brethren. This is why the miracles which we find in the 
Bi ble are capable of being used to teach lessons about 
daily life, these extra-ordinary events putting in the 
most emphatic and impressive shape the laws which govern 
the most ordinary accident and action . This is why 
miracles become justifiable grounds of a rgument. They are 
not violations of the ordinar y forces and r ules of l ife. 
They are only the highest and fullest exhibiti on of them.2 
Applying these ideas to the c as e of the healing of blind 
Ba.rtimaeus, he says that some day we shall s ee that the open-
ing of his eyes was "only the diviner and more direct 
l Manuscript sermon, No. 207, 1864. 
2Ibid. 
application of the same power which by medicine and t he 
ag ency of subordinate human skill opens the eyes of men now. 11 1 
Brooks also o b~erves that God uses miracles sparingly. 
Not less mighty and g odlike than the l avi s hn ess with 
which He uses power is the r e s erve with which He withholds 
it. Never a need without a miracle , but then on the other 
hand , never a mi r acle without its need •••• Only once 
in long ages is there a l ife so important that He wil l 
g i ve a miracle to save . 2 
It was easy f or Phillips Br ooks to accept a s factual 
all of the miracles r eported a s attending the launching of the 
early Church, since the apostles were un i ted i n the spirit 
with Chr ist, becoming an extension of h i s life . Chri st, being 
supernatural , "the whole atmosphere in which the new dispensa-
tion lived was one of supernaturalism. 11 3 So Brooks felt that 
unusual events might appropr iately be accompanied by unusual 
phenomena. Thus the Incar nation mus t of necessity be 
surrounded by miracle . He said that to anyone who 
believes in the possibility of miracle at all, and who 
knows what the meaning of the Incarnation i s , the wonder 
would be if it had no mir aculous accompaniment. The 
breakage through the or dinary laws o f Nature's life seem 
natural and fitting , as when a king passes through a city 
we expect to hear trumpets and cannon replace the common 
sounds of trad e and do~estic life which are all that its 
str eet s commonly echo. 
11·1anuscrip t sermon, No . 368 , 1869 . 
2:tfanusc r ipt sermon, No . 207 , 1864. 
3Manusc r ipt sermon, No . 414 , 1872. 
4sermons , Vol . VII , No. 2 , p . 24. 
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Thus the miracles attending the coming of Christ were seen 
by Brooks as being, not "so much the proofs of the separate-
ness and superiority of Christ's life as they are the natu-
ral and altogether to-be-expected utterance of it in its re-
action upon the material world."l 
A part of Brooks's love of the miraculous was due to 
his belief that the miracle is "the most personal working of 
God, since it leaves free for exhibition all His divine orig-
inality of purpose and of action."2 In the case of Jesus, 
Brooks thought of the working of miracles as an integral part 
of His personality which should not be lost from sight. Be-
cause of this interest in the personal aspect of miracle, 
Brooks protested against those who would retain their belief 
in the miracle by describing it as the fulfilment of unknown 
laws: "We must not, we do not want to, get rid cif the personal 
power and presence which is the soul of the whole. "3 Thus 
while Brooks saw many of his contemporaries g iving up their 
belief in the miracle because they were thinking in terms of 
law and nature, he held to his views because he valued the 
personal element he saw in them.4 
Although Brooks believed in the miracle, he was willing 
lJournal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 349. 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 208, 1884. 
3Notes for Bible class lecture, 1889. Quoted by 
Allen, II, P• 528. 
4Reflecting Allen's judgment, II, p. 528. 
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to let the miracle be 11purely an open question of historical 
evidence."l Certainly he would never identify the fortune of 
religion with the fortune of the miracle, but it was his per-
sonal joy to believe in and preach the miracle as an expres-
sion of "the higher power over nature which belongs to man 
as God 's utterance in the world."2 
1Journal, 1882. Quoted by Allen, II, p. 349 . 
2Ibid. 
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CHAPTER XII 
HI S DOCTRI NE OF MAN 
Christ and Man 
Bo1.md inseparably to Brooks 1 s doct rine of Chris t is 
his doctrine of man. Each doctrine contributes richness to 
the other. While in a sense he came to his conc ep t of Christ 
by way of his admi ration of humanity, gained larg ely from 
l iterature, this concept of Christ enabled him to see man in 
a new divine dimension. 
Upon the race and upon the individual, J esus is 
always bring ing into more and more perfect revelat ion 
the certain truth that every man is a child of God. 
Th is is the sum of the work of the Incarnation.l 
The opening life of Jesus was full of his conscious-
ness that he was the Son of God. The ambition of which 
his soul was fUll was the desire to let men know that 
they, too, were the sons of God, and to rescue t h em into 
the full enjo~nent of their sonship.2 
Ba.l anced View 
Phillips Brooks was realistic in making his evalua-
tion of man. He could not ac c ept the pessimistic view of 
man's t o t al depravity and he would not allow h ims elf to in-
dulge in a fanciful blind optimism, toward which his natural 
d i sposition might have inclined him. He kept to a median 
lThe Influence of Je sus, p. 11. 
2rbid. ~~ P• 124. 
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position, avoiding the extreme positions other s had taken . 
Do I believe that Jonathan Edwards, when he has told 
me about the power and majesty of the divine will, has 
told me the whole truth? Do I believe, on the other 
hand, that Channing, when he told me of the purity and 
dignity of human nature, has told me the whole trut h? 
God revealed to me by the deepest thoughts of those who 
have lost themselves in His exis tence; man revealed to 
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me by the deep and tender utterances of those who have 
lived in the supreme sympathy with Him! God and man, shall 
they stand separate? It is the Christ, the God-Man I 
see. The great Christ-truth of the sonship of man to 
God takes possession of these thing s and blends th em in 
their glorious whole. We have feared that man should be 
a traitor of God. There is gr eat danger al so ••• lest 
man be a traitor to man.l 
One man calls humanity a hopel e" s brute . Ano ther 
man calls humanity a triumphant angel. God in these 
words of Genesis says, "Neither, but a wounded, bruised, 
strong creature, not running, leaping , and shouting, 
often crawling and creeping in pain, but yet brave, 
with an inextinguishable certai r.ty of ultimate success, 
fighting a battle which is full of pain, but is not 
desperate, sure ultimately to set his heel upon the 
adversary's head. n2 
Brooks had cause to be familiar with the e'}..'J) ressions 
of evil in human life as he observed everywhere the misery it 
wrought. He freely recognized the i mperfecti ons and degrada-
tions of man, but no amount of this could stagger hi s founda-
tional faith in man's natural and potential sonship of God. 
Seeing the evil that was evident in human life, he maintained 
that "man is a s on of God on whom the Devil has laid his hand, 
not a child of the Devil whom God is trying to steal ."3 
lQuoted from Allen, Ir, p. 726. 
2sermons , Vol. IV, No. 6, p. 95. 
3sermon~, Vol. V, No. 1, p. 9 . 
That is the first truth of all religion. That is 
what Christ is teaching everywhere and always . "We 
called the chess- boar d white, we call it black"; but i t 
is, this chess-board of our human life, white not black, - -
bl ack spotted on white , not white spotted on hleck. l 
Whi le acknowledg ing that "the sheep and the wolf are both 
wi thin us , "2 he firmly believed that the sheep would finally 
overcome the wolf. It i s a. familiar note t h at he sounds when 
he says : 
The God-Man is the real man-- that sin is an intr usion, 
that these oaths and lies and cr uelties and lus ts have no 
right here- -that the Son of Man is no t come to make a race 
of saints out of devils but to seek and save that whi ch is 
lost--to br i ng men back to their manhood-- to ca s t out the 
devil who is in the man, but is not the man, to redeem 
the soul . 3 
An oft recurring e):pres s ion with Brooks is 11 the es s en-
tial goodnes s of the human soul . 11 4 He s taunchly holds that 
11 the home of the human soul is goodness , u5 "that man belong s 
to God and is divine , "6 and 11 that there is an essential 
onenes s of man ' s life with God. 117 Chris t , by His ver y being , 
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decl ared 11 the nativen ess of righteou sn es s to man."8 Thus every 
l sermons, Vol . v, "N 0 . 1, P• 9 . 
2sermons, Vol . I, No. 2 , p . 47 . 
3Manusc r ipt sermon, No . 426, 1872 . 
4Manuscript ser mon , No . 267, 1867 . 
5Manuscrip t s ermon, No . 401, 1871. 
6J,1 anus cript s ermon, No. 693 , 1883 . 
7Ibid. 
8sermons , Vol . V 1 No . 1 , p . a. 
higher life to which man comes, and especially the highest 
life in Christ , 11 is in the true line of man r s humanity, 11 so 
that 11 the more man becomes irradiated by Divinity, the more, 
not the less truly he is man. 111 
In sermon after sermon, and in almost all of the later 
ones, Brooks proclaimed his faith in man. Lynn Harold Hough 
characterizes him as 11 an apostle of the loftiness of human 
nature." A manuscript sermon preached in 1875 gives us a 
typical statement of Brooks's estimate of man: 
I think so much of man. The best that he has ever 
done and been bears such marks of being only t he meanest 
suggestions of his capabilities. He is so infinite. His 
mysterious nature had so evidently manifested only the 
outside of its powers that when Christ comes and says "If 
you will fol l ow me , you shall be perfect, and the spirit 
shall put down the f l esh and the Kingdom of God shall be 
within you." That seems so far from being a mockery of 
an impossibility that the soul , which has realized how 
great manhood is, welcomes it as the fulfilment o f i ts 
own powers, the completion of its vague ideas.2 
Homiletical Importance of t he Doctrine 
Because Brooks 1 s concept of the ess en.tial. goodness of 
humanity determined his basic method of approach to men in 
his preaching, it is pertinent to give attention to that fact . 
Fis appeal was always to the highest that is in man. When he 
was called upon to take D. L. Moody ' s place for one service 
in a Boston revival meeting which the famed evangelist was 
holding , he demonstr a ted by his sermon the contrast of his 
method with that of Moody and most other preachers attempting 
lsermons, Vol. V, No. 1, p. 6. 
2Manuscript sermon, :No. 493, 1875. 
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in those days to bring men to Christ. The prevailing idea 
of the effective approach to men's souls was that first 
there must be stirred up in men a sense of their sinfulness, 
so that they should turn in repentance and ac cept the for-
giveness of God, thereby being enabled to enjoy a nobler 
vision of themselves as the children of God. With this idea 
Phillips Brooks was in positive disagreement. Assuming, as 
he did always, the essential divinity of human life and the 
naturalness of religion, he believed that man's vision of his 
true worth should first be stirred. The sense of s in will 
then come as man realizes how far short he has fallen of his 
own possibilities. His assurance of God's mercy and fo r-
giveness will be equally strong and fruitful. Of these 
matters, Brooks spoke in a sermon: 
0 strange old faiths which have tried to open the 
soul to Christ by preaching the inherent worthlessness of 
man. You may t ell a man how he is fal l en but you must 
always let him see the splendid height from which he fell, 
to which he may return •••• Preach the nobleness of man.l 
Sin and Salvation 
While thus appealing to the highes t in man, and recog-
nizing man's essential goodness, Brooks nonetheless took 
full cognizance of the problem of man's sin and his need fo r 
salvation from it. 
First of all, he considered sin as "a horrible , strong , 
!Manuscript sermon, No. 493, 1875. 
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positive t hing ."l 
I have no patience with the foolish talk which would 
make sin nothing but i mperfection, and would preach that 
man needs nothing but to have his deficiencies supplied, 
to have his native goodness educa:ted, and brought out in 
order to be all that God would have him to be . The 
horrible incompetency of that doctrine must be mani f est 
enough to any man who knows his own heart, or who listens 
to the tumult of wickedness which rises up from all the 
dark places of the earth. Sin is a dreadful, positive, 
malignant thing. What the world in its worst parts needs 
is not to be developed, but to be destroyed. Any other 
talk a bout it is shallow and mischievous folly.2 
This "positive, malignant thing" is no part of true 
man. It does not belong to our human nature. 
It is somethi ng that comes into us. The importance 
of that truth we cannot overvalue. 'Nherever it comes from, 
from sky or air, from the traditions of our rac e, from 
some unseen malignant spirit, it matters not. It comes 
to us and rules us. Cruelty to the cruel man, lust to the 
lustful man, drunkenness to the ·drunkard. It is one's 
master in many forms, but when it has taken its slave, 
it holds him with a terrible power.3 
What, then, is the nature of sin, a s Brooks saw it? 
It is 11 a dreadful, positive, malignant t h ing"4 which is 
foreign to man's true nature, something accidental to it. It 
is a powe r that rules over the sinner. Sin consists in man's 
falling beneath his divine capabilities. It is a betrayal of 
the divine nature in man--the falling below this inner 
standard. So sin lies in a man's being what he is, and not 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 2, p. 52. 
2sermons , Vol. IV, No. 12, p. 217. 
3Manuscript sermons, No. 570, 1877. 
4sermons, Vol. IV 1 No. :12, p. 217. 
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that better man, "that new man which is the oldest man , 
t~e first type and image" of his being.l Brooks would have 
us to think of our own sins "not as the things which are 
going to condemn us to eternal torture, but as the enemies 
of Him, the hindrances that stand in the way of His victor-
ious designs . 112 
You will never know the horror and misery of sin till 
you know the glory and mystery of man. You never can 
estimate the disaster of an interruption till you know 
the worth of what it interrupts. You never will under-
stand wickedness by dwelling on the inate depravity of 
man. You can understand wickedness only by knowing that 
the very word "man" means holiness and str ength.3 
Confronting the question why man, who is essentially 
divine, should have ever fallen into the sin which is a be-
trayal of his true nature, Brooks confessed he saw mystery 
behind the question, a mystery which 11 no wisdom is wise 
enough to answer. 11 4 
If sin came in, whence came it? Nay, what is it? 
Is it an active thing, forcing itself upon unwilling 
humanity, or is it the new result of a fermentation of 
the ingredients, the passions, and powers of that hu-
manity itselr? If it came from without, how was it that 
a pure will with no evil habit or tendency could receive 
or adopt the evil temptation? Where is the bridge by 
which a nature can pass over from innocence to guilt? 
All of these questions are without answer.5 
lsermo~, Vol. V, No. 1, p. 10. 
2sermo~, Vol. IV, No. 15, p. 278. 
3sermons, Vol V, No. 1, pp. 21-22. 
4sermons, Vol. VI, No. 1, p. 5. 
5Ibid. 
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Concerning the idea of "original sin" as the an-
swer to some of these questions, Brooks objected to certain 
aspects of the doctrine and declared that the remainder of 
it was still a mystery: 
What do we mean by "original sin"? Not, surely that 
each being comes into the world guilty, already bearing 
the burden of responsible sin. If that were so, every 
infant dying before the age of conscious action must go 
to everlasting punishment, which horrible theology, I 
think, nobody holds today. Original sin means some sort 
of tendency or possibility of sinfulness. I take it to 
express mothing more than something vague and indefinite--
it does not say what--something in man which makes it 
certain that as he grows up into manhood, he shall grow 
into transgression.! 
In view of the incessant encroachment of sin upon the 
life of man, and the seeming strategy with which the attack 
is made, Brooks wonders if the biblical doctrine of Satan 
does not have some truth in it; 
When we see some force working its way with restless 
energy ag ainst the sluggishness of higher forces, choosing 
its persons and points of attack, choosing its times of 
action with some marvellous discrimination, putting on, 
when need demands it, the cloak and mask of a diviner pow-
er, malignantly, dexterously, with such strange choice 
and ingenuity doing its work, what better conception can 
we form than that which the sublime language of the scrip-
ture gives us of a personal evil, a Satan, a bad spirit 
set to the endless work of thwarting God and ruining the 
hope of man1 Reason may find what difficulties she will 
in the doctrine of a personal Satan, but she has yet to 
harmonize and arrange, under any other idea, the phenomena 
of human sin.2 
M. J. Savage, a Unitarian clergyman who was a contem-
porary of Brooks, was of the opinion that Brooks's use of the 
lser1~, Vol. VI, No. 1, p. 5. 
2rbid., pp. 14-15. 
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word 11 devil" was "only a convenient incarnation and expression 
of some form of evil,"l but Allen said that Brooks believed in 
the existence of the devil and treated the subject seriously: 
It gave urgency and point in the resistance to evil 
to regard temptation as not wholly a subjective mood or 
passing sentiment, but as instigated by a being who was 
personal, who could be fought and overcome. It made the 
battle of life more real and tangitile to regard it as a 
conflict of wills.2 
There is strong support in Brooks's writings for the 
evaluation of Allen,3 and no direct support for the evaluation 
of Savage. 
Having acknowledged with reverent agnosticism 11 the 
mysteries of iniquity," Brooks turned with firmer tread to 
expound God 's method of delivering man from the power of sin 
unto the freedom ·or salvation. However, here, too, he must 
fir st bow before the mysteries of the cross, "where the deep-
er battle goes on out of our sight."4 The fact of Christ's 
defeat of Satan, sin, and death was plain to him, but he won-
dered who could go behind the fact "and tell its method? Who 
shall say how, why, where that all-a-vailing victory was won?"5 
3ut if the behind-the-scene metaphysical action that 
made possible man's salvation remained a mystery to Brooks, 
1M. J . savage, in Uniti Pulpit, Feb. 10, 1893. 
2Allen, II, p. 543. 
3s ee Sermons, Vol.VI,. No. 1, and Vol. III, No . 9 . 
4sermons, Vol. VI, No . 1, p. 16. 
5Ibid. 
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he was quite clear in his understanding of the practical 
method by which Christ brings salvation to the souls of men. 
In a published sermon, he outlined in progressive steps the 
entire process. Beginning with the truth th~t man belongs 
to God by nature, and then recognizing the truth of man's 
estrangement from God, he showed how Christ, 
who not merely belonged to God but was God, came and 
set as a visible fact into the midst of man's life that 
which man had forgotten or lost out of his feeble grasp: 
that God loved men intensely, unsparingly, even to the 
mysterious extent of pain and death.l 
This truth, when fUlly known, opens men1 s heart, and to 
those prepared to receive Him there comes the Spirit of the 
Saviour to their hearts 
and touches them and melts in with them and makes Himself 
a part of them, and spreads through every vein of all 
their life these two truths of the Christ: that God l oves 
man and that man is his true self when he is filially 
serving God.2 
This brings a new birth to man "because the power of these 
truths thoroughly filling a man makes him a new life. 113 Out 
of this new life comes a new sense of rightness with God and 
a new enjoyment of fellowship with Him. Then, 
when he is living the new life whose essence is that he 
is God 's child, his nature opens like the nature of a 
plant brought out of foreignness where it does not belong 
and set into its native soil.4 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 7, p. 101. 
2rb1d. 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid., p. 102. 
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Salvation, then, as Brooks saw it, is simply the 
restoration of man to his true life, because 
its one idea is health. Not rescue from suffering , not 
plucking out of fire, not deportation to some strange, 
beautiful region where the winds blow with other influ-
ences and the skies drop with other dews, not the en-
chaining of the spirit with some unreal celestial spell, 
but health--the cool, calm vigor of the normal human 
life; the making of the man to be himself; the calling 
up out of the depths of his being and the filling with 
vitality of that self which is truly he--this is sal-
vation.l 
Brooks believed in conversion, but it was a conver-
sion from the unnatural to the natural, for 
the Christian is nothing but the true man. • • • The 
Christian graces are nothing but the natural virtues 
held up to the light of Christ. 'l'hey are made of the 
same stuff; they are lifted along the same lines, but 
they have found their pinnacle. They have c aught the 
illumination which their souls desire. Manliness has 
not been changed into Godliness; it has fUlfilled it-
self in Godliness.2 
Toward a Definition 
What, specifically, did Brooks's believe about man, 
and on what grounds did he believe it? 
He believed that man is a child of God, both by cre-
ation and by redemption; not that man might become a child 
of God, but that he was born a child of God and could never 
be anything else, no matter how disobedient he might become. 
In a sermon entitled "The Divine Humanity," he declared that 
"ages before the Incarnation made God so wonderfully in the 
lser.mons, Vol. V, No. l, p. 9. 
2rbid. 
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image of man, the creation had made man in the image of 
God. 11 1 In the mind of Phillips Brooks, nothing could ever 
set aside this basic, elemental fact. Thus "the first truth 
of all our existence is that man is eternally the son of 
God.tt2 
The evils in man "are all accidents • • • dis tor-
tions of the true idea of man."3 The evil in man is not 
there because man is by nature alien to God, but is the re-
sult of man's straying from God. Even as the Prodigal Son 
never ceased to be his father's son, so man never ceases to 
be God's son. 
According to Brooks, man is not made a child of God 
by the redemption of Christ. That redemption only serves to 
make man realize that he is a child of God, and to enable him 
to live as such. It only serves to help him become in char-
acter and action what he already was by nature. It brought 
the realization and fulfilment of man's true self. Two brief 
passages will suffice to make clear Brooks's belief: 
When we say that every man has in him a true spir-
itual element, what we really mean is that every man 
is a child of God. The awakening of the spiritual ele-
ment is any man is just his coming to know and act on 
the knowledge that he is a child of God.4 
lsermons, Vol. vr. No. 18, P• 312. 
2sermons, Vol. II, No. 15, p. 257. 
3sermons, Vol. II, No. 1, p. 16. 
4sermons, Vol. IX, No. 17, p. 300. 
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It is nowhere said that Christ made God man's Fa-
ther. He made man God's child by showing him the un-
quenchable love that was in His Father ' s heart and then, 
by the touch of love, made vital and strong by suffering, 
wakening up the divine consciousness, the power of god-
liness, the power of loving like a child of God, in the 
human heart.l 
Phillips Brooks derived his concept of man directly 
from the teachings of Jesus. Virtually every statement which 
he makes of his concept is based on some word of Jesus, whos e 
teaching he paraphrases by picturing Him as sayin3 : 
I ~a the Son of God . Yet I am one with you. You, 
too, are the sons of God. His image, all blurred and 
stained, is in you. Let me set it free, restore it, 
redeem it; and then you shall live by the law of your 
own renewed will. The pattern shall be in your hearts 
when those hearts once more are pure. The image of God, 
manifested first in me, and from me reawakened in your 
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own filial consciousness--that is the pattern of your life, 
the standard of your duty.2 
1sermons, Vol. IX, No. 20, p. 353 . 
2The Influence of Jesus, p. 49. 
CBAPTER XIII 
HIS DOCTRINE OF THE SCRI PTURES 
His Biblical Heritage 
Phillips Brooks came to his first view of the Scrip-
tures through the regular instruction of his mother, who 
faithfUlly attended Dr. Vinton's Bible class at St. Paul's 
in order to transmit his teachings to her children. The 
view that Phillips learned from her was soundly evangelical 
and conservative. The theological seminary at Alexandria 
did little to change this view. While Dr. Sparrow, the head 
of the school, was reputed to be a staunch and fearless sup-
porter of free inquiry, his work was in the field of theol-
ogy. Dr. Packard, who was responsible for biblical studies, 
was primarily a teacher of Greek and He brew, and when a ques-
tion of orthodoxy arose, he held to the accepted position.l 
There is no evidence that the finding s of biblical cri t icism, 
a field of study then comparatively in its infancy, made any 
impact at the seminary during the time that Brooks was there. 
In his own private studies in those days, he was r eading more 
in the field of theology, history, and the humanities, t~an 
in the bi~lical field. Thus Brooks entered into h is ministry 
lsee an evaluation by Richards, quoted by Allen , I, 
pp. 173-74. 
-1:42- -
in 1859 with a relatively conservative view of the Scriptures. 
His early manuscript sermons abound in scriptural literalisms. 
Even some of his published sermons reflect conservative views. 
He accepted as factual t h e biblical legend of Methuselah's 
969 years . l He made no reservation in declaring t hat J esus 
raised Lazarus from the dead . 2 The ascension of Jesus in a 
cloud is presented as a historical fact , 3 as is the mys terious 
departures of Enoch and Elij ah. Yet Brooks later says: 
I have always felt that the ascens ion of Jesus was 
the event, of all tha t are recorded of Him in the gos -
pels, the most difficult to present to the imag inat ion 
in any picture of its possible methods or circumstances. 
We have to rest, I think, in the mere f act of His depar-
ture in some way unlike the old f amiliar ways of death . 
Something which had been foreshadowed in the mysterious 
departure of Enoch and Elijah wa s ful f illed in the dis-
appearance of the Lord who was so vastly greater than His 
servants who had gone before Him.4 
Brooks acc epted the Sermon on the Mount as being es-
sentially a 1mi t-- "one single, separate discourse of Jesus . n5 
This does not of itself imply a str ic tly con s ervative view 
of t h e Bi ble but it doe s indicate a lac k of knowl edge by 
Brooks of the probl em involved in a c omparativ e s t udy of the 
Gospel Accordi ng t o St . Matthew with the Gospe l Ac c ording to 
St . Luke, where the same material is various l y us ed . 3r ooks , 
lSermons, Vol. I, No . 18 , p . 318. 
2sermons , Vol . D!, No . 6 , p. 104. 
3Ibid. 
4s ermons, Vol. VI, No . 3 , p . 35. 
5The Influence of Jesus , p. 26 . 
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seeing that the sermon lacks "rhetorical order or progress," 
and that it 11 does not move in any argumentative development," 
explained that this was due to the informality of the outdoor 
occasion.l 
Liberal Elements 
However conservative Phillips Brooks may have been 
in his view of the 3ible, even in his earlier years in the 
ministry he would never have thought of using the Scriptures 
in any mechanical, wooden, or dogmatic fashion, for he had 
observed how "often the noblest thing in the Scriptures is 
lost and ruined by people who take hold of them with hard, 
prosaic hands.n2 As his knowledge of the Bible grew through 
his use of it in his preaching, Brooks appears to have moved 
steadily toward more liberal views of its nature and author-
ity. The increasing influence of biblical criticism had its 
effect upon his thought, yet, even as late as 1887, we find 
Brooks relying almost entirely on the Bible for his authority 
as he lectured on the Apostles' Creed. He apparently knew 
much of the findings of biblical criticism, but was indiffer-
ent at times to its strict application. 
In his mature view of the Bible, Brooks never spoke 
of its writers as conscious of the fact that they were writing 
Scripture. He recognized that the gospels reflect purely 
lThe Influence of Jesus, p. 26. 
2sermons, Vol. VI, No. 3, p. 35. 
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personal evaluation of the life and teaching of Jesus, so 
that the interpretat ion is colored by the personality of each 
man.l He believed that St. Paul would be surprised if he 
returned and found his epistles collected as part of the Hol y 
Scriptures, for 11 i t is not evident of even one of those let-
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ters that it looked beyond the occas ion for which i t was first 
written."2 i3rooks sufficiently appreciated the human elements 
involved in the writing of the Bible to be abl e to r ecognize 
that there might be "mistakes and misconceptions 11 in it. 
"There is strong reason to believe," he said, "that certain 
great tendencies will distort special facts. 113 Yet, despite 
the possi bility that in "the historic record there may be 
misstatements of detail, and in the Apo stol i c development 
there may be wrong anticipations, such as the anticipation 
o f the end of the world, 11 4 Brooks believed that the great spir-
itual current involved in the record is faithfully transmitted. 
In a letter to Miss Mitchell, January, 1871 , he stated 
h is conviction that there were two Isaiahs. 
No clearer evidence can be found of Brooks's eagerness 
to receive new light on the Bible than in his forceful defense 
of the Rev . R. Heber Newton, who was under attack for views 
lThe Influence of Jesus, p . 211. 
2sermons, Vol. X, No. 7, p. 115 . 
3Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p . 352. 
4Notes on Bible class lecture, 1880 , as quoted by 
Allen, II, p . 511. 
expressed in his book, Right and Wrong Uses ~f t he Bible. In 
a letter written from the Suez Canal in 1883, Brooks said: 
Certainly no mischief Heber Newton can do can begin 
to equal the mischief which must come from the obstinate 
dishonesty of men who reft1se to recognize any of the 
new light which has been thrown upon the Bible, and go 
on repeating assertions about it, which,if t here be any 
such thing as proof, have been thoroughly and repeatedly 
disproved. These are the men on whom the church in t he 
future must look back upon with reproach and almost with 
contempt.l 
Revelation and Inspiration 
What was Brooks's concept of revelation and inspira-
tion as these pertain to the Bible? 
In the statement of his religious convictions, writ-
ten in his Journal of 1882, for his own purposes, hence in 
sketchy form, he said: 
Inspiration is primarily in the events wi th which 
the Bible deals; secondarily in the na t ure of the Bible 
writers; only through these in t heir literal words. It 
was a noble story told by noble men. So comes the noble-
ness of the narrative. The Bible claims nothing else 
for itself. We must not give it qualities which s i mply 
seem necessary to us. It is the word of God, speaking, 
not through passive trumpets, but through l iving his-
tory and acting characters.2 
Br ooks saw the Old Testament as being "formed under 
the same laws under which all literature is formed, only 
made peculiar 11 3 by the peculiar facts surrounding the special 
sense of divine mission which guided Israel in her historic 
lQuoted by Allen, ·IT, p. 420. 
2Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 352. 
3rbid. 
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destiny . He saw t h e chief revelationaJ. value of the New 
Testrunen t as consisting of the fact that it is a reli able 
record of the life of Jesus, who Himself was the one p erfect 
revelation of God to man. He said that the Bi ble gives us 
the word o f God 
because it is the story of the Word of God whi ch came 
down from heaven. The revelation of God whi ch it makes 
is of a God manifested incarnate, showing the will of 
God in the life of a man, the life of Jesus Christ.l 
Seeing this to be true, he recognized that 11 the Sible is not 
properly a revelation, but the history of a revelat i on . 11 2 
He said that this was necessarily so, 11 for a Person cannot 
be revealed in a book, but must find revela t ion, if at all, 
in a Person."3 "For this reason, Brooks believed that not 
all porti ons of the Bible are of equal val ue and importance. 
11Its various parts differ with the quality of what they have 
to t ell,"4 and that book is 11most inspired wh i ch mos t worth -
ily and deeply tells the story of the inspired life. 115 This 
being true, 
the center and core of the Bible must t herefore be the 
Gospels as the story of Jesus. There is no neces s ity 
of supposing them to be other than the natural records 
of the events of the life of Jesus which t hey appear 
upon their face to be. The critical discussion of t hem 
lManuscript sermon, No. 416, 1872 . 
2Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 351. 
3Ibid. 
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4Notes on Bible class lecture, 1880, in Allen, II , p. 511. 
5ser.mons, Vol V, No. 1, p. 17. 
has in the larger part confirmed their genuineness and 
authenticity. The Fourth Gospel has sufficient claims 
to be accepted as the work of John; but even if that were 
doubtfUl there would be abundant authority in it as is-
suing very early from the Church's consciousness and tra-
dition and holding the Church's loyalty of fai th.l 
In the final volume of Brooks's published sermons, we 
have the exposition of a theory of man's spiritual develop-
ment across the centuries which is in harmony with modern con-
cepts of the Bible as a record of God's unfolding revelation. 
Seeing the Bible as simply the record of God's attempt to 
offer Himself to man, Srooks showed how man progressively 
was able to learn how to receive God into the deeper parts 
of his life. At the beginning of the Bible, Adam and Eve were 
able to receive God "into the society of their happiness," 
but not into the government of their wills. At the end of 
the Bible, in the New Jerusalem, humanity, "mellowed, softened, 
humbled, deepened by all the experience of t he long slow day 
in which the ages of human history have been the creeping 
hours, ''2 is a ble to receive God into the deepest chambers of 
the soul's life. 
Between the two ends of the Sible, there is the 
story of God's perpetual offer of Himself to the soul 
of man, and of His entrance into it j us t so far as He 
finds faith to welcome Him.3 
lJournal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 351. 
2sermons, Vo~ X, No. 15, p. 248. 
3Ib1d. 
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This same principle, of revelation being limited 
only by man's capacity to receive it, is also applied to 
man's present spiritual comprehension ot' the Bible : 
One man will penetrate deeper than another, not by 
any other power than simply by having more of the Spirit 
of God which it reveals, and this Bi ble will enlarge its 
utterance to every soul just as that soul enters more 
and more perfectly into the meaning and intention of it 
all--into that love for holiness and truth which is the 
Spirit of God from whence it came.l 
Brooks's Primary Interest in the Bible 
It may be fairly judged that Brooks's knowledge of 
the findings of the critical study of the aible was consid-
erably less than that which was available to him, basically 
because , being interested in the deeper spiritual realities 
that lay back of the writings in the spiritual experience of 
the writers themselves , he was little concerned with the prob-
lams of biblical exegesis. Being fearful that the c ritic al 
study of the Bible might become an e nd in itself, Brooks 
urged his congregations to go beyond their new freedom in 
handling the Bible so that the book might fulfil its true 
purpose in their life. 
The Bible has come to be treated in many circles 
as a literary work, and so we do not easily regard it, 
as our fathers did, as a Book purely for regulation. 
It has been so much a book for criticism that we do not 
easily make it a Book of life. What many of us want, I ':n 
sure, is to ge t back to t he very simplest thought of the 
Bible. It has all one plain, direct interest. There is 
nothing told us in it to satisfy our curiosity or gratify 
lsermons, Vol. X, No. 16, p. 273. 
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our taste--nothing that has not the one great purpose 
to regulate our lives.l 
It was during Brooks's ministry that violent argu-
ments arose among churchmen over the historicity of the Gene-
sis account of creation. The argmnent did not disturb his 
own appreciation of the account of man 's creation and fall, 
since, whether historical or not, it was "profoundly true of 
man's spiritual experience and its imagery is representative 
of perpetual and universal truth. n2 So Brooks looked always 
for the essential, universal, spiritual truth that lay back 
of the Scriptures. 
lsermons, Vol. IX, No. 18, p. 320. 
2ser.mons 1 Vol . X, No. 10, p. 161. 
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CHAPTER XIV 
HIS DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH AND OF THE MTNISTRY 
The Church Universal 
Brooksrs doctrine of the church was precisely what 
one might expect in view of his doctrine of Christ and of 
man. As he saw in Christ the true man who revealed to all 
men their sonship with God, so he saw the church as the type 
of the ideal world, "the primary crystalization of humanity." 
The soul of man carries the highest possibilities 
within itself, and what Christ does for it is to kindle 
and call forth these possibilities to actual existence. 
We do not understand the church until we understand 
this truth. Seen in its light, the Christian Church 
is nothing in the world except the promise and prophecy 
and picture of what the world in its idea is and always 
has been, and in its completion must visibly become. It 
is the primary crystalization of humanity.l 
Brooks believed that when Christ established the 
church He was contemplating the ideal society, so t hat "a 
perfect church would be a perfect world. tt2 3rooks therefore 
believed that 11 the church is imperfect so long as it is not 
coterminous with the world. tt3 
In a sense, we may say that Brooks's idea of the 
church was so broad as to be quite high. In making all 
lsermons, Vol. V, No. 1, p. 15. 
2Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 351. 
3Ibid. 
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human li~e, by the very fact of its humanity, a portion of 
the church, he elevated the idea of the church into its most 
universal concept, into a perfect catholicity. Brooks was 
a bout as far as anyone could be from the sect idea of the 
church as a select group , composed only of those who have 
been redeemed out of the world and added to the church by 
the process of regeneration. He held firmly to a belief that 
the Church is but the type of the complete humanity--
elect, not that it may be saved out of the world, but 
that the world may be saved by its witness and specimen 
of what the whole world is in its idea.l 
Brooks said that he could not think of the Christian 
Church 11 as if it were a selection out of humanity," because 
in its idea 11 it is humanity."2 The most hard, degraded, and 
sinful of humanity 11 are all members of the Church, members 
of Christ, children of God , heirs of the Kingdom of heaven. 
Their birth made them so."3 
At first glance , this seems to be a radical doctrine, 
even for such a libera~ spirit as Phillips Brooks; and to 
those who take his words in their usual sense, it seems non-
sense. Two things are help~ in understanding his doctrine 
of the church: (1) an understanding of the sense in which he 
used the word 11 church11 ; and (2) a recognition of the relation-
ship between Brooks's doctrine of the church and his doctrine 
lThe Influence of Jesus, pp. 129-30. 
2sermons, Vol. IV, No. 3, p . 46 . 
3rbid. 
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of man. 
In his use of the word 11church, 11 Brooks was not 
thinking of any organization or any tangible manife s tation 
of the church. He was thinking of the church "in its idea," 
that is, of what he believed Jesus conceived the church in 
its perfection to be. He said that it was 11 the ideal society 
which Christ contemplated when He established the Christian 
Church. "1 So Brooks was not thinking of present ex istent 
realities, but of the ideal potentialities, not of what the 
church now is in its active attainment, but of what it now 
is in its idea and what it shall be in its eventual fulfil-
ment as the ideal church. 
Historically, the word "church" has had a variety 
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of meanings. St. Paul conceived of it as 11 the body of Christ11 2 
and as 11 the family of God. 11 3 This spiritual conc ept appears 
to have prevailed among the early Fathers of the church until 
Western minds began to materialize the concept, and Cyprian 
identified the church with a visible organization. Irenaeus 
offered a median view with his two famous dictums set beside 
each other. The Roman Church, seeing itself as the true or-
ganization of the church, favored t h e first dictum of Irenaeus: 
"Where t he church is, there is the spirit of God." The 
lJournal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p . 35. 
2colossians 1:18 . 
3Ephesians 3:15. 
Protestant movement h eld to the second dic tum : "Vr.nere the 
spirit of God is , the.r e is the church . 11 Unfortunately, 
Protes tanti sm soon set a negation o•rer t:'le (Jre.J.d t h of this 
die tw.n by imposing creed a l requiremen t s wh ich e vent·..1ated into 
divisions . Under the condition of these divisions , Protest-
ants found meaning in a disti r::ct ·~_ on once made by Aw;u.stine 
be tween the church v i sibl e and t h e church i nvisi .ole . I n the 
nid st of their visible d i '.-isions , t he:;- took comfort in the 
thoa ght of the invi s i bl e church as uni tin:; a l l t r ue oelievers 
in Jes us Christ . While the church, as conceived by Br ooks , 
had this aspect of invi sibility, i t was an all - i.:c:cl;..lsive 
church , not :i..imi t ed to the true :JeJ.i0ve r ::1 in J e sus C 1 ~ r ist . 
:Ie saw it a s including all humanity. 
In effect , what Brooks d id was to r eturn to the pris -
t i ne Ear~y Church conception of itself a s the family of God, 
and enlarged that family to include a ll humani t y . 
The h i story of the Early Chul"'c '1 is a farai l y pic ture. 
If a man kept that picture , he would know the op en se-
cret of the Chris tian Chur ch. He would k eep the t r uth 
that , as an e l ect body, the Church is but the t~~e of 
the co1nplete humanity, elec t, not that it may ·oe saved 
out of the world , but that the world ma~r b e saved b~; its 
•Nitne ss and specimen of what the whole wor ld is in its 
i dea.l 
Thus , when Brooks used the word nchurch11 in connec -
t ion with doctrine , it was used in thi s univel"saJ. ized sense 
as re. f'errine to the ideal church. 
Again, it i s helpful, in understandj_ng Bro9ks 's 
l The Influence of Jesus , p. 129 . 
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doctrine of the church, to s e e it in relation to hi8 doctrine 
of man . Since he believed that e'rer y man is a child of God 
b;r nature , then every man belongs in the f31llily of God , which 
ts the ideal church. Since man is bo rn as a child of God , he 
is a l so born as a member of the church. Since no amount of 
sin can destr oy the fact of man ' s 'h " sons _lp to God , no amount 
of sin can take man f r om the church-- 11 if he sins , it is as a 
member of the chur·ch that he is wickect ."l Just as the Prodigal 
Son nev er ceased to be his father ' s child, just so c.o es eve r y 
prodir:; al son belong still in the church, his Father ' s house-
hold . 
This is not to say that i3r ooks did not belieYe in the 
necessity of conversion and r egeneration, but that he thought 
of conversion and regenerat i on, not as necessary to make men 
the sons of God and members of the church, b '_lt as nece ssar y 
to the res toration of the prodigal sons of God to their Fa-
ther ' s fellowsh:!.p . Just as Brooks labored constantly to 
awaken men to the truth of thei r d ivine dignity, so also did 
he constantly urg e them to enter, t h rough baptism and confirma-
ti.on, into the active fe llowship of those who had ·:; ome to the 
knowl ed;ge of thei r divine so:nship and were d edic ated to the 
task o f l ead ing others into the same knowledge . 
Thus , while conceiving of the ideal c hurch and the 
ideal world as co- t erminus and identical , Brooks r ecoz,nized 
l sermons , Vol . IV , No . 3 , p . 46 . 
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that both the church and the world are imperfect and in 
conflict with each other. 
There is no fight so fierce and vehement as that 
which rages between two beings which ought to be per-
fectly one,_ but which, because each falls short of 
what it was designed to be, are now in conflict with 
each other. So long as the Church and the world are 
what they are there must be discord. We who are in 
the Church must keep watchful guard o•1e r her, and must 
dread and oppose the evil influences of the world. But 
at the same time we never must let ourselves forget 
that all this is unnatural. We must never lose out of 
our sight the vision, never lose out of our ears the 
music of the real Church and the real worlc.~. E~ tru --· ;""': ling 
each into perfection for itself, and so bOth i r to unity 
and identity with one another.l 
The Sacraments 
With such a view of the churcl"'~., Sr ooks natural l y 
regarded the sacraments 11 in their larc; est view" as "human 
rites" in that they "indicate the universal facts of hu-
mani ty."2 'l'hus baptism is simply " the declaration of the 
rmiversal fact of the sonship of man to God,"3 and · t he Lord's 
Supper is 11 the declaration of the universal fac t of man ' s 
dependence upon God for the supply of life. 11 4 
:3rooks saw baptism as the rite trrough which man 
"claims and asserts his membership" i n the c hurch, of 
which he has always been a "potential member. n5 'D'y this same 
lsermor:.s , Vol. IV , No. 3, p. 52. 
2Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen , II, p . 354 . 
3Ibid. 
4r bid. 
5sermons, Vol. I V, No. 3, p. 45. 
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rite, "the Church accepts the new member and undert9.kes 
his education."l Then, at the proper time, "the eyes of 
the understanding being opened," confirmation follows the 
baptism. As Brooks conceived it, confirmation 11 is only 
the re-assertion of the baptismal promises, and for its 
whole meaning and value it is thrown back upon baptism. "2 
It "gets all its color from baptism shining through it."3 
Neither the ceremony of baptism nor that of confirmation 
produces a spiritual change; they are rather the witness to 
the ch ange wh ich has already taken place. 
This rejecti on of miraculous powers inherent in t he 
rite of baptism Brooks also applied to the sacrame nt of the 
Lord' s Supper. There was no suggestion from him of any mirac-
ulous transformation of the elements into the body and blood 
of the Lord. On the other hand, he was impati en t with those 
who spoke of the sacrament as a mere remembrance. Parks re-
ports that Brooks once said: 
How strange it is that some men should speak almost 
contemptuously of the Lord 1 s Supper as a mere remem-
brance. I sometimes wonder if they know what the remem-
brance of Jesus is, and what it does. Is that not the 
one thing that we need? If we really remembered Him, 
should we not be ·like Htm?4 
Jser.mons, Vol. Iv, No. 3, p. 45. 
2Baptism and Confirmation, p. 6. 
3Ibid. 
4Quoted by Parks , p. 32. 
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For Brooks, the chief value of the Lord's Supper 
lay in its power to help men truly remember t h e deep and 
eternal truth of God's love revealed through sacrifice. 
In a sermon entitled "Ch...rist, the Food of Man," with ref-
erence to t he sacrament, he said: 
The great Christian sacrament, which embodies t his 
idea of which we have been treating, the idea of the 
feeding of the soul upon the flesh of Christ, is all 
filled full of memories of the agony in which t he flesh 
was offered. What does this mean? Does it not mean 
this,--that h owever man longs for his God, however man 
sees that in the incarnate Christ there is the God he 
needs and whom his nature was made to receive; it is 
only wh en the stands by the cross and beholds t he love 
in the agony, that h is hungry nature is a ble to take 
the food it needs, that is so freely offered? The 
flesh must be broken before we can take it. 'I'his is 
what Chris t says, and the history of thousands of souls 
have borne their witne ss to it, that it is the s uff ering 
Savior, the Savior in His suffering , t ha t saves the 
soul.l 
Thus, whil e Brooks conc e ived of t he Lord's Supper 
as a true memorial, he would make i t a memoria l int o which 
men would enter with such a deep and personal s ens·e of 
Chri s t's suffering as to have their souls f ed upon i t and 
their loves elevated by it. 
Because of his concept of the church, in its idea, 
as embracing all humanity, Brooks regarded t he Lord' s Sup-
per as 
the right and need of every man to feed on God, t he 
bread of divine s ustenance, the wine o f divine inspi-
rat ion offered to every man, and turned by every man 
l s ermons , Vol. I I, No. 14, p. 250 . 
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into what form of spiritual force the duty and nature 
of each man required.l 
He wanted it to be understood by all men, not as 11 t he mystic 
source of unintelligible influence," not as '1the test of 
arbitrary orthodoxy," nor as 11 the initiation rite of a sa-
lee ted brotherhood," but as "the great sacrament of man. n2 
The Ministry 
From such a concept of the church and the sacraments, 
we may rightly expect to find Brooks holding to a broad and 
universalized concept of the office of the ministry. Such is 
distinctly the case, as may be noted in reference to two spe-
cial doctrines concerning the ministry--sacerdotalism and the 
apostolic succession. 
Noting that the old sacerdotal i dea of a priesthood 
set apart from the people by ordination had not entirely 
died away, Brooks declared that the way to destroy this 
false idea was, not to teach that ministers are not conse-
crated, but to teach that all people are, not to deny the 
priesthood of the clergy, 'but to assert the priesthood of 
all men.3 
Concerning the doctrine of the apostolic succession 
his to ric ally held by the Church of England, it is chara.c ter-
lser.mons, Vol. IV, No. 3, p. 47. 
2Ibid. 
3sermons, Vol. IV, No. 3, p. 48. 
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istic of Brooks that he held to the terminology while giving 
it a broader and more spiritual interpretation: 
The Church is suffering, and not thri ving by her 
ancient ministry if she is making it exclusive and 
mechanical, and calling none the ministers of Christ 
who have not that ordination. Evervwhere the letter 
stands for the spirit and to give up the letter that 
the spirit may live more fully, becomes from time to 
time the absolute necessity of the living church.l 
In harmony with a consistent practice on his part, 
Brooks went behind the statement of the doctrine of the 
apostolic succession to bring forth the living truth it was 
endeavouring to express: 
What all our theories of apostolic succession are 
unknowingly trying to get hold of is this idea, that 
all t~~ough the Christian ages there has been one con-
tinuous, identical church; that on this side of it and 
on that side of it sects have arisen, groups of men, 
that is, who, besides what belonged to them as the mem-
bers of the Church of Christ, have prided themselves 
in and have chosen often to take their titles from some-
thing or other that was peculiar to their group. But 
that the Church is always larger and deeper and more 
constant than the sect, and that to live in the Church-
consciousness, not in the sect-consciousness, to live 
in our sense of fellowship with those of our own time 
who think as we do is the best inspiration and culture 
of the Christian life. This is the difference between 
the church life and the sect life. Anybody c an see how 
the strong perception and high value of the historic 
continuity of the church must tend to exalt the church 
idea and to sink the sect idea.2 
Brooks conceived the true apostolic succession as 
consisting of a continuing body of the fai th:f'ul who were 
devoted to doing the will of God. They are 11 the living and 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 16, pp. 291-92. 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 583, 1877. 
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errective body of the church. The power and responsibility 
reside in them. They have the real apostolic succession."l 
So Brooks set himself against a tendency often felt 
and sometimes dominant in the church, the idea of setting the 
ministry in authority over the church because of a divine 
and apostolic commission. Noting that the church existed 
berore the ministry, and that the ministers of the early 
church were disciples berore they were apostles, he thought 
it strange that the church should ever have accepted the idea 
of 11 the rulership of the clergy, the dominion of the priest; 
and hierarchies, splendid with pomp, or subtle with intrigue, 
but always hard with tyranny. n2 Against this idea in whatever 
form--that "the church exists f'irst in its clergy and that 
the laity become part of the church only by the extension of 
the clergy's life to them, "3 Brooks set his own theor y that 
11 the laity are the church and that the clergy exist separate 
rrom them only to carry out the purposes of their lire , to do 
in special and peculiar ways what it is the duty and privilege 
of the whole church to do--in one great word, to be the 
church's servants, not its lords. "4 
With the real apostolic succession residing in the 
lsermons, Vol. V, No. 11, p. 191. 
2~, p. 183. 
3Ibid. 
4sermons, Vol. V. No. 11, p. 184. 
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laity, and with the spiritual compulsion .from God being the 
chief element in a man's right to preach, 11 the accident of 
a formal ordination" was held by Brooks to be "a trifle." He 
said that "the unmistakeable commission11 lay in the words o:f 
Jesus, "As my Father hath sent me, so send I you."l 
This does not mean that Brooks belittled the value 
of formal ordination. Recognizing that t he true church was 
divided among various organizations, he saw in the ceremony 
of ordination a recognition by a church organization of the 
fact that God had called a man to the ministry, and of the 
givi~ at the same time, of that organization's own approval, 
so that he might minister among them. 
In his address at the consecration of the Episcopal 
Church in Andover, on January 4, 1887 , Brooks set forth his 
view of what constitutes the real authori ty of the ministry: 
The real authority of man to speak to h i s br .other 
man must rest in personal qualities ar.d conditions. It 
is truth which cannot be carried save by the believing 
soul. It i s fire which can only be carried by the 
lighted torch. It is God who can only shine through 
a soul luminous and transparent with His own divinity . 
Behind all other authorities lies forever the first 
authority of intelligence and sympathy and consecration. 
Without that all other authorities are worthless . With 
that, no man may disparage any minis t r y , however simple 
and unelaborate that ministry may be in other t hings.2· 
The Protestant Episcopal Church 
By considering Brooks's attitude toward the role of 
lLetter to Mr. Robert Maconachie in I ndia, Sep t . 10, 
1892 . Quoted by Allen, II, p. 907. 
2Quoted by Allen, II, p. 660. 
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his own denomination in the church life of America, we may 
gain further insight into his doctrine of the church and the 
ministry. He loved and valued the Protestant Episcopal Church 
as the mother of his spiritual life. Apart from this senti-
mental attachment, he prepared to do his work in that church 
because he believed that, more than any other denomination, 
it was endeavouring to fulfil his idea of the church as the 
type of the true humanity. Yet he rejected, on every occasion, 
t h e attempts of some to change the name "Protes tant Episcopal 
Church" to "The American Church." He felt that t h e name did 
not oelong to h is church since it belonged rather to the total 
body of Christianity in America, which, despite its divisions, 
was "bearing perpetual testimony to the people of America of 
the authority and love of God, of the redemption of Christ 
and of the sacred possibilities of man. 11 1 
Brooks believed that the Protestant Episcopal Church 
made too much of an effort to import the traditions of the 
Church of England into America, thereby only making herself 
less a part of the American manner of life. 11 Her only real 
chance of powerful life," he said, "is in t he more and more 
complete identification o f her sel f with the gen:lus and nation-
al l ife of America. •t2 Rather than presuming a rank of superi-
ority because of her claim to an apostolic succession, Brooks 
lsermons , Vol. IV, No. 3, p . 56. 
2Ibid., P. 57 . 
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declared that she must struggle more and more earnestly to 
win such a true apostolic succession. He warned that if the 
Protestant Episcopal Ch·lrch set up the claim of being the 
only true church in America it would doom itself to becoming 
a restricted refuge for all who held the doctrine. As for 
himself, he knew that he could not be a part of such a 
church claiming for itself an e .xclusive conr·aission not pos-
sessed by other churches in A~erica. In a letter written 
from the con·; ention in Chicago at which the propo sed change 
of name was debated, he declared that if the church set up 
such exclusive claims "there would be n o room left for sensi-
ble men to continue in her ministry.nl 
Brooks's view of the question is fairly s'Lll!'.marized 
in the following passag es , the first taken from a manuscript 
sermon and t he other from a published ser~ilon: 
Our church, I take, has a right to cal l herself 
11 The Church" only as each member of a family in which 
there are many members has a right to ·oear the family 
name, without in the least denying it to his brothers 
and his s isters.2 
If our church does especial work in our countr y , 
it must be ·by the special and peculiar way in which 
she is able to be ar witness, not oy any fiction of an 
apostolic succession iri her ministry, which g ives them 
alone a right to bear such wi tness . 3 
Beyond the immediate existence and work of his own 
l Quoted by Allen, II, p. 637 . 
2Manuscript sermon, No . 583 , 1877 . 
3sermons , Vol . IV , No. 3, p . 56. 
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and other denominations, Brooks looked expectantly for the 
coming, at a time "far, far away, n of 
the Nation-Church--the land all full of Christ, t h e 
Nat ion-Church, a true part of the World-Church, issuing 
into glorious life and swallowing up our small eccle-
siasticisms as the sun grandly climbing up the heavens 
swallows up the scattered rays which he sent out at 
his rising.l 
lsermons, Vol. IV, No. 3, p. 59. 
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CHAPTER XV 
HIS DOCTRINE OF THE FUTURE 
The Kingdom of God 
A strong interes t in the kingdom of God was an es-
sential part of the preaching of Phillips Brooks bepause his 
concept of God and man required a kingdom in which the two 
would be united in a perfect divine-human relationship. As 
he saw it, the kingdom is none other than a right relation-
ship between humanity and its God, having its beg inning here 
and now in each case of man' s obedience to the r u l e of God . 
The kingdom of God and the true universal church are one and 
the same; the kingdom is the chur ch completed and perfected. 
Brooks himself faithfully followed the example of 
Jesus in emphas izing the kingdom of God , noting the whole 
burden of Jesus ' pre.achi ng was 
to establish the k i ngdom of God. The purpose of the 
new birth for which He labored was to make men subjects 
of the kingdom of God. Is it not cle ar what it means? 
The kingdom of God for any soul i s that condition, 
anywhere in the universe, where God is the soul ' s king , . 
wher e it seeks and obeys the h i ghest , where it loves 
t ruth and duty mor e than comfor t and l uxury.l 
How was this kingdom to be established? De spite h is 
natural love of any mir aculous manife s tation of God' s power 
fo r noble purposes, Brooks did not expect the kingdom to be 
lse~1~, Vol . I , No . 15 , p. 281. 
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brought into existence by cataclysmic divir1e action. He was 
wedded, mlnd and soul , to the n1Ustard seed analog y , ruled by 
11 an expec tation of progres s by development. 11 1 As he analyzed 
the history of civilization1 he saw the evidence of this 
progress, so that he felt that he was l ivir1g i n the ·:Je s t time 
the world had ever Y'.nown. He believed that 11 t here must be 
better ones to come. The story of the world is not yet 
told. 11 2 This g rowth of the kingdom could be expected because 
of the immanence of God in all activities and the perfectibi l-
ity of the human soul. Thus Brooks saw the comi ng of the 
kingdom through the increasing power of Christ over the hearts 
of men. This , he ·oelieved, was the true doctrine of the 
Second Advent, which, he said , was not a 
fantastic idea of a new incarnatior1 and of a visible 
Christ in Palestine, but about a power of Christ over 
the des tinie s and institutions and hearts of men more 
real and spiritual than any tha~ any a.12;e has ;ret seen.3 
Death and Immortality 
This kingdom of God could be expected to come because 
man's effort to build it in obedience to God ' s r ule is not 
limited to his life in this present world . All of eternity 
is a field in which the will of God may be done . 
l rnfluence of }es~, p. 259 . 
2sermons, Vol. I , No . 9, p. 169 . 
3Letter to Mrs. R. J. Eall , Dec . 13, 1879. 
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Because immortality has already begun , death can 
have no reality in any sense or finality. I t is not the 
end:i.T:lg of one life and the oev,inning of another. :.C t is a 
transitional point in one continuing , cor sc l ous c~ i s te~c e in 
which the environment o f life is simply changed. Through 
the breaking down of the body, the spirit is set rree. Then 
the eternal life in us answers to the eternal life beyond 
the g rave, recognizes it, flees to its own. There is no 
violence of transfer. It is a continuation of the same 
one life. The grave is only the moat around the inner 
castle of the King , across which they who have long been 
His loving and loyal retainers on the f a rther side enter 
in, sure of a welcome to the heart of Hi s hospital ity. 
Far above any morbid or affected, unnatural, unhuman 
pretens e of a wish for death there towers this calm 
C h~istian confidence, ready to die, yet Blad to stay here 
until the time comes; knowing that death wil1 iJe a 
r elease , and yet fincling life happy and rich wi th the 
power of the resurrection already pres en t in it; count i ng 
both world God 's worlds1 and s o nei~her despis i ng this nor dreading the other.· 
Brooks saw man 1 s dread of death as a holdover f r om 
his instinct of self-preservation as he faces a mys tery , fo r 
which 11 t here can be no explanation t ill we each understand 
it by unde r going it. '12 But a s the Chr i stian draws near e r to 
death he beg ins to see it for what it really is: 
the gathering up of the issues of life , the sublime 
g rouping and grasping together in God 's great hand of 
all the results of one period of being, that th~y may 
be handed over into another. It is the concentration 
or bring ing to focus of all the forces of the first 
lsermons , Vol. VII, No. 18, p. 279. 
2sermons, Vol. VII, No.7, p. 107. 
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life, that they may thence be re-expanded and spread 
out into the second.J 
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Thus, although death is not the end of l i f e, it "must cer-
tainly be a very significant event in life ."2 
Since he preached in a time of general skepticism, 
it is to be expected that 3rooks would offer some r easons 
for his most positive belief in immortality. He did labor 
to build up the faith of his hearers, but seldom through 
formal argument. Ordinarily he relied upon the technique of 
so strongly establishing the vision of man's ess ential 
divinity that belief in i~,ortality would follow. He was 
content, for the most part, to make his appeal directly to 
what he believed was a divinely revealed inner conviction of 
the truth. 
The continuance of Life through de ath is the natural 
assumption of humanity, consc i ous in itself of something 
which the apparently wholly physic al phenomenon of 
Death seems not to touch. Man believes in continued 
existence because the burden of proof seems to him to be 
upon the other side and no one has proved that death 
ends all. Ac cording to the strength and clearnes s of the 
sense of personality will be the strer~th and clearness 
of men 's belief in I:mmortality.3 
Brooks defended his lack of argumen ts in f avor of 
belief in Drrffiortality be declaring that such argument s cannot 
create faith--"they are only its occas ional helpers in its 
weaker moments." He did suggest two thi ngs which he said had 
lsermons, Vol. VII, No. 15, p. 234. 
2Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 354. 
3Ibid. 
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been t he most effective in causing men to believe in 
i mmortali t y : 
the broken lives and the broken fri endships of this 
world. Men coUld not belfeve that tn~ young life, 
broken off so suddenly, was done forever. It st~g ested 
its own continuance. And when they had oeen g r owing 
into SJ7!!1pathy with some rich and true soul for :rears, 
and were just catching sight of new i1Tlr.1ense regions 
in him that were still to oe comprehended, it was 
impossible to stand by his coffin and think it was 
all over.l 
I n his notebook for the period 18'75-1878, he makes 
a notation, expec ting undoubtedly to use it for sermonic 
purposes . It is an argument whi ch again grows out of h is 
high reg ard for the cap acity of the human spirit. 
God, we may be sure, will leave no real need of our 
nature unappeased. He is too g ood and mer ci ful for 
that; and He will overlook no capac i ty unfulfi l led, for 
He is just and r ighteous , all seeinr; and all wi s e. So 
from our need of truth and life, I argue a g ospel and 
an irnmortality.2 
This immortality is something more than endless 
ex istence . That of itcelf could b e an oppressive burden. It 
is not 11 the quantity but the quality" of innnortality t hat is 
i mportant. We desire imrr.ortality because Christ has redeemed 
both time and eterni ty for us and res tored us to a quality 
of life that is worth l iving forever. Not only does Christ 
t hus res tore l.ife to i t s divine normal cy, but His resurrection 
11 has power in assuring our resurrection, i n the fact that it 
confirms and il l ustrates that expectation which the 
lsermons, Vol. I, No. 12, p. 225. 
2Notebook, 1875-78. 
consciousness o:f our own personality has produced . 11 1 
Judgment 
Without both ering to deal with the biblical picture 
of a :final judGment in any conclusive way, ~rooks pr eferred 
to pictur e the judgmen~ which is perpetual. 
Every day the power that we will not use is failing 
from us. Ever y day the God whose voice speaks through 
all the inevitable necessities of our mor al life is 
saying to men who keep their talents wrapped ir., napkins , 
11 Take the talent f r om him" and since .we will not enter 
into the pe r fect light, he must be 11 cast into the outer 
darkness . 11 2 
The judgment does not consist entirely of the 
objective activity o:f God i n dealing with man; it is largely 
a matter of subjective self- evaluation , regula ted by one ' s 
own condition of soul . 
This is what it is for a soul to 11 stand before God ." 
God opens his own heart to that soul and i s both judgment 
and love . They are not separate. He is love ·oecause 
He is judgment; fo r to be j udged by Hi m, to meet Hi s 
judgment is what the soul has been long and ardently 
desir ing . Tell me , when two such souls as t h es e stand 
together "befor e God , " are they not judged by their 
very standing there? Are not the d e ep cont ent of one 
and the perplexed distres s of t he other already t heir 
heaven and their hell? Do you need a pit of :fire and 
a city of gold to emphasize t ,_·eir difference? When the 
dead s mall and g reat stand be:fore God, is not the book 
already opened and ar e not the dead already judged?3 
Brooks thinks, · however, that there may be some 
l Journal , 1882, quoted by Allen , II , p . 3p5 ~ 
2se~nons , Vol . I , No. 9 , p . 156 . 
3s ermons , Vol . IV , No . 4, p . 66 . 
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special sort of judgment at the time of death, when, oe-
cause a men's life in one human society is terminated, he 
face the particular consequences of that life.l 
Heaven and He l l 
As the judgment is here and now begun and continu-
ous, so begins now heaven or hell . 11 Whil e the man is li v-
ing here, walkir;.g these conmon streets , l iving in closest 
·intercourse with other men, he is already in the everlast-:. 
ing .presence and his heaven or hell has begun.n2 This is 
true because o.f the inunanence and activity or God in every 
man's life, today and forever. Man c annot escape the pres-
ent or future consequences of his moral life . 
He that obeys Him must feel the everpreser-t God in 
joy. He th~t disobeys must feel Him in pain every-
where and fore ver. These are the terrible neces sities 
o f obedience and disobedience •••• The essential 
truths of heaven and hell are ineradicable in t he 
universe.3 
~ooks strongly attacked the old New England 
TheoJ.ogy' s concept or God ' s nmaking ready ror eternal burn-
ing a vast hell where soul s should blaze forever, that their 
agony might glorify the everlasting throne on which He 
s its. tt4 He deals wi tb the pro blem of biblical imagery 
lsermons , Vol . VII, No . 15 , P • 234 . 
2sermons, Vol . IV , No . 4 , P • 66 . 
3sermons, Vol . IV , No . 1 '7 , P • 309 . 
4sermons, Vol. VII , No . 15, P • 230. 
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concerning hell by making it a symbolic representation of 
t~e essential facts of human experience in a moral universe, 
by looking for 11 a free and more spiritual meaning. 11 1 
We may speak of God's vengeance. It may seem to 
be the angr y revenge of one who has been insulted and 
i gnored.· We may picture to ourselves the flames of 
His anger consuming the rebellious souls which yet 
are so like Him who punishes them that they can never 
die. Such pictures have their power as the c rudest, 
coarsest representatives of the essential truth that 
to the disobedient God may come in suffering as He 
comes to the obedient in joy •••• But greater and 
truer than any picture of angry vengeance, more sol-
. emn, more subl ime, more impressive to the fear of a 
r easonable and thoughtful man, t here is the mighty 
image of God standing in t he center of all things and 
all thing s having to touch Him.2 
To t hose doubtful of the reality of heaven or hell, 
Brooks poi nted the present consequences of obeying and dis-
obeyi~g God. He said that they should be aware that 
the belief in heaven and hell is but the carrying out 
into the long vista of eternity of what men sec a i)out 
them every day--the law of spiritual accumulation and 
acceleratioP-, the law by which sin and goodness in-
crease after its ki nd .3 
Conc erning the question of everlasting punishment, 
he declared in his Lenten lectures on the Apostles' Creed 
that the 11 Bible does not unmistakeably dec lare i t ." He 
definitely rejected the idea that the soul's eternal destiny 
is irrevocably fixed at the hour of death. 
This life is probationary, but only a s every 
lser.mons, Vol. VII, No. 17, ~309. 
2Ibid. 
3sermons, Vol. IX, No. 1, p. 9 . 
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period is probationary with reference to the times 
which follow it. It is not ended in a fixed decree 
but in a more strongly assured character.l 
Becau_;3e he believed in "the continuance forever of 
free will,"2 he had to admit the possibility that any per-
son might continually reject the grace of God , wondering, 
indeed, if the "soul which adds death to death on earth will 
do otherwise through eternity."3 While fully confident that 
God's mercy runs beyond the grave, he held that unless it 
were "a mercy which does what mercy never does now, and com-
pels to goodness the soul refUsing to be good, there still 
stretches out the possibility of a wickedness forever ob-
stinate, and so forever wretched."4 The whole question 
turned upon the conversion after death of the suffering 
soul. "Escape can only come through the voluntary forsak-
ing of the way of sin for that of righteousness.n5 God 
will not forbid a soul from repentance, and wherever or 
whenever a soul turns from sin to God , then and there it 
enters into eternal life. 
As far as can be determined, Brooks never dealt 
with the idea of hell as a separate place of abode. He was 
1Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 355. 
2Ibid. 
~otes on Lenten lecture on Apos tles' Creed, 1887. 
4sermons, Vol . IX, No. 1, p. 9. 
5Notes on Lenten lecture on Apostles • Creed, 1887. 
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much more impressed by the spiritual nature of the soul's 
self-inflicted punishment, so that for him hell was simply 
a wrong relationship with God, whether in this world or in 
eternity. 
By this same consideration, Brooks thought of heav-
en not as a place of gilded beauty, but as a condition of 
the soul "finding its own perfect personality in God. 11 1 He 
believed that "heaven will be the life of Christ made uni-
versal .112 
Brooks did not believe that man shall come immedi-
ately beyond the grave into a perfection or completeness 
such as to leave no room for future growth. Indeed, one 
of the glories of coming into the presence of the Father 
and comprehending immortality is that men shall see that 
in the life to which they now belong there is "room for e. 
growth which might go on to all eternity."3 In such a con-
dition of life, with the soul of man perfectly united with 
the vitality of its Creator, it would not be possible to 
think of heaven as pure stagnation, an idleness, nor as a 
11mere luxurious dreaming over the spiritual repose that has 
been f1afely and forever won ."4 Heaven will be an 11 active, 
lJournal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 355 . 
2Manuscript sermon, No. 514, 1875. 
3sermons, Vol. IV, No . 4, p. 71. 
4sermons, Vol. rl, No . 7, p. 125. 
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tireless, earnest work" for which we will have a tlfresh, 
live enthusiasm for the high labors which eternity will 
offer. 11 1 
The activity of the Eternal Life must be intense. 
Stated philosophically, it will be the soul working 
without resistance or reluctance in perfect harmony 
with its surroundings . Stated religiously, it will 
be the child reconciled in perfect love to the Father 
and serving Him in the delight of love forever. " ">Nhich 
hope we have as an anchor of the soul, sure and stead-
fastl"2 
Exactly what the redeemed shall do in the limitless 
regions of eternity we cannot know of a certainty, yet we 
may well allow our imaginations free reign . Brooks thought 
that perhaps we will be 
ministering to other worlds, helping and educat ing one 
another, serving in one part of the universe or another. 
The ease and glory of it all will be t hat it is all 
filled and fired with the enthusiasm that flows out 
from the throne where He sits whom we love with all 
our might. Believing in Him, we shall maintain good 
works and faith will feed goodness throughout all 
eternity.3 
lsermon~, Vol. IV, No. 7, p. 125. 
2Journal, 1882, quoted by Allen, II, p. 355. 
3Manuscript sermon, No. 514, 1875. 
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P A R T 
IV 
CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER X:V I 
C 01TC !}JS I ON 
Fr om thi s survey of the views of Phillips 3rooks 
concerning the various doctrines there emerge certain con-
clusions reGard~ng the characteristics of his t heology, his 
theological position, his contribution to theology, and his 
influence. 
Characteristics of His Theology 
'i'lhile Br ooks was no t teclmically a theologian and 
showed littl e concern with the development of a whole sys -
t~n of thought , he was seriously interested in all truth 
pertaining to man ' s relationship with God , in all the ram-
ifications· of that relationsh ip. When such truth could con-
tribute to the enrichment of man ' s soul or stimulate man's 
de eper admiration for God, Brooks was able to draw from the 
most complex theo l ogical subjects ideas profound in depth 
and rich in thei r completeness . One may note, for ex.anple , 
that while marry clergymen found difficulty in pl~each:~_ ng on 
the Trinity because of the metaphysical problems involved , 
3rooks professed delight in preachi ng on the subject oecause 
his concern was not oas ically with the pr o0lems involved 
but with the riclmess of thought which the co ccept of the 
Trinity g ave to the idea of God in Eis manifold g re a tness . 
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It was in theology's contribution ' to life that Brooks 
was interested. One must come from a reading of his sermons 
with a reco0nition that a~ost every serr.1on he preached was a 
doctrinal sermon in that it dealt with those great realities 
o f divine-human experiences which compose the material from 
which doctr ine is f ormed . 
1?9 
While Brooks was capable , when he purposed to oe, of 
exact theolog ical expression, he was , in his sermons, generally 
careless of the exactness of his expressions, and was apparently 
not concerned over strict consistency. He often poUl1 ed forth 
his views in terms open to misinterpretation without bothering 
to safeguard his position . His manner of expression was often 
characterized by a definite ambi guity and vagueness of thought. 
Upon analysis, this ambiguity and vagueness may be attributed 
to thr ee possible contributing causes : 
1) . It was the purpose of Phillips Brooks to render 
t heology in the terms of the wide and varied experiences of 
life . A concept , however sharp it might be in specific out-
line of form, when .it is shovm as manifes t in the diverse 
experiences of life, loses its abstract exactness in the 
necessity of expressing the diver sity of these exper iences . 
The broader the application of a concept of li fe, the more 
comprehensive, the less precise , and t he more vague must be-
come the fo r mulation of that concept . The theology of life 
must reflect the varieties, the diversities , and the para-
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doxical aspects of life. By the expansiveness of his appli-
cation of doctrine to life, Bro oks bound himsel f to the ne-
cessity of a certain degree of inexactness in his expressions . 
2) . The vagueness of thought is due , in par t , to the 
vast capacity of Brooks's mind--his enthusiasm for ideas , his 
magnitude of imaginat ion, his i nclusiveness of thought . ~n~en 
this capac ity was employed in the exposition of some aspect 
of truth, he quickly drew into the picture such a variety of 
applications that this one aspect of t ruth seemed to be every-
thinG and the antithetical aspects of it to be nothing . But 
on another occasion, speaking on the antithetical aspects of 
the same subject, he would again draw in such a variety of 
applications as to make this aspect of t ruth seem exclusive . 
Having ther eby c l aimed t he same territory for antithetical 
aspects of t ruth, Brooks left a picture of thought uncertain 
in its lines and confused in its shading . If, for example, 
his theme was the manifold nature of God, he would so thor-
oughly apply this theme to the areas of life that there seemed 
little room left for the unity of God; while, if hi s theme 
was the unity of God, he pictured that as so dominant in all 
of life as to leave little room for the manifoldness of God. 
This l eft him open to accusations of inconsistency and made 
it extremely difficult, if not impossibl e , to classify hi s 
thought . 
3 ). In view of Brooks ' s ability to present sharply 
defined ideas when necessar y , and i n view of e l ements of 
ambiguity and vagueness not accounted fo r by the foregoing 
explanations , it must be assumed that ther e was an element 
of conscious pur pose in h is indefini tion . A r eview of his 
theological utter ances will show t hat the inexactness in 
the express ion of Brooks was g reatest at the points where 
exactness of expr ession woul d have put h im in a controver-
sial position, wh ich he obvi ously sought to avoid . At the 
ver y point where orthodoxy gave way to new formulations , 
3r ooks became the most amoiguous , the most rhetori caJ., the 
most poetic . By this means , he was able to command the 
respect and confidence of con s er vatives and liber als alike , 
for each, coming to his words , found in them the i dea he 
was disposed to find . Thus Brooks was a bl e to co~1unicate 
the gospel to both, to all in between. Within the range of 
such indefinite terms as "a humanized Divinity" and 11 a 
divine humanity," what ample room there was for the union of 
diverse thought s concerning Jesus t Thus , by a certain 
vagueness , Br ooks united men of conflicting theolog i es , and 
turned the thoughts of men from the more abstract aspects o f 
doc tl~ine to the more l iving a spects . As a relig ious leader , 
he could achieve by vagueness what could not be achi eved by 
exactness . This was successful evangelism, bu t it made a 
fuzzy theology. 
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His Theological Position 
From the survey of his views of specific doctrines, 
the theological· position of Brooks emerges more clearly, and 
may now be defined as that of a liberalized trinitarian 
orthodoxy, interpreted in the broadest and freest manner. 
It is helpful to see hi s position in relation to the heri-
tage which was his through his parents. The Ph illips family 
had been for generations leaders in the preservation of the 
Puritan spirit and the Puritan theology of Calvinism or its 
modifications. Mary Ann (Phillips) Brooks was deeply imbued 
with the f~llly spirit and was strongly inclined toward con-
servative theology. Brooks's father, on the other hand, had 
been reared in the Unitarian Church, and, although modifying 
his v iews sufficiently to be confirmed in the Episcopal 
Church, he continued to exhibit the character and spirit 
fostered by the Unitarian Church. His influence, combined 
with that of the prevailing religious atmosphere of 3oston, 
and the later influence of Unitarian Harvard, gave Phillips 
Brooks a definite heritag e in Unitarian liberalism. 
Brooks's relation to these two aspects of his re-
ligious heritage varied from time to time. In the early 
years of his life, the religious influence of his mother 
was dominant. She instilled within him a deep love for the 
historic faith and an aversion to heresies . Then, during 
the period between his graduation from Harvard, and his 
entrance into the theological seminary, he seemed to be 
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under the power of the more l iberal aspect of his heritage, 
being held back from a co:mmi tment of his li fe to reliGious 
work by a fear that it meant a sac r ifice of the pumanistic 
values he es tee;ne ci . 8ut as we find him entering upon h i s 
active minis t r:r, the i nfl uenc e of his mo t "t'er is a.g a in 
strongl y eviden t . She was on constant guard to warn him 
ag ains t the dang er of the new thoughts that were comj_ng int o 
vogue under the leader ship of men like Bushnell . His 
at tachment to her was unusually strong , and her influence was 
a notable force tending to keep h i m within the l i mits of 
ort11odox.y . Yet , year after year, under the i mpact of his 
broadeni~~ thought and exper ience , he lnoved mor e and mor e 
from t h e t heology of his mother to that of his father , not , 
indeed, by discarding her doctr ines , but by setting over them 
the humanistic and l iber al spir it of his father in t hei r 
interpr etation. While emotionally attached to the conserva-
tive theology of his mo t her, he was mentally attached to the 
rati onal views of his father . Thus , in the maturity of his 
l i fe , Phillips Brooks became an embodiment of two c;rea t 
s t r eams of New England rel i gious life, holding in easy com-
bination the ol d Pur itan consciousness of God and the new 
Unitar ian emphas is on man . 'I'hese two he united in the 
doctrine of the Incar nation, where the divine ~nd t he ~tunan 
met in natural and per fect unity . Thus the doc trine of t he 
Incarnation became a s central to h im as the sovereir;nt~r of 
God had been to his ancestors . Out of it he d. rew those 
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high concepts of man which made the Unitarians reckon him 
as their mm, while from the same doctrine he drew his con-
cept of God as the s elf-revealing Father who is d;mamicall y 
present in all of life, initiating all divine-hmnan r elation-
ships and activities--a concept which caus ed t he conservatives 
to claim him. By thus bringing together, and uniti~~ in h is 
thought the divergent streams of reli gious tradition, Brooks 
attained a position of superior rank as a spiritual leader. 
He combined the ·oes t in both traditions. f5y t he warmth and 
fervor of his evangelical spirit, he a voided t he cold a nd 
dry intellectuali sm of the Unitarian tradition. By the lib-
erality and humanization of his thought, he avoided the a loof-
ness and exclusiveness which had characterized much of ortho-
doxy, and especially his own communion. 
Deeply drawn to all things historical and venerable, 
he was truly conservative in his desire to preserve, throu~h 
reinterpretation, the truth of man's spiritual experience 
as embodied in the creeds. He held to t~e ancient fo rmula-
tions, but looked more deeply into them for the more spirituaJ 
and universal meaning . Thus he came to a posltion in llarmony 
with the so- cn.l l.ed "New Theology" which was current in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century, and which h e openly 
espoused in the decade of the eighties. 
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His Contributi on to Theology 
Although not contributing to the solution of 
technical theological problems, Br ooks did mak e his d is-
tinctive contri bution to the larger field of theol OGY• 
This contr ibution may be seen as three fold: 
1). By his own example, he showed how theology 
could be more dynamically related to the daily i ssues of 
li f e, how its ver y formulation could be made in the l anguage 
of l ife . At the same time , he showed how the formulations , 
so often drawn f r om the formal requirements of deductive 
reasoning , could be enl ar ged by the ir!clusion of i deas in-
duced from the experiences of man's life with God. 
2 ). Br ooks ~~ain contributed to the enrichment of 
the fie l d of theolog y by demonstr ating what segment s of the 
total area of doctr ine were most frui tful for use in the 
church' s primary mi ss ion of evangelism. 3rooks noted in 
himself an increasing tendency t o make ever y sermon the 
declarati on of one great es s ential truth. Indeed, he cmae 
to the point of saying , a fter his return from a year abroad 
in 1883 , that he had only one sermon--the great and wonder-
ful truth fo rever manifested i n the Incarnation, 11 the 
immediate pres en ce of God and the vas t capacity of man." All 
other doctrine was useful only as it contr ibuted to t he 
central truth of' the Inc arnation. In thus conf'ronting men 
with the picture of their t rue selves and wi th the sear ching 
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presence of God, Brooks had found a ~ruth so basic ~nd 
elemental to human nature as to cause raen to be inwardly 
moved by his passionate utterance of t hat truth. His 
success stands as a pattern for all who would "':>r i ng men to 
their true spiritual destiny. 
3) . 3rooks demonstrated a valid approach to the 
solution of the problem of reta ining the spiritual values 
inher ent in the histor ical creeds while accepting the new 
lmowledge g ained from science and human experience . 
or g anized Christianity , as a r el igion of the Bi ble, ritual, 
and cr eed , has in the s e elements the means of recreat ing 
orthodoxy~ so that each generation must be taught anew the 
broader and deeper view s of truth. In an age be i ng flooded 
with new 1mders tanding and knowledg e , when ·many ~:vere casting 
a s ide creedal t '!:'leolor;y , Phillips Br ooks played a leadin[; 
role in showing men that the bett er way was to pr es erve the 
value of historic doc trine by go ins deeper :n to its me an ing , 
and , seeing this deeper meaning in the real ities of l ife , t o 
recapture the spiri tual experiences which t h e anc~ ent 
formulations had sought to preserve . He showed that the chang-
ing of interpretations would have little s i gnific an ce unless 
the new understanding produced a better man. 
His Influence 
A final word needs to be said about the influence of 
Brooks's thought , i n its insepar aole combination with his 
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spirit, upon the relig ious life of America. The most el o-
quent witness to the esteem \'lith which he was regarded thro~~h­
out the land, indeed, throughout the English- speaking world , 
was the tremendous public reaction to the news of his death 
in 1893. To the religious-minded people of the nation, the 
passine.; of Ph~llips Brooks was an ev ent of great sorrov1. Allen 
has adequately chronicled the events associated with the almost 
universal mourning , so that thes e do not need to be r epeated 
here . In view of his g r eat followi ng , thereby and othe~tise 
amply evident, it may be said that Brooks 's thought was influ-
ential in creating changes in the religious life of America, 
and especially in New England, in three particular ways : 
1 ). Because of the confidence in which t he most 
conservative churchmen held him, he was · able t o exert over 
countless minds a l iberalizing influence as , on a wide pub-
lic scale , both throueh his books and his preaching , he 
showed men how to hold their received doctrines i n a broader 
and decpe~ way. In a time when denominational pride was very 
strong and doctrinal standards were strictly held, it v1as a 
t r emendous thing that Phillips Brooks should be able to speak 
to men in every s e3ment of the chur ch, teachine them to see 
their narrow doc trines in a larger way, and to appreciate 
the validity of rel i gi ous experience as it was known in every 
co1m1rmion. He may be credited with havin,g exerted a major 
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influence in opening the way for our modern ecumenical 
mo-vement. 
2) . Again, by the universality of his appe al, !:3rooks 
.exerted a stroP..g appeal to the liberals of' h is times . Many 
Uni ta.rians deserted their own churches t o svtell his congre-
gations a t Trinity Church. The Unitarian periodicals took 
frequent notice of his utterances , sometimes see ing in t h em 
an identity with their own doctrines which was not justified. 
At his death, some of the most thoughtful and appreciat ive 
eulogies were delivered by his Unitarian colleagues in Boston . 
To the many thousands of liberals who followed his teachings , 
Brooks pointed the way to the recover y of spiritual values 
in discarded dogmas. It may be said that he had some part 
in turning the main stream of liberal thought toward a more 
evang elical orientation. 
3) . The one special area in which Phillip s Brooks 
·may be said to have had a dominant and determinative influence 
was in his own Protes tant Episcopal Church, and in t he atti -
tude of the general public toward his church. 'l'his inf luence 
was directly connected with his doctrinal position on the 
church, its sacraments, and its ministry. 
At the time that Brooks enter ed upon his mi nist r y 
in the Protestant Episcopal Church, it was still much lmder 
the blight of its historic spirit of exclusiveness and its 
strong Anglican a t tacrunents. It deserved a measure of the 
general public antipathy toward it on these 8round s , but it 
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was probably the recipient of more prejudice t han it de-
served, due to t he J. inr; er i nt, influence of the old Puritan 
d i slike of bishops , ponp , and pageantry. 
During the later period of Brooks's life, the Prot-
estant Episcopal Church was torn with i nternal s tl,i f c be-
t ween the elements o f exc lusiveness and Ar~licanism on the 
one side and the e lements of breadth and Americanism on 
the other s ide. The controversy came to ~ head at t he Gen-
eral Convention in 1 886, when the proposal was :)efore the 
body to chang e the nar:1e of the church f rom "Protestant Epis -
copal" to 11The American Church." Brooks had anticipated 
this movement in his preaching months earlier, and had .:,one 
on record as solidly opposed to this expres sion of exelu-
siveness. At the convention, he was outspoken in h is opp o-
sition . He was anxious over the close mar r; i n by v1hich the 
convention r ejected the propos al, fearing that the tide 
night turn to its favor. Upon his return to Boston, he de-
livered an unusually s tron~ denunciation of the pr oposal 
and all that it invol ved . This sermon was widely repor ted 
and bro1~ht a deluge of letters to him, most of them in sup-
port of his views . This post- convention sermon may be cred-
ited with t1..1..rning the tide of sentiment in the church , so 
that never again did the proposal to change the neme command 
larg e support. 
The vi eVT s of the church set forth by Brooks in t his 
controver sy were out the verbalization of the policies which 
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he had long practiced at Trinity Church, and elsewhere, in 
his full recognition of and cooperation with the clergy 
or other denominations, including the Unitarian Church. 
This policy on his part was the cause of a delay of several 
weeks in the conrirmation of his election to the bishopric, 
a controversy which ae ain focused prolonged national atten-
tion upon Brooks and his doctrine of the church and ministry, 
thereby increasing the influence of his ideas. 
Thus Brooks was the chief instrument in bringing a 
new spirit into his denomination. Moreover, by the power of 
his influence, and through the breadth and inc lusivenes s of 
his spirit, he won for his church a new public acceptance 
and favor. 
This was an achievement wrought through the embodi-
ment in a noble life of great ideas drawn from the doctrine 
of the Incarnation. 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this dissertation is to expound the 
theology of Phillips Brooks as it is set forth in his writ-
ings, published and unpublished, for the contri bution which 
his thought may make, not to the field of technical theology, 
but to the use of doctrine in the nurture of souls. The prob-
lem in such a study is that of drawing from his non-technical 
languag e, more illustrative than definitive, the specific 
meanings which differentiate one school of theology from 
another. 
Part I _}._~_a survey of Brooks's theol:-_()_(!;.x_ _as _a_ wl:ol~ . 
He chose, as the expression of his peculiar ~enius, to devote 
himself to the translation of doctrine in terms of life. Iden-
tified with the broad, evangelical elements in the Ep iscopal 
Church, he held generally to the words of creedal orthodoxy 
whi le g iving them such a breadth of interpretation a s to bring 
him to a position in harmony with the "New Theology " of the 
l ast half of the nineteenth century. Running through all his 
writings are certain conceptual princ iples which stand as pre-
suppositions and ru~ing factors in his thought : the immediate-
ness of the divine inf luence, the sanctity of the common life, 
the naturalness of the ideal, the dignity and worth of t h e 
human soul, and the supremacy of the spiritual over the formal . 
on the basis of these principles , 3rooks r educed t he essentials 
of Christian doctrine to these · four ideas : {1) the Fa ther hood 
of God and the br otherhood of man: ( 2) the red er:lp ti on of man 
by Christ; (3) the perfec tibility of the soul; and (4) the 
immortality of hunan life. 
Part I I deals with the Christol ogy of Brooks , with the 
Incarnation being seen as the core of his theology, f rom which 
he derived his doctrine of the immanence of God and the essen-
t ial divinity of man. While affirming his faith in the Athan-
asian Creed, Brooks held it, not as a final fo r mulati on , but 
a s a historical boundar y between orthodoxy and here sy. Within 
the general area it encompassed, he moved with apparent free -
dom, often exp ress ing himself in terms suggesti ve of l ess 
orthodox Christolog ies . 
Part III deal s with Brooks's position on other ~~ 
trines . While stressing the immanenc e of God , he saved h im-
self f rom pantheism by h i s belief in the distinct personality 
of God. Seeking to avoid trithei sm on the one hand and 
Sabellianism on the other, Br ooks yet declared h is views on 
the Trinity in te~1s suggestive of both, being sufficiently 
vague as to leave a possibility of applying modern concepts 
to his thought . He took seriously Je sus' teach ing that ever y 
man is a child of God, cre ated a s such and r emaining such 
through all sin and re 'Jellion. He saw the Bible as t he rec ord 
of the revelation of God 5.n human experienc e . He belie···ed 
that every man belongs by nature to the church, which, in its 
idea, is simply the i deal world . He s aw the kir~dom of God 
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as the att ainment of a right relationshi p of humanity with 
God, and expected its ·.coming because all eternity is the 
field in which the will of God may be done . 
In the Conclusion it is noted that Brooks , whil e no 
technical the-ologian, had profound insights into the r;lost 
complex theological problems. Almost every ~ ermon proved to 
be doctrinal in that it dealt with those great realitie:. of 
the divine- human experience which compose the n aterial f rom 
which theol o~y is formed . Through his published worl~s and 
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his popularity as a pulpi t a er, 3rooks wielded a trer:tendous 
influence on the relig ious l ife of America and England, teach-
ing the conservative to broaden the scope of h i s thouc~ht 1 and 
the liberal to recover spiritual values in discarded doctrines . 
T5y the breadth of his thought and the univers ality of his 
spirit, he did more than any other person to lift the Episcopal 
Church to a new vision of i t s elf and to a wider public accept-
ance . 
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